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here. Two major decrements are noted; a general deterioration of sensory func-
tioning and a slowing of higher cognitive processes. The latter slowing may be
sufficient to affect performance in situations in which time demands on respond-
ing are on the order of fractions of seconds, but would probably not affect most
work situations. The general effects of experience, combined with an increase
in verbal intelligence throughout the working years, argues for increased compe-
tence of older individuals in many work situations. There are indications that
spatial reasoning abilities and the ability to develop solutions to new problems
("fluid intelligence") decrease with age. Secondary and review articles may
overstate this effect. The primary studies themselves have serious design flaws.
Th- best designed studies indicate that the drops do occur, but that the effect 1
may not begin to be serious until the middle 50s or beyond. Because of problems
in design and/or choice of performance measure, this topic requires further ex-
ploration.

The above statements refer to general trends. Very wide individual differ-
ences are found. Although the relative order of individuals on tests of mentalA
competence remains remarkably constant over adult life, the absolute difference
between people increases. In practice, this means that as people age, those
people who initially had high levels of ability retain them, while people with
initially low levels of performance get worse. This finding further emphasizes
the importance %-.f obtaining recruits who are of average or above average ability
as young adults. It also suggests that high ability personnel in the 40-60 age
range may be preferable to younger personnel of low ability, especially given
technical experience.

General physical health is related to the maintenance of cognitive perform-
ance throughout adult life. In particular, indications of cardiovascular prob-
lems (hypertension, heart diseases, minor strokes) are usually accompanied by
slowing of performance- in cognitive tasks. There are indications that immnoder-
ate use of alcohol can produce substantial loss ini cognitive performance, prob-
ably on a permanent basis. The evidence is quite clear that this happens if
alcohol use is carried to the point of frequent severe intoxication. The evi-
dence is less clear if use is limited to frequent social drinking, but there is
a distinct possibility that this is a cause of loss of cognitive functioning in
adults. Losses in sensory capacity, particularly audition, are exacerbated by
environmental hazards.

Standard medical examination procedures for sensory functioning (e.g,, vis-
ual acuity charts) appear to underestimate the functional loss suffered by an
individual in demanding work situations. New human engineering standards may be
appropriate for work sti~tions that are to be operated by people in their 40s and
50s, in order to accomodate for sensory deterioration. Medical and psychologi-
cal research should b'e initiated to develop indices of an individual's function-
al age by individual differences in physical health (especially cardiovascular
problems) and health-related behaviors (exercise, alcohol and substance abuse,
etc.). The goal would be the development of a reliable medical and psychologi-
cal screening procedure to identify older personnel at risk for performance de-
cline. A study should be initiated of long term changes in performance with
age in service rel _vcnt populations. The Reserve forces are suggested as an
appropriate populatior. This study is needed because of the questionable rele-
vance of some of the tests used in the literature as indicators of performance
in mfilitary work situations, and because previous studies have indicated that
different aging trends may be found in different populations.
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Naval Research, gave a colloquiuM at the Universit. of Washington in
which he discussed ps~schological problems faced b5 the Modern
Militar4. One of the problems that he mentioned was the problem of
obtaining enough "*oung and vigorous" enlistees, and retaining them
long enough so that the4 returned the training investment to the
services. This piqued the curiousit4 of one of us (EH), who began to
read in the area, and to talk with CH, who had his graduate training
in the Psjcholog13 of Aging. The demographic problem was clearcut:
the Defense DepartMent, and more generall4 U.S. industry as a whole,
Most come to grips with a simple demographic fact. The age
distribution of our population is going to change Marked1 over the
next twenty to thirty years. Modern industries, including but
certainly not limited to the Defense DepartMent, use people as
information processing devices more than they ise them as sources of
power. We wondered whether or not there were age-related changes in
cognition that would force changes in industrial practice.

When, we turned to the literature for guidance, we quick.l.y
discovered that the literature siMply was not organized to answer our
q,.estion, There were two reasons. Most of the research or.
"qerontoloqical psychology" is Motivated by a desire to understand
the life changes associated with old age. Work. ir, the field is also
strongl oriented toward the study of cognitive changes that Might
produce a problem for an (elderly) individual ir, his or her daily
life. These two orientations are reasonable. Much of the research
ir this field is funded b4 an agenc. (The National Institute on
Aging) that is specificall. charged with consideration of the
problems of the elderly. The scientists who work. or. problems of
aQinq have a strong institutional and personal coMMitMent toward
doing something for treatment of these individuals. For our
pu-,rposes, though, these two orientations were somewhat unfortunate.
We wanted to know soMething abo,.,t changes in cognition that occurred
d..rirg the normal working years. Such changes would probabl. be
sMall, and wuld affect an individual only graduall.. From the point
of view of ar epideMiologist or economist, however, small changes in
ird:ivid,..,ais Might Mean major changes ir, the effectiveness of a work
for c

We concluded that a survei was required, directed at the
specific q,..estionss that we wished to have answered. With the
erico..,raqeMert of Dr. Halff and Dr. Marshall Farr of the Office of
Naval Research, we spent a substantial aMourt of time reviewing the
i iterati..re and asking psychologists and physic_ian.. what they know
ab.t... middle agir'"* IF, addition, we have also vis i ted variouis
industrial arid Naval establiishmentts, in order to get a better pirt.re
of rurrent personnel practices. O, .ir hope was that we wou,.ld then be
able to Make a better g.ess abokst how the cha,-ges in people that the
scientists saw as possibly affectinq the way that a particular high
tec'hroiogy orqariz:ation, the U.S. Navys, had to do its b..siress.
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Aging and Cognition

1. INTRODUCFORY REMARKS

Since world War II the United States has drawn its military
manpower from post adolescents and young adults. The typical
career pattern for a soldier, sailorp marine, or airman has been
to enlist in the late teens or early twenties and serve for a
single enlistment period. In order to obtain the skilled
technicians that the modern military needs special efforts are
made to retain and train a cadre of professional specialists who
serve for longer periods of time. It is well Known that this
system of recruitment Is not working satisfactorily today and
that, given inevitable demographic changesp the proolem is likely
to be worse in the near future. The services must find some way to
enlist and retain more experienced techniciansi both in the
commissioneo and non-commissioned ranks.

Two courses of action are possiole. The services could attempt
to improve their retention rates, which are presently quite low,
while continuing to train specialists themselves. This will be
called the "retention option." In additionp proirams could be
initiated to enlist older persons, who are already skilled, to
fill technical positions. Direct recruitment of skilled people Is
done now for a few military occupations, noticeably medicinep and
was a widespread practice in the 19th century. The option of
recruiting directly into the higher ranks will be called the
"lateral entry" option. It is likely that both options will be
taken, because our national policies demand a strong military
force. Either option is certain to have one result; the average
age of servicemen and women will Increase. Will this mean a
military with reduced vigor or greater skill? Wnat is the
tradeoff oetween tnese possibilities? This report examines one
aspect of the proolem; the iikilhood of changes in the cognitive
capacities of oluer personnel, here defined as individuals ranging
in age from 20 to 60.

Ihere would be no real reason for the military to be interested
in investijating cognitive changes in auults If age changes In the
military jopulation were expecteo Lo be small. On the contrary,
we believe that substantial "aging" ut the miltary force Is
likely. Tnis is partly because of the e.xtreme youth ot the
present active duty force. In 1971 only 12% of active outy male
enlisted personnel were over 35 and only 1% were over 45. The
comparable figures for the civilian work force were 527 and 33%.
Wnen the retention proolem is solved the Armed Forces population
can be expected to move toward but not reach tne age distribution
or tne civilian work forces A reasonaole estinate of the eventual
military aje distriuution can oe obtained by looking at the
present Reserve forces. These were the people who "almost" made
the military a career. As of the end of 19eU0 33% of Naval
Reserve enlisted personnel and 622 of Reserve officers were over
tne awe of 3: (U.S. Naval Reserve; Reserve Manpowerp Mobilization
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Aging and Cognition

Planning, and Policy Division, Notes 1 and 2). It thus seems
reasonable to suppose that the number of active duty personnel
over age 35 will at least double If lateral entry and retention
attempts are successful.

A related issue Is how the older personnel will be useo. Major
changes from current practice can be expected* At present, and In
the Immeolate past, olderp more experienced inoividuals have been
assigned to supervisory roles. This tradition will have to be
muolfied. It will make more sense to retain experienced people in
those positions where their experience Is relevant. Tnis means
that inoividuals who actually operate equipment will be older than
they are now, altnougn not "old" in the usual sense. Put
succinctly, there is no proposal to employ 55 year old
infantrymen, but 40 year old tank drivers are a distinct
possibility*

Ccono.nlc analyses of the use of older personnel In military

roles have generally been encouraging (biniKin and Kyrlakopolous#
1979; Parker, Christensen, and Every, 1978). Tt has been pointed
out that more m3ture servicemen are better motivated and more
reilaule. Surveys nave shown that there are relatively few
service occupations that make physical demands beyond those that
can be met by a reasonably healthy forty year olo man, and most of
tne normal pnysical demands encountered In service life could he
handled oy people In their fifties. The economic analyses of
Nrich ve are aware. however, do not appear to have considered the
possibility that there are important chanjes in cognitive
capaoilitles from age 20 to age 60. The isiue is a complex one.
Cufesnaaowing our conclusionp It is fairly easy to demonstrate

eclmnus in cognitive performance over the working years, it one
cnooses tre rijnt tasks. Conversely, It is also fairly easy to
oemonstrate increased cognitive performance over the same age, by
a difterent cnoice of tasks. To complicate the matter further,
within any age group there are wide individual differences. These
increase with ale. On almost any measure of coinitive performance
the oifference between two randomly Cnosen forty year ols is
liKely to be greater than tr,e difterence between two randomly
chosen twenty year olo s Curthermorep tne services are rightly
concerneo with performance# not potential. In general oluar
personnel have more experience on the juh and have maoe more
stable social idjustments than have young adults. These positive
aspects of "miudle aging" often translate into more efticlnt
performance, with dramatically reducea requirements for
supervision. In the normal individual the positive aspects of
inaturity almost certainly overwhelm any minor etfects of
deterioratIon, at least up to age 3". Beyond trat age some
cognitive chdn~es occurp in some incividualso that nay present
problces in some occupations. All these qualifiers should te kept
In ninu in evaluating toe data reported in the remainder of this
report.

The report itself is organized into tnree sections. cach
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Aging and Cognition

section reviews different empirical findings concerning age
relateo changes In cognition during the working years; arbitrarily
aefined as the period from age 25 to age 55. Section 2 raises some

general issues about the studies of aging. Section 3 describes
what has been learned by psychometric studies, in which people of
varying ages are given different forms of intelligence tests.
This data provides a useful broad view of intellectual change.
The following sections describe more limited studies of human
Information processingp conducted within the tradition of
experimental psychology. The topics covered are sensory tunction,
the ability to maintain attention, response selectionp speeded
aecision makingp accuracy of retention of information in memory,
and problem solving. A general critique of work in the field Is

i ncI uded

The last section of the report deals with possible actions by

the Armed Services, These fall into two headings; modifications
of present practice, and the initiation of programs of research.

2. THEORETICAL AND METHODULOGICAL ISSUES

The study of aging involves more than calculating the
correlation coefficient jetheen chronological age and performance
measures. This section presents several ideas wnich are of
central importance in understanding and evaluating the literature.

MODELS U1- AGING

The simplest view of adult aging is that it represents
Inevitable biological deterioration. This will be callea the
biological decrement model. It characterizes change from young
adultnood to old age as a aecline from peak capacity to
progressively lower levels of performance* The decline is assumed
tu be due to the biological aging process. Reductions in
physiological functioning lead in turn to reductions in cognitive
performances The imodel certainly captures some of the truth about
agingp out overall it is a gross simplification of the facts. The
rate of biological aging varies considerably between indiviuuals,

so that an individual's "biological age," Is often poorly
estimated by chronological age. Moreover# within an inoividualp
biological subsystems may age at widely varying rdtes. Thus any
statement abouL general biological trends, let alone their

cognitive consequencesp may be quite inaccurate When applied to an

indivluual.

A secuna limitation of the biological decrement model is that

it may lead to oversimplified Interpretations of the effects of
aging upon cognitive behavior In a work environment. We shlll
repeatealy stress tradeoffs between decrements In maximum capacity

due to age and increases in efficiency of performance due to
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experience. The need to consider experience is particularly
Important where an "elementary" cognitive process has been
isolated by means of complex experilwental techniques. Even if age
deficits In this process are founa in the experimental laboratoryp
we must still judge whether those deficits will limit the
pertormance of an experienced person in familiar working
situations.

The processes of biological aging are statistically related
to, but areconceptually distinct from many pathological processes
whicn are correlated witn chronological Age. Cancer,
arteriosclerosisp dlaoetes, and arthritis are examples of
age-correlated pathologies which are not inevitaoly associated
with the ajing process, although their incidence increases with
increasing age. Some age-correlateo diseasesp especially
cerebrovascular disease, hypertension, hormonal dysfunctionp etc.,
have deleterious cognitive effects. Certain behaviors (e.g.,
alcohol and uruj abuse) may lead to poor health anu abnormal
pnysiological and cognitive decline. In this review, we take the
position that normal awing changes must be dlstinguisheo from
patholujical aging changes. Admittedly, the distinction cdn he
somewhat arbitrary -- today's "normal aging" might be tomorrow's
patnolujy after oiscovery of a new disease process. Howeverp the
distinction remains Important. Many of the apparent effects of
aging may be modified by personal health practices or by
aggressive environnental and occupational safety programs. In
cunsiaering the Industrial implications or an aging work torce, it
Is obviously important to distinguish between inevitable and
mooifiable chanjes in worker characteristics.

9ecause we are concerned with industrial effectsp we
Wenerally shall not discuss changes In cognition that have been
founo in tne elderly, i.e. people beyond the normal retireiment
aje. y contrast, most of the literature on aging has
concentrated on the elderly, arbitrarily those past 60. This is
an important distinction, because organic problems, including
senile oe.ientias, begin to account for more and more ot the
variance in cognitive behavior as people reach great age. Thus
the literature on the elderly may stress a biological model that
is appropriate for one age period, but quite inappropriate for
anctrier. 4e note that this does not always mean that Diological
moaeis apply only to the eluerly. Because people in the work
force ntrally face more demanding Information processing tasks,
d biological uefacit that could oe ignored by a retireu person
might be limiting to a person employed in a taxing situation.

nwr cinceotration on ti-e working years presented us with a
problem in reviewlrij the aging literature. There are relatively
few stuales that examine the 25-b0 ge interval. The modal study
of a ing Is a two group comparisons young aoults (often LE-2O year
old studentN) versus old auults (often o5-75 year old retirees).
Such comparisons are not merely poorly suited to our purposes--
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they are also often of questionable methodological valloity. Thus
we have deliberately excluded many oldyoung comparison studies
from this reviewp keeping only those tnat offer a potentially
Important insight Into aging effects on cognitionp or those tnat
cover a cognitive change likely to be important over the adult
working years. Por basically the same reason we snail not discuss
studies of pathological aging, such as Alzheimer's disease or
Huntington's Chorea.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Most studies of adult aging utilize a cross-sectional desiqn,
in which people of different ages are compared at the sane point
In ti.e. In order to infer that group differences in pertormdnce
are due to group differences In age one must assume that the
groups testeo are otherwise comparable. It is extremely difficult
to 0o thisp because different selection factors operate when one
recruits participants from different age groups. Lachman
Lachman, and Taylor (1981) examined several relevant journals, and
concluded that about 807 of the reports that are publlshea failed
to pay sufficlent attention to this issue. Largely because of
this problemp one must be concerned aoout the replicability of
cross-sectional studies when evaluating the literature. While it
Is probably Impossible to control for all possible confounds with
age in any one study, different studies will have different
biases. 4ge effects can then be discerned by detecting
consistenoies in the results from several Indepenuent experiments.

Longitudinal studies of aging follow a panel of Participants
for an extendeo length of time. Intuitivelyp this Is a more valid
way to establisn age trends. Longitudinal studiesp though, also
have practical and theoretical limitations. The greatest practical
limitation is tne expense of recruiting and maintaining a simple.
Another serious issue is how relresentative the sample is of the
jeneral population. It is difficult to obtain a sample of
"typical people" to participate in a SLUOY that extends for years.
Lonsltudinal studies nave tended to be biased toward the use of
upper-middle class subjects, who are socially and geographically
more stable, or to the use of panels recruited tron, people who
deal with a specific institution, such as the Veterans'
AdaInistration. Tne problem of subject selection uccurs botO in
Initial recruitment and, more seriously, in the stage of follow-up
testin.o People who remain in panels tend to be those who are, on
the average, better socially adjusted, healthier, and more
cognitively competent. As a resultp longitudinal stuoies nresent
a more oenign picture of aging than is obtained from
cross-sectiunal stuoies.

Troe use of young/olu designs (or more extended
cross-sectional samplinj) Aas led to the general use of analysis
of variance techniues LO judge the statistical significance of
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age differences. We nave observed two problems which have been
consistently associated with this approach: acceptance ot the null
hypothesis (no age changes)p and reference to the proportion of
age-predicted variance. It is sometimes the case that a study
will fail to reject the null hypothesis of no aqe differences, and
will then conlude that "there are no age changes until age X."
Such a statement is not warranted unless the Investigator also
evaluates the power of the statistical comparison. Surprisinglyp
this simple statistical fact is frequently ignored both in the
primdry and secondary literature.

A sligntly different problem of Interpretation arises when an
investigator finds that the age effect only accounts for a small
propultion of variance, and then concluoes that "age effects are
reliable out small, and are probaoly not of great practical
importance." Practical Importance is something that cannot be
defined In general, it must be defined in terms of the costs and
tenefits in a specific situation. A decrement In choice reaction
time tnat woula be trivial to a retired banker might be cause for
retiring an airplane pilot. Our feeling is that most workers in
gerontology, wno understandaoly are strongly oriented toward
oealing witr. the proclems of the elderly, interpret "practical" as
meaninj "his a notable effect on the individualIs Iifeityle."
Chanjes in performance that are not practically Important, In this
sense, can be extremely important from the point of view of a
large employers such as the Armed Services. Loosely# the
dltferenc! Is between the viewpoint of a particular Individual,
who ignt he calculating the chances of an accident happening to
tnem, compared to the viewpoint of an employer, who must calculate
tre vxiected number of accidents in an organization employing
literally nillions of people. For brevityp we snail refer to
these different viewpoints as a concern for "clinical" and
"industrial" effects* Small changes in cognitive performance will
te aiscussed wnenever It appears that they mignt have effects at
the inoustrial level. Such an effect might well oe disregarded at
the clr icil level.

In w,.ny reports age effects are evaluated by asking whether
or nut one aje ]roup is "statistically different" from another
dl(,flg _,ome dimenbion of performance. It is generally more
fruitul to discuss trenos, rather than comparisons between
specific groups. To do this one must fit some Kind of decremental
curve (linear, exponentlal, etc.) to the group means for ditferent
dye jroups. Ae curve fitting is helpful in asking whether
averajc aje changes appear to have begun prior some age, or in
e tinatlnj the average rate ot change. There are several
limittions uf this type ut fitting, however. Cirves of this kind
may give an average "developmehtal curve" which uoes not
accurdtely teflect the true aging curve uf any given inoividual.
Fitting the means Ignores the Individual variability aoout the
,hean . A guud fit of a curve function to the observed n.eans does
not imply that there are no Individual differences in aging rates.

-6-
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Finally, similarity In aging curves between different cognitive
processes In no way implies a common causai mechanism, and should
not be so interpreted. Even given these limitations, we snail
find aue curve fitting to be a useful way of summarizing many
cognitive effects of aging ouring the working years.

COHOkT EFFECTS

Our last methodological point deals with a moderately subtle
Issue that has introduced a confounding into easily 95% of all
studies of aging. This Is the "cohort effect," which was first
discussed in detail by Schale (1965). A cohort as, for our
purposes, a Wroup of people who join a population of Interest at a
particular time. Examples would be all people oorn In 1903P or
all people entering tne Marines in 1967. Cohort effects are
effects on performance that are specific to a particular cohort.
Suppose, as Is reasonable, that one's adult verbal skills are
deteraiinei largely by habits acquired during the school years.
.uppose further that the length and effectiveness of schooling
increased steadily from 192C until 1950. A cross-sectional study
of verbal intelligencep conducted in 197b might have revealed an
"age related decline" in verbal performance that was actually due
to the older subjects having received less effective schoolingp
rather than being due to aoe Itself. The problem i. tnat in the
cross-sectional design any cohort effects are completely
confouhded nith age effects. One can even thinK of situations In
which a cohort effect would produce a "negative age effect."
Continuing the exampie, suppose further that the effectiveness of
public education has dropped from 1950 to 1980. (Indeed, many
observers nave claimed that It has.) It sop anu if school
acquirea veroal habits are maintained throughout adult life, R
"negative age effect" should appear in a cross-sectional study
conducted in the year 2000e

Longitjuinal studies, being studies of a pdrtlcular conorto do
not confound age and conort effects. The findings or q
longitudinal study, however, are statistically only generalizable
to tne cohort stucled.

TherE are complicated designs that can be used to evaluate
cohort' and age effects separately (SchalelQbj, 1977).
Essentially these oesigns involve the conduct of repeateo
cross-sectional desIgns, over a period of years. Thus the conorts
born ir 1"s0, 135, ana 19bu might be sampled in 19b0, 1990, and
2000. Combined longitudinal ano cross-sectional designs do solve
the logical problem of confounded age and cohort effects. The
problem with these designs is that they are so expensive that they
can seldom ne utilized.

Cohort effects are of particular Importance in the study of
aging over Lho workin6 years, because tnere are marked cohort
effects in industrial settings. The military services afford a
good exampil. ohich members of a cohort join the military depends
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upon the social conuitions prevailing at the time that cohort
enters the normal military recruitment ages In particular,
chanjes from war to peace ard the Introduction of an all volunteer
service nave markeoly affected military recruitment in the Past
twenty years. The sort of cohort effects that one would expect
from these social changes probably interact wltn aging effects.
People with nln levels of ability is young adults have generally
been found to be more resistant to the effects of age on
cognition. There Is a well documented trend toward the enlistment
of more and more individuals of lower mental categories (as
ffea.ured by the Armed Forces Qualification Test), at least since
1975. If we combine these two facts, we are forced to predict

that those servicemen anu women who were recruited in 1980 will,
on tne wriolep not provide as high a percentage of qualified senior
personnel, fifteen or twenty years hence, as did the cohorts
recruited in the 195Us and 1qUs when they reacned their thirties
ana forties.

CONCLUUING COMMENTS

Ptcountlng all the possible design flaws tnat can afflict
research studies can nave a deadening effect. This is true of any P
fleld. One simpiy cannot throw up one's hands and say "Nothing
can.-ue learned." Human aging is a natural phenomenon that will
never be studled in a controlled laboratory environment. The
ideal experimental design Is Impossible to achieve. The concept
ot aging is itself neoulous. To what extent should one be
concerned only with the aging process itself# and to what extent
should one be cuncerned with life events that are not agingp but
that are atatlstically associated with age? In the following
sections we shall review many btudles. None of tnem oil
unequivocally determine now cognition changes from ?O tc nO.
Taken together, they present a coherent pictures

3. PSYCHCMETRICS

ENERAL

Tris section reviews the literature on age cndnes in
inteli igence, as measurec by traditional psychometric tests. The
"psyciometric" literature is typically contrasted to the
"experiii.ental" literaturep whicri reports tne liveitigation of
cognition uy classic experiaental methods. Tni srt of dIvision
of Knowledge Is a taxonomy by method of investigation, rattpr than
a taxonomy by content. it is necessary uecause differences in
metnooulojy have leaa to differences in theory.

Although tne term "psychometric methods" nas come to connote
group adnilni.tratlon of paper and pencil tests of Knowledge,
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ressoningp and other cognitive sKiiis, Lhe term originally implied

the application of classical measurement theory to the study of

cognition (Nunally, 1978). Psychometric methods were developed so

that individual differences in knowledge and thinking could be
measured reliably by a standard set of criteria. Although many
"psychometrists" explicitly recognized that an understanding of
basic cognitive processes would require a syntnesis of information
gathered from the paper and pencil tests with data collected by

other measurement methods I Thurstone, 1944)j, the psychometrists

and experimental psychologists have gone their separate ways until
fairly recently ( Carroll and Maxwell, 1979; Cronbacnp 1957).

Comparing the two kinds of stuales can be confusing, because
of specialized methods and terminology. In experimental
psychology two mental processes a-re distinguisned from each other

by snowing that different experimental manipulations produce
different effects. If the manipulation of certain stimulus
characteristics aftects one aspect of task perfurmance, but not
the other tnis is taking as evidence for different processes

underlying the two performances. The same logic is used in
psycnometric studies of intelligencep but the experimental
variable is the Identity of the individuals tested. Supposep as

is the case, that verbal problers are hard for some people, while

spatial problems are nard for others. Therefore tnere must be

distinct processes underlying verbal and spatial problem solving.

Althougo the logic underlying experimental and psychometric
psychology is similarp the manipulations that are feasible and the '1

data analyses metnods that are used can be quite different. As a

resultp the two technolojtes cannot always be iseu study the same

cognitive processes. It is hard to imagine a paper and pencil
test ot the speed of visual perception. It Is equally hard to
imagine a two hundred person correlational study of psychophysical
effects. On the other hand, where the tecnnologles can be used to

attacK the same problem, they are basically studyino the same

topic. Therefore, it should not be surprisin4 if the conclusions
drawn trotm psychometric studies of "intelligence" parallel
conclusions from experimental studies about "cognitive processes".
Indeeap one can regard a comparison of conclusions drawn about
acing and its effects upon cognition as a rougn cnecA on the
validity of each method.

Compared to the experimental technology, tne psychoretric

technology has both a marKed aovantage anu a marked oisadvanta~e.
The advantage Is that testing procedures may be usea with much
larger samples. The large sample reduces the likelihood of
obtaining an age effect Decbuse of unusual performance by a few

Indiviouels. It also makes it possible Lo exercise a great deql

more control over population variables that may oe confounded with
age. This is in marked contrast to many experimental studles, In
which investigators have all too often abandoned any pretense to

representative sampling trow different age groupsp and thus have

committed tne confoundings that were discussed in tne corsents
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made above concerning cross-sectional designs, In contrast, there
are at least some psychometric studies that have attended
carefully to the oefinition of the population to be studled# and
to tne use of a consistent sampling method from different age
groups within that population. Furthermorep tne psychometric
literature Is not solely dependent upon cross-sectional studies
for Inferences on age effects. Longitudinal studies are more
common in psychometric than in experimental psychology. On
occasion psychometric studies have used sophisticated
combinlations of cross-sectional and longitudinal jesigns, and
these have proven informative. Were these methods to be applied
to experimental studies, the cost would generally be prohibitive.

Ti.e disadvantage of the psychometric methoo is that the
behavior recorded is usually a gross one, tne total number of
items correct on a particular test. Such a sunmarization loses a
great deal of information about the cognitive processes that are
4pplied to solve different problems within a test. Consiaer a
commonly used psychometric for measuring spatial ability. People

are askeu to compare rotated figures to some comparison figure,
and to aetermine whether the figures are identical. The test
typically includes several different figures, often a different
one for each Item. A person's score is oetermined by the total
number uf items completeo in a fixed time period. It has been
found that older people complete fewer items than younger ones.
Tne age difference in performance might reflect an increase in ti.e
time iieeoed to rotate and compare the figures inside tne neau, or
it might reflect an inaoility to visualize a rotation altogether
for sone figures. Age cifferences might be largest for certain
types of figures. While sophisticateo item analyses can be used to
investigate these isstesp usually no such investigation Is made.
The intormation needed is usually lost in the process of
calculating the total number of correct item responses. However,
as me shall see below, experimental models and techniques make It
posslule to determine the locus of Individual differences in
spatial rotation of Images gore precisely.

More ,enerallyp when we compare psychometric to experimental
data we often find that, although the nature of the defining
uifferen(, between groups (eog., young vs. old) is likely to be
more clearly stited In a psychometric studyp the theoretice.I
explanatiun of the depenaent variaole Is often more speculative.
Snce the idvantages of the one techiology are the olsadvontages
of Lhe oLner, perhaps trie most enlijntenlng fpnaings are those In
whiuh trie psychometric ano experimental conclusions complement
each other.

THE CLAjSIC AGING PATTtRN

Cross-sectional studies of intellijence have repeatedly
produ~eu results that Botwinick (1977) has referred to as the
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"classic aging pattern." Performance on tests Of verbal ability
shows little change from ZO-bO. ano may even increase#.
Non-verbal skills decline with age. The classic pattern is
illustrated in Figure 1# which shows the results from a large
cross-sectional study* The test battery included a standard
vocabulary test and a paper and pencil measure of spatial
rotation. The spatial test asked Individuals to compare pairs of
three-dimensional figuresp composed of groups of cubic blocks.
The two figures were either identical or mirror-images, rotated to
different orientations. Individuals are asked to compare the two
figures and determine whether they are identical or mirror-images.
As Figure 1 showsp there was are large age differences in the
spatial measure but not in the vocabulary test. A similar picture
has been obtained in studies using traditional intelligence tests,
such as the Wecnsler Adult Intelligence Test (WAIS). Figure 2
shows the WALS norms across ages for WAIS Verbal and Performance
scales (Matarazzo, 19TI,) Note that the Perforeance subscale
shows cross-sectional age differences from roughly age 30 onwardp
while the Verbal subtest does not. Indeed, Wechsler labeled his
Verbal 4abtests "Hold" tests, and nis Performance subtests "Don't
Hold" tests, precisely because of the cross-sectional effects
shown in Fiure 2.

The WAIS subtests are sometimes criticized within the
psychometric literature for being "factorially complex" -- meaning
that they measure multiple kinds of intelligence. For imany
purposes it is more useful to consider performance on cognitive
traits tliat are more elementary than global measures of verbal and
non-verbal intelligence. Such traits are sometimes called
"Primary Agilities" (Thurstone, 1938). This complexity could
distort underlying age differences in more basic ievels of
inteiligeiice if the age differences were not consistent for
different Kinds of Intelligence. A prototypical primary ability
theory may be found in a review by Horn (1978), wno argues that
roughly some 30 primary abilities have oeen rellaoly demonstrated.
This coincides with the conclusion of several other workers. The
Educational Testing Service's widely used Reference Kit for
Primary Mental Abilities now contains 23 separate tests (Ekstrom,
Frencn, and Harinan, L97b). Horn, and several other theorists,
have concluaed that some of he abilities are arrdnved
nierdrciuially, with more primitive traits contributing to global
ones, suca as "verbal intelligence*"

Crous-sectional studies have reported age differences on
several primary abilities. Spatial orientation and inductive
reasoning seem tu be particularly susceptible tu age effects (
Schale, 1459). Other studies have reported cross-sectional age
differences on ,measures of perceptual speed and flexibility. For
example, Lee and Pollack ({S;7b) reported sizable cross-sectional
declines in performance on thE Embedded Figures Tastv wtticn
requires individuals to detect a figure embedded within a
concealin4 context. The results of studies using tests of
specific primary abilities generally conform to the tte classic
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aging pattern: tests of reasoning, problem solving, spatial
visualizationp and the like show greater cross-sectional age
differences than measures of vocabulary and veroal fluency
(Botwinick, 1977).

Conclusions drawn on the basis of average data must be
qualified by considering individual variation about the average.
There are large individual differences in psychometric test
performance among adults over the working yearz. This will be a
recurring theme throughout our report. Figures 3 and 4 chart
cross-sectional age effects on the Raven's Progressive Matrices
test, a wioely used test of nonverbal reasoninjo and the Flithorn
Mazes, a measure of spatial problem solving (Heron and Chownp
1967). Raven's test is of particular interest, since it is
consiaerea one of the better measures of inductive reasoning
ability. Individuals examine a sequence of pictures to discover
the sequential pattern of pictures, and then induce what the
pattern of d missing picture should be. Figure 3 shows that
average performance on the Raven declines with increasing age,
beginning during the 301s. However, the plot oi individual Oata
snow tre larie range of indiviaudi differences in Raven
pertjrmancj at different ages. Note that, in general, tte spreao
of lnuivjual differences Is large relative to tne imean
perforn.dnce levels within each age group. In fact, some ot the
highest scofes in the sample were obtained by subjects in their
60's and older. cigure 4 shows that tnis type of effect Is hy no
means specific to the Paven -- the large individual differences
are found for Elithorn Mazes as welt. The inuividu.l differences
ooservea on test performance are not rancom, they are reliably
related to otner char cteristics of tne Individual. This topic
will be cvered in more uetail in a subsequent section.

Tile classic awing pattern represents the typical results of
cross-sectional studies. Longitudinal studies, which follow
individuals over a period of years, show much less decline in
nonverbal measures of intelligence. Indeeo, tne longituainal data
suggests that the decline occurs in the 6U's or later, ano Is not
consistently founo for all individuals. Longitudinal decline,
where it is ubserved, Is apparently oftcn associated with declines
in physical nealth (Baltes and Labouvle, 1973; JdrviK, Eisdorferp
and Blu,, 1Q74; Jones, i5,)).

COH(RT LFrELTS A. M0D1F1eRS OF iHE CLAJSIC PATTLPN

In the section on methodology It was pointed out that cohort
effects could, in tneory, distort the pattern of aje effects.
Such effects do existp and if not considered# mdy lead to an
overestimation or the size et age effects. This has been shown by
a series of studies conducted by K.W. Schaie anU rids colleagues
(Z chalt, 1 7Y). These experiments represent perhaps the best
asijned study or aging Ln t Is in the literature. Basically,
Schale's yroup concucted a combined lonjitucinal and
cross-sectional study or members of a jroup healtit plan.
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Thurstone's test of five primary abilities (194b version) was
administered to adults of different ages (a cruss-sectional
sample). These individuals were then repeatedly retested over time
(longitudinal sampling). Every new testingP a new cross-sectional
sample was taken, and tne new sample was also followed
longitudinally, beginning with the time of first testing. Thus
Schale and his colleagues produced parallel longituinal samples
in diterent cohorts.

Some of tne results from Schale's study are shown in Figure 5.
As in the classic pattern, verbal performance (nere identified by
a vocabulary test) declined only late in life. The major
discrepancy from the classic pattern may be seen in the data for
spatial orientation and inductive reasoning. 3cniaie's measures of
these abilities showed little aue-specific uecllne until age 50.
Taken at face valuep Schale's data suggest that cross-sectional
findings of age differences from 2U-50 are largely uue to cohort
effects. What might nave produced these cohort effects has not
been determined.

Schalets results have generated a vreat deal of controversy.
The issues are exemplified in an exchange between Horn and
Ionaldsor. 1976) and Baltes and Schale (197b). The controversy is
over the source of the cross-sectional age differences, ana
whetner Scnale's data show small, but rellaule, declines during
midcle age. From an industrial viewpointp the resoJutlon ot the
tneoretical debate may not be too important. Tne practical
question remains. If we wish to predict changes of cognitive
capacity in a particular work force for a particular timc period,
both age and conort efrects must be known. More particularly,
cunsider the problem of predicting the future cognitive capacities
of senior personnel, drawn from today's cohort of military
recruits. To oo this we neeu to know any cohort effects over tne
period of interestp the conort-specific distribution of iriitial
(time of recruitment) test scores, and the extent to wnich age
effects interact with initial ability.

There is, however, an important qualification to tie cnale
et al. results. Tne qeneraliLy of the age trenos is restricted to
the particular tests used -- Thurstone's 1948 PMA. These tests
nave, In tne terms of psychometric test tneoryp nigh speed
components and (relatively) low power components. In other words,
the Lest items are not particularly difficult (especially fur the
Vtrcal an Number subtests). Individual differences are vetermined
more vy how fast one solves tne problems rather thdn how difficult
a problem jne Is capDble of solving. The tests were designed to
measure, at least in partP i.uw quicxly one can think aocut
particular Kinds of problems -- so Lne high speed comoonet. eo
not "Invalidate" the results. They do, howeverp limit the
inferences uioe can draw aoout the tests. The limitations cuuld
cut OoLh ways. nn the one tand, it is possible that more dfficuit
tests meos ring spatial visualization (sucre as the ETS Pacer
Fulding test) or inductive reasoning would shoo larier end earlier
age ueclInes tnan Schale tound, even if the same study oei gn were
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used. On the other hand, tire f4ct that age tends to produce a
slowing in the speed of cognitive operations (see below) might
sug5.est that the aeclines In PMA performance Scnaie does find from
age 50 to 60 Indicate sloking of certain cognitive operations
ratter than a loss in the ability to visualize an object rotation,
reasun inductively,,, etc. Sequential data on tests other than
Thurstone's PMA would be needed to address these questions.

THE FLUID-CkYSTALLZEU MODEL Ot INTELLIGEiCt AND AGING

The classic aging pattern is stated in terms of age effects on
verbal ani non-veroal intelligence. An alternative
conceptualization has oeen proposed by Cattell (1971) and Horn
(1976; Horn and Donalason, 1979). They distinguish between
cognitive competence bdsed upon the application of prior learning
to tne present situation# and cognitive competence based upon the
development of new problem solving methods devised to meet
current, and pernaps novel, demanos. These abilities are called
crystallized and fluid intelligence, respectively. In Cattell and
Horn's terms, most verbal tasks test crystallized intelligence.
The capacities tnese tasks require, such as defining words or
analyzing sentences, are based upon well practiced, culturally
defined problem solving routines. Pluid intelligence Is nore
Illlely to be tested oy the relatively novel requirements of many
nonverbal tests, such as the Raven's Matrixp in 4hich an attempt
Is usually made to avoid presenting problems that have culturally
uefined solutions. The Cattell/Horn model also envisions other
types of intelligence# such as the ability to think quickly
(cognitive speed) and the ability to imaje a visual object
(visualization). We shall be little concerned kith the other
Intellijence typesp howeverp for it Is fluid and crystallized
intelligence that are most important in the model, and wtich
frwure most proninently in the modells representation of age
effects upon intelligence.

Horn and Cattell argue that crystallizei Intelligence
Increases over the adult years, as people gain a better grasp of
cultural Anowledge. They also argue that fluid intelligence,
ueir g a Prore fundamental, "blulogically-based" ability to perceive
relations in new Informationo declines from early adulthood.
Fijure 6 illustrates the different aie trends for the two types of
ability. Tle data are taken from a cross-sectional study by Horn
ano Cattell (1907). Scores for fluid and crystallized
intelligence were calculated by summing scores fru pritary
ability tests thought to relate tn eitner fluia or crystallized
Intelligence. Not surprisingly# Figure b shows tnat the
cross-sectional pattern for tluio and crystallized scores closely
correspond to the cross-sectional pattern ot the WAIS subscales.

Ti.e fluio-crystallized model of Intelligence leads to the
intuitively plausible notion that one should not speak of general
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decline or Increase in cognitive competence. kR trier, one should
ask more about expression of ability In a particular situation.
Is it a situation in which there are culturally defined problem
solvin, methods that may be applied to achieve tne ueslred result?
If so, a healthy older person would bt at least as adept as a
young person# because the older person will prooably have more
Knowledge about the prior utility of different solutions in
similar situations. In some cases the same level of competence
might be achieved In difterent ways. Older people woulc be more
likely to apply relevant past experience, while younger people
would be quicker at developing a new solution to the problem.

The conceptual difference between Lne crystallized-fluid
distinction anu tne verbal-nonverbal distinction has important
practical implications. It the crucial variable is experience,
and not tne extent to which d problem requires verbal skills, then
one would expect to find situations In which older persons with
appro.ridte experience would maintain sKills in nonverbal
situations. To illustrate by hypotnetical example, consider the
case ot an aircraft mechanic who Is assigned to recruiting duty,
and tr.en is returned to his specialty at ave 'O or 4:. Since tool
use is a spatial skill (McGe, 197q), proponents of tne
verbai-nonveroai distinction would predict that tnere shoula be
deterioration in the mechanic's skill. The fluid-crystallizec
modei would predict that, If there is substantial similarity
between tne current task anG tasKs assigned prior to the
interruption in the mechanic's career, then the mechanic should
nave little problem In applying old skills to naster the new task.
The practical interpretation of the debate revolves around the
question of whetner older personnel should be snifted towarc
assi nments Involving more verbal tasKsp or maintained in famIliar
assignments even It they require spatial skills, Ii tne
fluid-crystallized model is correctP an effort should be made to
ensure greater continuity of procedures and demands in duty
dssignments of older personnel. A similar argnument would be made
regarjing the optimal training techniques for older personnel.
Assuming tne fluid-crystallized distinction to be true, one would
argue tr.at nonverbal training ttchniques would be acceptable for
older personnel, providing that they utilized cuncepts and
KnoWl ge familiar tu the trainees. Indeed, given trainees of
average (or below average) verbal intelligencc, it would be
foolisr to provide tramning by purely verbal methods (e.g.,
redoing training manuals) because there was relative maintenance
of verbdl skills with advancing age.

The L.wrrent literature Is inadequate to distinguish Letween
the verbal-nonverLal and crystallized-fluid explanations of the
classic aying pattern. While one can think of tasxs that should
be vert al-fluld and, with somewhat more uIffIlcuLy, tasks that
snoulc be ncnverbdl-crystallizedp no systematic study of such
tasks [as been conoucted.

Refore 'nuviinj tu other aspects of tne I Iteratura on
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Intellhaence, we enter a reservation concerning the classic aging
pattern. A person taking a psychometric test is faced with a
particular proDlem solving situation, and must develop techniques
for copinj With that situation "on the spot." Tests of verbal
Intelligence ask people to read paragraphs, retrieve the
definitluns of wordsp etc. Nonverbal tests typically present
adults with rather novel problem solving situations. This is
particularly true of the so ciled "culture-fair" testsk which
explicitll seek to minimize capitalization on previous knowlege
Horn an, .. ttell would argue that this Is precisely the source of
the cr, tallized-fluid difference. But there is an additional
confounding factor, the amount and recency of previous experience
lndiviuuals have with test taking. Young adults wno have recently
Ueen in school will have had a good deal of experience dealing
witn testing situations, and probably develop skills to cope with
them. 61aer persons, who may have had less schooling, and almost
certainly have not recently been in school, probably do not have
tnese skills available. Is it possiblep then, that the apparent
declint in fluid Inteillwence is an artifact that could be removed
by proper training? Tne issue is a complex one. There is little
doubt that older people can improve their absolute scores with
training (eog., Willis, 1981). Improving test scoresp howeverp is
not tre point, unless the Improved scores also predict performance
outside the test situation better than do the scores obtained
prior to training.

CHANGES IN THL STRUCTtiRE OF InTELLIGINCE WITH AGE

The "structure of intelligence" refers to the relations
between different psychometric abilities, which is in turn a
function of the relations between those abilities and the more
basic cognitive capacities that determine them. The correlations
aaonj performance on measures or different primary abilities are
said to be determined by the underlying Intellectual structure.
Spearman's famous "general plus specific" theory of Intelligencep
the Cattell-Horn model, and Thurstone's primary mental abilities
model are all models of the structure of intellijence. Although
most 4tudies of aje changes In Intelligence have examined age
chanjes in mean ability levels, some studies have asked whether
there are runadmental changes in the structure of auilitles with
advancinw age*

Studies of young adults tend to find smaller correlation
between different abilities than do studies using children, Young
aaults are more likely to bt good at some skills and poor at
others, while children tend to be generally good or bad. Older
adults teno to show le~s differentiation between different
abilities. Tnis nypothesis is calleu de-differentiation (Peinert,
1970)o One possible account for this nypothesis, it it is Indeed
true, is that aae declines in Dasic cognitive operations,
especially in their speeu of execution, tend to reduce
perfor.ance levels of older aoults on all ability tests
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Table 1

Correlations among Primary
Mental Abilities Factors

Group 1 (Mean age 30)

V S R N W
V I

S .115 1
R .559 .455 1
N .390 .239 .489 1
W .531 .034 .425 .334 1

Group 2 (Mean age 42)

V 1
S .296 1
R .711 .479 1
N .419 .248 .441 1
W .508 .039 .439 .308 1

Group 3 (Mean age 58)

V 1
S .593 1
R .838 .650 1
N .666 .528 .627 1
W .557 .290 .505 .450 1

Data from Hertzog, 1979. Only the lower half of the (symmetric) corre-
lation matrix is shown. Mean age refers to age at first testing in
longitudinal sequence.

Abbreviations: V - Verbal
S - Spatial Rotations
R - Reasoning (Inductive)
N - Number
W - Word Fluency
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(Cunningham and Birren, 1981)e TaKen to the extramep the
dedifterentiation hypothesis Imples that tests of ability that are
valid for young adults are invalid tor older aoults because the
tests are not measuring the same cognitive abilities In the two
populations* This is an important Issue for any method of
occupational screening of older adults which Is based upon
conventional psychometric tests.

Earlier studies of the oaedifferentiation hypothesis used
factor analytic methods to isolate sources of association among
different intelligence tests. This is a statistical technique
that is supposed to uncover the underlying dimensions of abilities
tnat are testea, In different ways, by each of a large battery of
tests. The Oedafferentiation hypothesis predicts that several
ai,ensions will be uncovered by analyzing tne data from tests

given to young aoultsp and that fewer (perhaps only one) dimension
will be found in the data obtained from older adults. The results
of early stuales testing the deoifferentlation hypothesis were
inconsistent (keinert, 1970) Much of the disagreement seems to
have been uue to differences In factor analytic methods used from
study to stuuy, rather than In inconsistencies in the data Itself.
Recent studies have used more advanced methods to compare factor
analytic solutions ootained from different age groups. A more
consistent picture has emerged. There does appear to he an
increase in the correlations among ability factors in late miadle
age and old age (Cunningham, 19E0; Cunningham and Birren, 19o1;
mertzog, 197-). Table 1 reports correlations among five primary
itility factors for three different age groups from the Hertzog
study. The correlations among abilities in the oldest group were
unifurnly nigher then the same correlations in the youngest group.

Note, nowuverp that most of the changes appear to emerge from

middle to old aje.

In spite of tne changing correlations among ability factorsp
the rt.ent results indicate that the relationship between
individual psychometric tests and the underlying aoility factors

seems to oe constant into old age. This conclusion is baseu upon
the observation tiiat tne regressions of tests on factors (the
factor lOdaings) from tnese factor analyses may be considered

equivalent tor different age groups (Cunninghamp 19bO; Hertzogo
1o79). We may Interpret tne changing correlations as an
indication of a n.odest form of dedifferentlationp which is of
theoretical interest. Why kould conceptually distinct abilities
become more correlated ith advancing ae? Howeverv the major
chanjes occur after age O and, more Importantly, Io not appear to
affect the basic measurement properties of the psychometric tests.

The data therefore caues little concern that age changes in
inteile.tual structure invalidate the use of psycnometric tests
fur occup~tional Purposes for adults under the age of 55.

The Hertzoj analysis, bised upon Schale's longitudinal data,
adds another bit of useful Information about the stability of
mental #,ertormance. The study round that absolute variability In
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a general intelligence factor increased from roughly age 40p and
that individual differences in intelligence were highly stable
across tite adult life span. The latter point was indicated hy
correlations exceeding .9 between general intelligence measured
longitudinally over a 14 year age Inter~al. This correlation is
even higher than the .7 correlation typically found between
adolescent and adult perfornance (McCallp 1977). Hertzog's
results show that, In spite of any age changes in level of
performance, the relative ordering of adults on a general
intelligence factor remains basically constant over time. They
further show that average differences between inalviduals in this
general Intelligence factor Increase as they grow older. This
finding is of considerable practical importance for selection of
personnel. Given that two individuals differ slightly in
intel igence at age 209 the prognosis is that the difference may
be greater, but will be In the same airectionp at awe 50. When
consioered in conjunction with the evidence that high ability
individuals may maintain higher giean levels of performance (that
is, show less age decline) than lower ability Individuals* these
results provide a scientific rationale for increased efforts to
recruit higher ability level personnel initially, and to try to
keep them in the service longer. The intelligent recruits today
will probably be intelligent (and experlenceu) personnel later.
There is a minor qualification to this interpretation of the
Hertzov results. One must remember that the nigh correlations
between different ages founo in that Study are for an intelligence
factor uefineo by the covarlances among several Intelligence
tests. Measurement error (see Nunnally, 1978) will limit the
between-ages correlation (and hence, the predictive validity) of
any single intelligence test.

Wt argued above that the psychometric data provide useful
global information about age changes In cognition, while the
exFerinentdi Gata on age changes in cognitive processes provides,
in principle, a more refined picture of aging effects on cognitive
activity. One could also argue that a joint analysis of
intelligence and information processinj capacity is needed to
explain more fully the age effects on psychometric Intelligence
that are observed -- intelligence may be best understood wnen
considered In liiht of information processing models (Hunt,
iq7opl'oc0). Horn anJ Donalason (1979) also contenu that complex
skills SUCi aS Ltiose tested in psychometric studies must be based
pattly upon acqwired Knowledge, and partly upon more primitive
Information processinv capacities. In some of his stujles, Horn
has aLtempted to measure these more primitive capacitles, and
relate age Gifference. In Information processing capacity to age
differences in fluid ana crystallized intelligence. His date
sugest that the Information processing measures are more closely
related tu fluid intellivence, as predicted. Figure 7 summarizes
the results of statistical manipulations In whico the conuitlonel
distribution or fluid Intelligence dre related to age, after age
differri4,es in measures of attention and short term memory are
neld conscint by part currelatlun. Ihe lasneJ lines are the
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adjusted age trends, while the solid lines are the unadjusted
trends. There Is a significant reduction In the age trend for
fluid intelligence after adjustment for the information processing
measures. While we have reservations about tne measures Horn
used, an the use of part correlationp the general nypnthesls that
age trends in intelligence performance are related to age trends
In Information processing skills merits further Investigation.

SUMMARY

The literature on age changes in psychometric Intelligence
sugoests that there are cnanges during the workinj years in mean
pertormance levels on at least some abilities. Spatial ability and
non verbal reasoning tests ("fluid intelligence") seem to be
particularly susceptible. Whether or not the drop in non-verbal
reasoning and spatial performance occurs before or after age 50 Is
a malter of debate. Although there are several cross-sectional
studies tnat suggest that the crop begins reasonaoly early in
adult life (roughly 30 to 35), these studies nave not adequately
controlled for cohort effects. The reports from the better
contrclled experiments by Schale et al., In which cohort effects
"ere uiasurea 4uggests that the drop begins place sometime past
50. Because of Lhe industrial importance of this questionp a
replication of Scnaie's work, using other populations, woulO De
nighly desardDle in spite of its expense.

Virtually all psychometric studies have concluded that there Is
considerable stability In levels of verbal intelligence curing the
working years.

4o SENSOkY CAPACITIES

In some situations people function simply as detection and
recujnltion devices. Tne complexity of a detection and
recujnltiji tasx can vary greatly from deteLtion of a signal's
presence to identification of a particular signal in the presence
of distractors. Performance In primitive detection functions is
wenerally limltea by end orsan sensitivity, wnile performance in
more con,pex tasks is limited by central nervous .ystem (CNS)
functioningo Both the sensory eno-organs anu tne CNS systems
invcivea In senscry information analysis appear to be sensitive to
suing. In some cases marked environmental effects are also
ouserveo, that may appear to be age effccts as people live In the
hazardous environments. As a general rulep sensory functioning in
all modalities occlines over the working years* The details of the
various changes have been dccumented for visioti (Fozard, Wolf,
deli, IcFarlanap and Podolsky, 1077; Weale, 19,,p 1965)p audition
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(Bergmanp 19b0; Corso, 19771 Ordy, Brizzee, Beavers, and Medart,
1979), and olfaction (Engen, 1977). We will cover vision and
audition onlyp as they are by far the most important modalities in
man

VISLON-DETECTION AND PERIPHERAL EFFECTS

Perhaps the best summary statement about vision Is that It
changes considerably over the working years, but tnat In the
normal adult it remains our most reliable sensory system.

The eye itself undergoes detectable changes relatively early
in adult life. By age 40 the cornea shows a loss of lustre tnat
is probably associated with a change in corneal refractive power.
There is also an Increase in the incidence of corneal "arcus
.senilis"j, a grey ring on the outer band of the cornea due to lipid
accumulation. This condition occurs In less than 1% of the
population before age 20, but It occurs in about 50% of the
population by age 50. Less obvious physical changes are also
founu. Past 50 the curvature and thickness uf the cornea
increases, making acuity-incependent astigmatisms wore liKely.
The pupil decreases in size from adolescence, and the latency of
the pupillary retlex Increases with age. By 40 tne lens mass#
volume, and density has increased, producinq reduced accomodation.
This change is linear with age. The lens yellows in colors
prouui..ing a filtering effect on incident liwht. The largest
effects are in tne blue-vretn region of the spectrum. The lens
changes its refraction index, causing a blurring of the retinal
Imawe. Given tnese phenomena of normal aging, it ib hardly
surpri~ing that middle-aged tennis players complain about outdoor
night lightingi On a more serious note, it Is clear that physical
chanjes in the eye ao produce observable, althouvh tolerablep
visual proolems by the 40s,

In adlttion to the normal processes of organ deterioration,
the risK of pathological cnange Increases with age. Glaucoma,
cataractsp and most seriously, retinal deterioration due to
untreated j.abetes, are serious problems beyond 45.

Tov net effect of these end organ changes is to produce
easiiy measurable changes in sensitivity and in light-dark
adaptation in the middle aged. Obviously people in their 40s are
not uliiiap but their eyesight is deteriorating in an Industrially
sa ,nIflcant manner. The problem can be acute if the work
situalioh, requires the detection of weak siwnais in low levels of
II lumirnation, even after time has been allowed for cark
adaptation. Figure 8 summarizes data reported by McFarland*
Dowey, Warren, and Ward (1960) on visual sensitivity during the
process of dark adaptation. The figure shows clearly that both
the rate of adaptation and the asymptotic sensitivity after
adaptation decrease from youth to middle age. This is somethino
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one should be aware of in setting standards for performance In any
situation that requires movement from lighted to darkeneo areas.

The glare produced by nigh illumination also becomes
increasinjly troublesome after age 40v due to increased yellowing
of the lens (Readingp 19b8; Wolf and Gardiner, 1965). The
fllterin6 of the aging lens differs according to the light's
wavelength. Adaptation to glare from white light Is faster than
adaptation to yellow light In young adults, but the difference
between adaptation to white or yellow light Is reduced for older
individuals (Readingo 1968). Thus older personnel should be more
sole tran younger personnel to benefit from a human's relatively
high sensitivity to yellow light while being less affectEd by
glare. Whether this effect would be large enough to justify use
ot yellow lights in some environments Is a question that should be
studied furtner.

Industrial situations in which people are aSxed to detect
visual signals in fixed fields are probably rather rare. A more
common situation is one In which a person must alternate between
gazing at relatively close aisplays and searching a distant visual
field. This occurs, for instance, when a person must alternate
between looking out of a vehicle and glancing at tne control
panel. In order to do tsijs, the eye must accomodate rapidly to
vision at different distances. Formally, accomodation Is defined
as the ability of the eye to focus sharp retinal images of
external objects independent of object distance (Weale, 1963).
The data shows that dccomodation from far vision to near vision
deteriorates with age (Rruckner,19b7). This change is often
referred to as "presoyopiao" The sharpest declines occur snortly
after a;e 40 -- there Is a mean accomooation change of from 5 to 2
diopters from age 40 to age 55. This change indicates that the
average 4v year old can change focus from the far point to a near
point of uoout 6 cm., but the average j5 year old can only shift
focus tu a near point of about 50 cm. Objects closer than 50 cm
can no longer be maintained in sharp focus. There Is also
evioence that tne ability of the eye to accomooate can be affected
by the environment, for instance by long term duty on submarines
(Kinney et al, iote 3). The possibility that age changes in
vision can be exacerbatea by particular environments should be
given more study*

Presoyotic changes in the visual near point appear to be
causea by changes in the shape of the eye, senile degeneration of
tne ciliary body and ocular muscles, and loss of flexioillity in
the lens. As Is well known these chanjes also can rpsult in
retractivd cnanges which cause a deterioration uf visual acuity at
the near ooint. Put simpty, the magnitude of the uptical
correcticn ruquired for rdading Increases exponentially as a
function of age (Wealep 1963). By age 50 a significant proportion
of tle population requires ulasses with a reading correction
(Bernstein and Rernstelnp 194?). Visual acuity rur far vision
also shows a decided drop with agef Figure q 4nows age stratified
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date on visual acuity at the far point (20 toot distance) cumpiled
by the National Center for Health Statistics (Department of
Healthp Education, and Welfare, 1977). There is a sharp decline
after ajes -4u-45 in the percentage of individuals having 20/20
vision, and a corresponding increase In the percentage of
individuals with 20/50 vision or worse. Experimental tests of
visual acuity also show age declines during middle age (e.g.,
EriKsen, Hamlin, and Breltmeyer, 1970).

The preceding data showed age changes in static visual
acuity, or accuracy in perceiving the features of a stationary
object. Dynamic visual acuity is defined as accuracy In
perceiving features of a moving object. Dynamic visual acuity
also declines witn age. Burg (1966) and Heron and Chown (19b7)
tested dynamic acuity by having observers discriminate features of
an object rotating in a fixed position in the visual field.
burg's uata (Figure iOA) tend to show earlier and IHrger aee
declines in dynamic acuity than Heron and Chown's (Figure lIu).
The difference may be due to the range of visual acuity tested.
Burg's targets subtended smaller visual angles than Old Herun and
Chcwn's. Regardless of the details, thne existence of an
dge-related change in dynamic acuity for a rotating object is
clear.

Reaong (1Q74) had observers (20-30 years; 40-50 years) track
target moving with varying angular velocity across the visual

fielu. Tne task was to detect the presence or aosence of a small
gap in an oval. The data, shown in Figure 11, follow the function

3
(1) Y a M + NX

where Y is resulution acuity, X Is the angular velocity (in
degrees/sec.), M is an intercept parameter (correspondino tn
static acuity at X a O)p and N is a dynamic acuity parameter.
Reading found that separate M and N parameters were requireu for
the twu dje groups. Tne static acuity parameter was 11.i greater
for the 40-D0 year ulas, while the dynamic acuity parameter was
about Tg reater. The two parameters were virtually
uncorrtlated. Thusp Indepef.Oent age changes in both static and
dynamic acuity were fuund from age 20 to age .0.

hnotndr age change in vision that may nave military
impli( dtions is the shrlnKa.e of the functional visual field
(Burg, 1io; Wolf, 19o7). Wolf's data suggest that the shrinkage
rate is ,reaLest after aje 50P although small cnanges do occur
earlier in life. IL Is well Known that the orienting response to
a movir'4 ooject oeyona tne point of focal attention Involves
mechanisms associated with motion Oetection in tUe peripr.ery.
Whether Lne restrictions in the functional size of the perlpheral
visual IIel would impair an older persons's ability to detect
sucn uhjects (particularly in conjunctivn with reduceo uynamic
acuity) is an Important, yet unanswereup qUe.ftiun.
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Not all aspects of vision show large declines during or
before middle age. Depth perception a pears to be stable until at
least age 40 to 45. The age changes in depth perception that nave
been reported appear to nave been confounded wittr age changes in
accomooation and convergence, and are not age changes In depth
perception per se (Bell, Wolf, and Bernholz, 1472).

To summarize, age-related changes in toe eye result In
cnanges in many visual functions, including dark adaptation,
accomoaation, static and dynamic acuity, and functional size of
the visual field. While these changes are not large enough to
warrant a general rule that middle aged personnel cannot or should
not do particular tasks, they are large enough to warrant extended
testing of visual capacity beyond the middle thirties. This is
particularly true it a person might be assigned to duty requiring
a high Icvel of vision. We emphasize that standard test of static
acuity, such as the familiar eye chart, would probably not be
adequate as a predictor of performance for middle aged personnel.
This point is underscored by results reported by Sivak, Clsons and
Pastalan (1961). They examined age changes in night vision for
reading traffic signs in a field situation. Two groups of
indiviuuals (mean ages 43 and b) were required to discriminate a
small retroflect sign while driving or riding In a car. The
groups were matched for static acuity at high brightness levels.
Sivak et al. found the greatest distance at which the sign could
be read by tne young and ol urivers. The greatest distance for
the older drivers was only 6b5 - 77% that of the younger drivers.
In terms of runctioning, if older and younger drivers were
traveling along a road at tne same speed, the older drivers would
have less time to react to a warning sign. Perhaps the irost
important point of the Sivak et al. study is that the functional
disparity in vision snown between old and young In the driving
situation was not predicted by their equivalent performance in a
higjh brightness test of stdtic acuity. This is consistent with
data on Driving behavior in fieid situations. t-ili s (19801,o in
reviewing the literature on perception and driving, notes that the
breaKpoint for age-related increases in accident rates coincides
with the aje of increasing decline in dynamic visual acuity. The
correlation betwedn oynamic visual acuiy and driving accidents is
largest in older populations wnhile tne relation to static acuity
remains low (Hills, 1,b0; Henderson and Burg, Note 4).

CtNTRAL CHANGEp IN VISUAL INFOKhATION PROCES NG

The visual nervous system is organized intu a highly complex
networx of visual "channels," hierarcnically ordered networks of
orain cells designed to be sensitive to specific visual features
in precise spatial locations In tne visual field. Visual channels
are selectively activated accordIng to the salient properties of
the visual stimulus, especially size, orIentationp contrast ratio,
and spstial frequency. Recent evioence collected by Sekulprt
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Hutmanp and Owsley (180) suggests greater age uecline in the
sensitivity of channels tuned to low spatial frequency
Information* Sekuler et al. examined the ability of old ana younq
subJects to discriminate vertical gratings varying in spatial
frequency (frequencies ranging from o5 to 16 cycles/degree),
There were no age differences at hijh spatial frequencies, but age
differences in contrast sensitivity emerged, and increased
progressively, as spatial frequency decreased. Tnese changes were
not a function of ocular pathology or poor visual acuity. More
work is needed to determine the age at which this change in low
spatial frequency sensitivity occurs, and to determine whicn
levels of the visual nervous system contribute to the effect.

Other reports have indicated age declines in the quality of
visual Information processing. Szafran (1968) examined
recognition thresholds for shapes, numbers, letters, and words,
using young and old commercial pilots as observers. He calculated
cnannel capacity curves by plottIng output Information (In bits)
against input information. There were smallp out reliable age
cnanwes In the information transmittedp although individual
differences were larue relative to the size of the age effects.
These and other results led Szafran (1968) to suggest that age
changes in visual information analysis are a function of age
increases in the level of internal "neural noise" in the visual
system. Gregory (19!,7; see also Vickersp Nettlebeckp and Wilson,
1972) aavanced a similar hypothesis, baseu upon some evidence of
age changes in differential thresholds. Although widely cited
(e.g., Weifurip 1981), the neural noise hypothesis alas yet to
receive a definitive test. Indeed, we regard the date of Szatran
(09bS) and Gregory (1957) for age changes in the accuracy of
visual aiscrimination as preliminary.

There is good evidence for age changes in the speed of
Informaciun processing by the visual channels. Most studies of
the ikeeo of identification of visual stimuli use some variant of
an exptrimental paradigm known as visual masking. The events in a
masking study are shown in Figure 12. First a target stimulus Is
presented, at an Intensity that would ensure easy detection were
it to be left in front of the observer Indefinitely* The target
stinulus is followeu oy a masking stimulus (or "mask") whic'
overrides the visual Ima;e of the initial stimulus. The time
netwuen initiation of the stimulus ana the mask is callea tne
btij;ulus Inset Abynctirony (SfA). The SOA can be thought of as thp
sum ot two parts: the time the target Is displayeo, or tie target
duration (TP), and the ueau tine inbetwepn the target and mask.
the int rstimulus Interval (2:). The purpose or a masking
experil ert is to uetermine the shortest SOA (sometimes, the
shortest 2:1) at which an otserver can make a reliable
Idehtiticdtiun of the target stimulus. This shortest SfA is
called tn, miasknj thresholo. It may be used as a mneasure of the
speeu or visual identification.

Turvey (Turvey, 1973; Michaels and Turvey, 1479) has shown
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that there are at least two different types ot masking.
Peripheral maskinji effects, which are largely controllea by the
ph)sical intensity of the masks arise primarily because the target
and mask stimuli are Integrated into a single functional stimulus
n tne earliest stages of visual processing. Central masking

phenomena depend upon the perceptual relation between the stimulus
and the mask. Central masking is greatest if the mask is
constructed of visual features similar to those used to construct
the stimulus. These are calleO "pattern masks." The central
nature of masking Is shown by the fact that pattern masks are
effective under dlchoptic presentations --- i.e., when the mask is
presented to one eye and the target to the other.

As its name Implies, peripheral maslng is thought to be due
to the interaction between tne target and mask in the peripheral
visual system (the retinal and visual tract prior to the point of
tne fusing of information from tne two eyes). Peripheral masking
depenos upon the intensity of Illumination of the target and mask,
in accordance Nith the following rule:

B

(2) FE x SOA K

wnere TE Is the target energy, B Is an unknown txponent, SOA Is
the critical S0, and K Is a constant. K Is characteristic of an
indiviouals performance at a set levet of accuracy. What the
rule in Fquation 2 Indicates is that the masking tnreshold (S3A)
decreases as target energy Increases. In fact, above a certain
level of tarjet energy, which varies from person to persons no
masking occurs.

A e differences between young and old adults have been found
In peripheral masking, and appear to be restricted mostly to K and
not 6 (Tills 197R; Walsh, Till, and Williams, 1978). In other
words, age dues not seem to change the form of tne power function,
but olaer.persons require longer SOAS to escape the masking
functicn. Walsh (Note 4) recently reported peripheral masking
data which included a middle age group. His sample consisted of
24 young (mean age 18.7 years, range 17-21 years)p 24 middle aged
(mean abe 46o5P range *O- 3), and 24 ol0 (mean age *0.3, range
t-7 years) adoults, who were either University students or

diumne The critical ISI to escape masking Is shown in Figure 13.
There appe3r to be reliable differences In the peripheral masking
constant between the young and middle aged subjects (the exponent
A did not oirter between them). This result means thatp for a
fixed tarjet energy, tne middie aged persons were susseptible to
masking for a longer time. Note that the data for the middle aged
observers were iore like the oata for the older observers.

The age Increase In peripneral masking thresnolds coula be
dttributed to two sources: decreased energy Incident at the retina
(oecause of yellowing of the lens and other effects discussed
above), or slowed transmission time in the peripheral visual
channels. walsh (Note 5; V.alshp Till, and Williams, 1976) arlues
that tre effect probably represents slowed peripheral channel
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analysis, since Individual differences in thresnolds for the
target stimuli alone account for relatively small amount of the
variance in IS across individuals In each age group* The
evidence for the exclusion of ocular factors Is still scanty,
however, and further research on this question would be in order.

UnliKe peripheral maskingo central masking is relatively
Independent of target and mask energies. Instead it appears to be
a function of the time needed to decode tne visual features of the
target and then identify it. Central masking obeys the rule'

(3) SOA - TU + ISI a K ,

where SOA Is the critical SCA to escape masking, TO is the target
duration, ISI Is the critical ISI to escape masking, and K is a
central masking constant. The K in Equation 3 Is also a
characteristic of a given individual and level of dccuracy, hut it
is cifferent from the constant of the peripheral rule (Eouatlon
2).

Age ditferetices in central masking have been shown Ly age 50
(Walsh, Note 5; Williams, Note b). walsh found SOAs of
approximately iOp bO, and 65 msec for his 20, 46, and 70 year old
groupsp respectively (these nAs are inexplicably shorter than
those of previous studies in the same laboratory -- eg., Walsh,
Williams, and Hertzog, 1979). In Walsh's studies, the target
stimuli are letters. W41sh (Note 5) also varied the number of
letters, In the tdrget from 1 to 3. Masking thresholds for
multiple elemenL targets are of interest because the additional
tin.e taken to identify the extra targets reflects readout time of
Information from a short term visual storaje system often cdlled
"iconic memory". Walsh' data are shown in Fijjre 14. He assumed
that the letters ,ere reao out of iconic memory one at a time, anu
therefore fit a linear equation to the data (the thin lines in
Figure 14). Even without committing oneself to the validity of
the serial raaoout assumption (Sperlingp b7)9 The slope ot the
linear equation may be taken as a rough measure of the speed of
Information readout from iconic memory. As can be seen from
Figure 14, tft. Increase In SJA from 1 to 3 letter targets appears
to interact with age -- note the roughly 40 msec. difference
between young arid middle aged Individuals for the 3 letter
tdrgetse These results suggest slowed iconic readout by age 45.
It would be aesireable to extend the research to find the afe
where the decline In iconic readout speed begins.

in absolute terms, awe differences in masKing thresholds are
not Irje. The olfference between observers in their ZOs qnd 60S
in Sllt1' for single letter targets is on the ord-r uf 15 msec.
This uirterence is indll relative to de differences in motor
reaction times (see belo ). Nevertnele.sp any age effects on
masking functions are of interest becduse of Lneir theoretical
interpretation* Central masking, In particular, provides a fairly
direct measure of the speed of information processing in the
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visual nervous system. Changes in masking do appear to occur by
middle age* Furthermore, studies measuring the brains electrical
response during stimulus identification also snow slowing of brain
activity with advancing age (Ford ano Pfefferoaump 1980). Thus a
modest decline in masking may be an Indication of a pervasive
slowing process that could have multiplicative effects In complex
problem solving situations. As we shall seep there Is a good deal
of evidence to snow that a 6eneralized slowing of cognitive
processes does occur with age. It would therefore oe useful to
have studies in which measures of slowing at several levels of
cognitive processing were taken -- for examplep measures of
masking could be related to performance In situations requiring
visual scanningp stimulus loentificationp and problem solving.

To cluse this section, we consider & more complex task. In
visual scanning studies, the observer must locate a target figure
In a field of distractors -- e.gp determine which lines have the
letter "X" In the aisplay in Figure 15. A large number of studies
nave srcwn tnat t1'e elderly (age 60 and beyond) are slower tnan
young acults in visual scanning (Rabblttp 1968), and are more
likely to be distracted by irrelevant information during scanning
(Rabbittp 1965). However, thlose stuales that have included a
middle aged group have typically not shown changes in scanning
rates from age 40 to 50. While this makes it likely that the main
chan.es in scanning rates occur after age 50, tne availatle data
are Uuite limited*

An implicit assumption of most scanning studies Is tnat the
observers are responding as fast as they can without making
errors. In factp thoujh, people can trade off speed for
probaoility of error. Thus an apparent slowing of scanning speed
with age might reflect the adoption of a more cautious search
strategy rather than a loss of the capability to scan rapidly
(Pachella, 1974). Hoyer, Pebok, and Svea (1979) observed that
individuals in their 40s ano 50s were slower but more accurate In
a visudl sorting task similar to visual scanning* This results
suygests that the miodle aged individuals might have traded off
speea for greater accgracy, perhaps because of a lower tolerance
for errors. Older adults often appear intrinsically to prefer
accurdcy over speed in triest kinds of experiments (Pabbitt, 1977),
but a sirple tra(uectf probably Goes not account for all the speeu
differences In vlual scanning when one compares early adulthood
t. tne retirement ages.

There seeais to be a difference beween the way that visual
scanning sLuoles are oone in tne laboratory and tne way tnat
visudl scanning seems to occur in most practical situations. In
the typical laboratory study, the ouserver Is asKeu to scan a
display and oo nothini else. Ir field situations visual scanning
is typically done In conjunction with other tasks. To illustrate,
a mutor venicle driver continues to guioe the car while scanning
road signs. Rabbitt (1977j,1979) has found that differences In the
visual scanning performance of young and eloerly subjects can be
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magnified either by increasing the number of distractors In a
display or by introducing an ancillary (memory) tdsk. This sort
of result has lead several people to conclude that visual scanning
demands "attentional resources", and tht these resources are
reduced with age (Rabbittp 1979; Hasher and Zacks, 1979; see the
section on Attention below). Rabbitt's results, which are not
based on studies using middle aged subJects, suggest the need for
further exploration of age changes in scanning performance when
done in conjunction with other tasks.

Another Indication that age changes properties of perception
is the change in several visual Illusionsp such as the Muller-Lyer
illusion. Comalli (1970) has reviewed a large body of data which
suggests that older persons have Illusions similar to young
children -- that is# a "regression" of the Perceptual Illusion to
pre-adult levels. However, most of the change appears to occur In
the late bO's and 70'so and is not of paramount Interest for this
report.

One way of summarizing the results of the various studies on
age anu visual detection and identification is to consider what
sort of tasks would be expected to reveal performance differences
between people in tneir 20s and 40s. If the task required
detection of rapidly moving targets, at low levels of
illumination, younger observers should oe markedly betterp enouqh
so that the difference might be of serious concern to equipment
designers. If the task required rapid identification of single
stinuli the younger observers might still be more rapid, but their
auvantage would probably be much reduced. If the task required
that the observer pick out a clearly distinct stimulus from an
array of stimuli of the same type, large age differences would not
be expucted. However, perhaps age effects would reappear It the
scanning tasK were made more difficult or if it were to be done in
conjunction with other tasks.

AUCITI0

Hedrinj is exceptionally sensitive to aje. Many changes In
audition are associated itr straightforward unanies in the
ph)siology of the inner ear; atrophy and degeneration of hair
cells and supporting structures in the uasal coil of the cochlea,
atropoy of the stria vascularis of the scale medid (leading to
deficlences in enaolymphatic fluids) anu atropny of structures
associateo with cochlear vibration. Each of these changes miqht
tneoretically ue associated with different types of loss of
auditory sensitivity (presbyacusis). The cocrilear changes should
be associated with specific high frequency hearing losses that are
cnaracteristics of auvancing age. Changes in the endolym.pnatic
fluids siiould lead to a uniform loss In sensitivity at all
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frequenclesp combined With loudness recruitment, so that noisy
situations should maKe fine discriminations harder. Changes in
cochlear vibration should be associated with a gradeu loss of
hearing from low to hIgA frequencies. All these pnenoiaena have
been observed (Bergman, 198u; Corso, 1977). Iii aduition, there
are age related differences in hearing that are prouably
associated with central nervous system factors. Isolation of the
central from the peripheral effects is an important, but difficult
task. Speech perception is a good illustration. The
understanding of speech seems intuitively to be a central process.
A measured loss in speech perception cannot routinely be
attributed to CNS deteriorationt because peripneral changes may
limit the quality ot tne perceived speech. To account for
Peripheral effects, studies of age differences in speech
perception often speech perception after equating subjects for
peripherally produced presbyacusis (Corso, 1917). Howeverp it is
nut always clear that matching listeners on tne perception ot pure
tones in a given set of frequencies (or any other single
criterion) odes In fact equate individuals, since they may differ
in forms of hearirng loss not tested by that criterion.

A ,e associated losses occur in the ability to oetect pure
tones by aje 40, If not sooner, although very pronounced changes
do not occur until somewhat later. Figure 16 snows that auditory
sensitivity to pure tones declines exponentially from young
adultnoodp with the greatest loss at high frequencies. The
largest aaclines are at hloter frequencies than those critical for
perception ot normal speech (roughly 100Q to 2OO Hertz), but some
age-related decline in the speech frequencies Is observed. For an
as yet unknoon reason, the loss is less in women than in men.
Corso (1977)p in reviewing these datap states that beyond the
a.iddle 30's some nearing loss Is evident in virtually all
individuals. Beriman (19b0) emphasizes the complementary side of
tne picture -- namely, that there are both individual differences
ano ,ubpopulation aifferences In presbyacusis curves! We should
emphasize then that the curve In Figure 16 is representative of
=veragt pure tone sensitivity for members of Western
Industrialized societies.

In addition to loss in detection, Iuo s in dlscriminability of
supratrreshold stimuli also occurs. Ftjure 17 demonstrates tnisi,
by showing pitch discrimination is a tunctiun ot aie and frequency
(Kon , ,Y'i57). As was the case tor oetection, LnP loss is
progressively greattr as tue frequency of the sounds increases.
Tne loss of discrimination at tre higher frequencits in Figure 17
Is olearly evident in the 25 - 3: age range. The data from
Figures ib ana 17 indicate that it may oe necessary to screen
micole ajea personnul for hearing loss it analysis of middle to
high frqueiicy sounds (roughly, greater than H ertz) is an
Important aspect of their jobs.

w.ile tthere are industrial situations In whicn ton2 dctection
and/or discrimination is Importanto speech perception Is far more
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Important. As Figures 16 and 17 Show# there are losses of
auditory capacity in the speech frequencies during the age
interval 20-35. These become more marked later in life. The
importance of these losses very greatly with the conditions of
speech perception. 9ergman et al. (1976) determined speech
aetection in listeners whose age varied from 20 to over 70. Both
longitudinal and cross-sectional date were takent making this
study one of tne better designed ones in the literature. In
addition to determining detection of normal speech, speech
detection was determined under a variety of adverse conditions. A
portion of the resulting data Is shown in Figure 18. Three
functions are shownp for age-related perception of normal speech,
speech presented with a competing speech signal In the background,
and speech tnat was interrupted electronically, as might be the
case in a static-prone radio trensmission. As can be seen from
the figure, there is little interference with normal speech
perception until beyond age 60. Somewhat more age-related
decrement is shown In selective listening, and very marked
aecrements are shown in listening to Interrupted speech. Corso
(1077) suggests that much of the reduced speech perception with
advancing age may be a function of Increasea time to process
information in the auditory cortex. The peripheral changes
discussed above probably contribute to the deficit also.

Berjwan et a.s experiment is an Important one for two
reasons. Conventional audlometric examinations determine pure
tone frequency nearing loss, on the assumption that this
correlates well with the perception of spoken words (Geldard,
197e)# While this may be the case for the perception of sinqle
words in isolation, other factors may be involved In the
perception of sentences under adverse listening conditions.
Bergman (1960) suggests that high frequency hearing loss will in
fact "generally create considerable difficulties in understanding
speecti heard under otner than optimal conditions" (page 3C). A
recent study reported by Bergman (1980) emphasizes this point.
Middle aged (ages 45 - 63) and older listeners had more difficulty
understandin4 -peech of talkers whose voice and speech patterns
were rated as poor. Whispered speech was particularly
troublesome. Bergman's explanation Is thdt whispered speech
reduces the amount of informatlon availaole from glottal
(phonatory) energy, placing greater import on tiie relatively nigh
frequency information present in the forrnants and consonants.

Since many industrial situations do inevitably involve poor
listening conditions, it would be advisable to determine whether
or not aefects In practical speech perception are identified by
current audlometric measurement techniques and# it they are not,
what new measurement techniques woulu ue appropriaLe. A second
point to keep in mind about Bergman et dl's results Is that* If
anythingp they may understate the seriousness ot the situation.
In the Bergman et al. experimentsp listener. generally were
required to report speech verbatim. If they nad also been
required to comprehernd and evaluate that speech, the added
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processing requirement might have Interacted with the attentional
demands of the dlfficult speech perception task to produce even
greater age deficits.

While certain changes In the auditory system are Inevitably
age-relatedp personal experiences are also strongly involved In
the determination of adult hearing capacity. It Is well known
that enviornmental events, in particular exposure to intensep high
frequency noises for a long period of time, can produce marked
loss of hearings Such situations are particularly common In an
Armed Services environment. Whether or not environmental damage
is additive to an age effect, or interactivep Is not known. This
probably depends upon the precise type of damage produceo by the
environment (Corsop 1977). Part of the differences in
presbyacusis curves between populations of adults may be a
functlun of environmental factors. The differences can be quite
large. Figure 19 shows data for 2585 Wisconsin residents and 541
Mabaansp a group of Sudanese tribesmen. Note that the hearing
loss in the Mabaans tribe Is much smaller than the loss in the
Wisconsin resloents. The Wisconsin residents may be more
representative of the population of American service personnel.
More serlouslyp the data of Figure 19 Illustrate dramatically how
much of our "normal" aging trend may in fact be a reflection of
our normal environmental hazards and personal health hazaras.

Consistent with these findingsp there is evidence that the
U.S. population as a whole is becoming more hard of hearing. The
rate of incidence clinical deafness in 19b0 was approximately 300
per 1JLjOUP up from under 400 per 10,000 In 1940. By the turn of
the century the deafness figure Is expected to reach 360 per
l0,0U0 (Watson and Tolanp 1967). If We assume that the incidence
of suoclinical cases of hearing loss is proportional to the
deafness fiauresp this means that there Is a marked cohort effectp
i.e. that the 30 and 40 year olds of tomorrow will nave a greater
inciaence of hearing troubles than do people In this age bracket
today. Part of this cohort effect might be related to personal
nabits -- Kryter (1Q70) has reported a high level of noise-related
dearness anu hearing loss In rock musicians! The impact of the
increasing Incluence of major hearing loss upon industrial
perfurnancp snoulo be investigated.

Ifnexplicably, tnere are no studies In the literature of age
chanwes In the spced and integrity of auditory information
processing analo c6us to the studies In visual information
processinj reporteo in the preceoain section. For examplep we do
not Know how tne process of Information readout from echoic memory
(ti-e auditory equivalent of Iconic memory in vision) Is affected
by ajong (Orowder, 1Q80). Since the organization of auditory
cortex ano related pathways in the brain differs from the
organization of the visual centers (e.g., there are more primary
cortex areas devoted to audition than vision), we should not
assume that age changes In the two system. would be strictly
I dent i cal.
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CrIMMENT ON SENSORY CAPACITILS AND AGE

Many of the sensory detection ano discrimination studies
currently in the literature have relied upon a person's ability to
detect a sttmutus, assuming that all individuals use the some
criterion for aetection. If there is a systematic shift in
criteria witn age, in the direction of demanding a higher
criterion signal before responding, then Increases in "caution"
would appear as decreases in sensory sensitivity* A limited
amount of evidence suggests that this is Indeed a possibility
(Craikp 1V69; Rees and Botwinicko 1971). While it seems uniiKely
that 4 repetltaon or the studies we have reported using
criterion-free methods (e.g., Signal Oetection Theory approaches)
would eliminate the age effects, the magnitude of the estimated
age change nmight be reduced. If It were the case that some of the
age cnanges were Indeed a function of the observer's criterionp
then middle aged personnel could be trained to Increase their
frequency of false alarms to adjust for cases where a missed
siynal would have a nigh cost.

Stuaies demonstrating cefects In simple detection of stliuli
are apt to be dismissed with the comment that there are obvious
prosthetic measures. Eye glasses are common In our society. it
Is much haroer, nowever, to remedy perceptual and sensory defects
that are associated with accomodation to ranges of stimuli; e.g.
rapid shifting of the gaze from far to near and bacK again, or
filtering a sijnai through noise In a speech perception task.
Wnil the typical man or woman in the 4UIs is neither olInd nor
aeaf in tne clinical sensep drops in the sensitivity of vision and
hear in6 in tni- age range are large enough to warrant study of how
they affect performance in deianding work environibents.

In this section our focus has been on sensory and primitive
perceptual processesp to the exclusion of more complex processes
of stimulus analysis and response production. Although the
interaction between sensory and higher order cognitive processes
has been little studied, it may be quite Important both
tneoreticatly and practically. We shall argue below tnat nigner
oruer cojnitive functioning demands attention, and tnat one of the
cnaracteristlcs of oluetr inGivicuals is reducea attentionAl
capacity. In younger individualsp adequate sensory perccption may
proceec aliaost independent of any allocation of attention, whereas
the oluer individual may actleve the same level of sensory
perccption only by actively attending to the stimulus channel.
Primitivt acts of perception become competitors for attention for
tne older person in a way ttat they are not tor the younger. Thus
an older person who, with etfort, could pass a test designed to
evaluate sensory functioning and nothing else# might not be able
to runction in i job that combined sensory perception with more
complex tasks.
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Minor sensory problems can lead to psychological discomfortp
even if they do not affect job performance directly, Among the
elborly there is clear evidence of emotional disturbance
associated with sensory loss, especially when Lnat loss affects
functioning in intellectual situations (Corso, 1977). Whether
minor probleas, such as irritabilityp would be characteristic of
middle aged individuals working In noisy or low vision
environments is a matter for speculation. As the success of the
volunteer services depends heavily upon attracting these
individuals to military careers, and keeping them in those
careers, some thought should be given to changes in working
situations that can avoid such problems.

5. THE CAPACITY TO ATTEND

In studies of visual and auditory capacity, It is implicitly
assumed that the inoividuals being evaluated are giving their full
attention to the test stimulus. The assumption is probably
correct, because testing situations are simple (e.g. a listener
may be askeu if he or she hears a tone) and because testing
sessions are brief. Wnen more cognitive abilities are being
examined, as In studies of memory or problem solvingp care must be
taken to control a subject's allocation of attention to various
aspects of the task. Attention allocation Is also of considerable
practical interest. Many accidents are "explained" by saying that
tne people involved failed to attend properly. There Is also a
great deal of anecdotal evidence suggesting that the ability to
control attention decreases with age. Most of the anecdotes have
to do hith Inattentiveness in old age. Less is known about changes
in attention as people move from their twenties to their sixties.
Clearly the average person of thirty or forty does not lose the
ability to concentrate to the point that inattentiveness becomes a
personal problem requiring professional help. As was pointed out
in the introductionp a small decrement in a psychological function
may be trivial to an individual but important on a population
basis. Given that rhanes in attentiveness are observed in the
elderly, it is reasonable to ask whether or not minor changes in
attentiveness can be observed during the working years.

This question is hard to answer. Attention must be measured
Inulrettlyp Dy observinj petformance on tasks that require
attention, but that also oraw on other psychological functions.
To illustrat~, suppose that someone has a notoriously poor memory
for peoples' name,. Is this tecause the individual does not pay
attention when introduced to strangersp or because the person's
perceptoun is deticiento or because the person finds it hard to
store and retrieve information? More particularlyp because it Is
reasonable to believe that people lose some ability to control
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attention as they age, a number of experiients on toemoryv problem
solving, and decision making have been "explaiieo' by assuming a
loss of attention. We shall argue below that this conclusion is
warranted only in fairly limited circumstances. Furthermore, it
the concept of "loss of attention" is tu be appialed to as an
explanation of experimental results, one has to define wtat
attention Ise No satisfactory definition has oen offered.

The remainder of this section discusses some of the
coiaceptual and methodological problems Involved In determining a
person's ability to allocate attention to information processing
tasks. Although some experimental results will be cited, the 4
thrust of the argument Is theoretical. The major purpose of tne
section Is to introduce concepts about ittention that will be
important when we deal with the relation between age and tigher
cognitive functions such as memory and problem solving.

THL AIINIIUNAL REASURCE NOUtJL

One way of conceptualizing attention is to take the Potion of
"paying attention" quite literallyp by imagining that we have a
finite amount of attentional resources. An attention demanding
task is one that requires the expenditure of resources from tnis
supply. Kahnenan (1Q73) has presented this idea in some detail.
In hi, view, any me.ntal task requires the activation of mental
structures. These are the mechanisms that accomplish the
functions required to do the tasK, such as discrimination of
onjectsp renearsal of information in memoryp and tne manipulation
ur visual Images. Each of the structures draws upon the pool of
availahle mental resources. Tne pool itself is termed attontional
capacity. A structure will Increase its demanis upon attentional
capsaity if the intormation processing load on the structure is
Increased. Similarly, the 6reater the amount of resources
proviaec to a structure when aealing with a fixed information
proce iln 0 o4 the more rapidly ana accurately tne structure
will perform its task. Complex tasks, such as reading a novel or
driving ati automobile, require the coordinated activation of
several struGtures and an appropriate 31llocation of attentional
resourccs to each of tnem.

Cunsider some abstract task that Irvuives one or more mental
structure:. The function rel4ting overt performance to the Rmownt
of attentional resources allocated to tiose structures required ty
the tdsK is calleo tne performance-resource function. Tre
pertoraance-resource function is unouservable in principle,
because "attentional resources" refers to an aostra,t concept
ratrer tnin i measurable expenuiture of ener y. In spite of Its
purely conceptual nature, tnie perforsance-resource (unction may te
used to classify tasks by tteir resourt jeaianjs. Norman and
Iohrow 11975) define rdaource-llmlteu tds as tasi= on .hich the
pertorn.ance function is strictly rronctonlcaily Increasinq, i.e.
tasks on .nich performance levels increase with dn increase in the
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amount of resources allocated to the task. Not 4ll tasks are
resource Ilmited, and a single task may be resource limited under
some conditions and not resource-limited under other conditions.
Take the case of a person listening to the radio unoer poor
reception conditions. Accuracy of reception wilt depend partly
upon the attentiveness of the listener. At a certain point,
though, concentrating harder simply will not further Improve
reception. Asymptotic performance will depend upon the physical
nature of the stimulus, as filtered through the listener's
auditory apparatus. Naximum accuracy may be reached without the
listener devoting complete attention to the signal, to the
exclusion of all other stimuli. In such a case performance is
said to be "data-limited." The term Implies that performance is
limited by characteristics of the external stimulus but, as the
example shows, a data limitation may also be imposea by the
character of a person's sensory or mental structures. For
instancep in consideration of the data reviewed in the preceeding
section, presbyacusis might impose a data limitation on the
auditory taSK performance of older adults, even tnouwh younger
aoults were resource limited under the same conditions.

Otie way to think of the alleged inattentiveness of older
aaults Is to assume that attentional capacity decreases with age.
This will oe referred to as the "attentional deficit hypothesis."
If the hypothesis Is true, performance should decrease with age
whenever people are devoting full attention to a resource limited
tasK. While this Inference Is conceptually straightforwardo It Is
Gofticult to construct a practical test of It. The problem Is
tnat one cannot be sure that maximum performance is determined by
a resource limitation rather than a data limitation. Consider,
for example, the study of tte speed with which people do mental
tasks, varying from simple choice reaction time studies to
reasonably complex mental arithmetic. Almost every study of age
effects in such tasks has shown a decrease in speed of mental
performance witn advancingg age. The decrease is evident by the
thirties anu forties (8irrenp 1974; see also the discussion of
specific tasks given In the following sections of this report).
Furthermore, the decrease cannot be accounted for by changes In
motor cdpability, because the amount of age-related slowing Is
related to tne psychological complexlty of the task rather than to
its motor components (Verella, Poon, and willlams, 19b0). It Is
also true that under certain circumstances speed of mental
performance is d reasonable indicator of the amount of attentional
resources allocated to d task (Kahnemanp 1973; Posnerp 1978).
Inus, dithough one Interpretation of the observed slowing Is that
attentionil capacity decreases with agep this conclusion is not
oictatea by tne adta. Slowinw coulo easily be due to structural
ci.ange. In the centeral nervous system, sucn as de-nyllnization of
nerve fibres or a reuuction in the number of neurons in the brain.
more generally, the fict that changes in the speed of individual
performance, across conditions of an experiment may reflect
chan~es in ettention allocation does not mean that changes in
inter-individual performanct in the same experient are due to
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Inter-individual differences in attentional capacity.

An alternative way of evaluating the attention deficit
hypothesis is to restrict the amount of attention that a person
can allocate to a task. This is done by introducing a new task
that Is to be performed on a high priority basis. The original
task tnen must be done with a person's "spare capacity". This Is
defined as the attentional resources that a person has remaining
after allocating enough attention to reacn a satsifactory
performance level on the primary task. The technique of
evaluating spare capacity by considering primary and secondary

tasks Is called the "secondary task paradigm." It is a special
case of a "dual task situation"p In which people are asked to
perform t4o tasks more or less concurrently. The conceptual
argument for the secondary task paradigm is straightforward.
Imagine two peoplep A and BP both of whom have sufficient
attentional capacity to achieve maximum performance on either of
two tasKsP , and 2P when done alone. It tne two tasks are done
together, the joint demands of the tasks may exceeu the
attentional capacity of person A but not person BP making it
possible to discriminate between them*. It the attention deficit
hypotltiesis is true, older Individuals should show a greater
oecremeit in performance than should younger people when moved
from a sinle to a dual task situation.

While the observation that older individuals nave trouble
with oual task situations would be consistent with the attention
aeficit nypothesis, alternative explanations are possible. The
Seconcary task paradigm was originally developeu as a way of
measuring the attention demands of the primary task (Kerrp 1,973).
The reasoning was that it the secondary task is resource limitedp
the:, ti-e attentional demands of two primary tasks can be compared
oy ouservlng how great a decrement occurs on secondary task
perforiance. This arjument assumes that the seconoary task is
resour(.e limitto, anu that the primary and secondary tasks uo not
compete for mental structures. When the seconoary task paradigm
is used to study Individual differences In attentional capacity,
some more complicated restrictions must be met. Basicallyp tnese
have to do with the pattern of correlations between performance on
the twc tasKSP botr alone and in combination. It is also
necessary to observe prlmary task performance at LwO levels of
difficulty (Hunt and Lansman 19bl1).

Trere have been several reports of age related decrement. in
performance in dual task situations, lnciudlnw a tew studies that
have used tne secondary task paradigm. In interviews with experts
in gerontology we have found that there is a strongly held belief
that nual tdaks become exceptionally difficult as one grows older.
Data trcw studies of dichotic listeninj are cited in support of
the thesis. Tne participant in a dichotic listening task hears
two messajes, prebenteo simultaneously, one to each ear. After

the messages are completed the participant Is cued to report the
message troam one ear, and tren the message from Lhe other. The
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Figure 20. Dichotic listening task. After hearing digits in each

ear, listener tries to recall one set of digits, then

another.
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paradigm is illustrated schematically in Figure 20. Note that the
order in which the messages are to be reported is nvt indicated
until after the messages have been receivea. The conclusion that
is typically cited is that there is an age related decrement In
the ability to recall the message reported second, out not in the
ability to recall the message reported first. This has been
explained by saying that older individuals are unable to retain
the second message while reporting the first. Such an explanation
is consistent with the attention deficit hypothesis, as it is well
known that shcrt term recall depends upon the attention that a
person devotes to retaining information in worKing memory.

There are two problems with this conclusion. One Is that the
experiment does not rule out the possibility of structural
Interference. It articulatory structures are required for the
maintalnence of verbal information in short term memory, one would
expect first message recall to interfere with second message
recall because of competition for a structure rather than because
of competition for a generalized attentional resource. This Is a
reesonaole hypothesis because there are data suggesting that
subvwcal rehearsal is required for verbatim recall of intormation
neld in short term memory (Baddeley, 197b). A second objections
whilch is somewriat stronger because it does not uepend on a
theoretical interpretation, is that the data are simply weaker
than the statements in the secondary literature would lead one to
believe. Figure 21, adapted from Barr (1Q80), shows the average
number of digits recalled in a dichatic listening studyp as a
function of age and order of report. While tne age effect Is
larger for recall or the message reported last, the discrepancy
oetween aje effects on first and second message recall is not
str iking.

Hunt dnd Lansman (1981) conducted a series of experiments
that were specifically designed to evaluate Individual olfferenes
in aLtentional capacity by use o, the secondary task paradigm.
Here we report an additional analysis of their data (not included
in tne original report) because It dlrectly addresses the
attention deficit hypothesis. The tasks performed by Hunt and
Lansmafris subjects were (a) a memory task and (b) a simple
response to d probe tone. The memory task involved either verbal
recall or visual recognition, and could be presented in either an
easy or a hara version. As the memory task was always designatea
to be the primary task, one would expect the response to the probe
tone to be celayed in the secondary tasK condition. The amount of
tre delay should be related to the difficulty ot the priwary
memory tasK. Now consider how age should affect the picture.
According to the attentional deficit hypothesis, older
Indlvorluals, wlt smaller reserves of attenLional capacity, should
shnow a greater decrement in their response to the tone as the
memory tasA becomes harder. Some relevant oata are shown in
Figure &2. The expected interaction between age# response to the
tune, and single ano dual task condition does occur. The results
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are in accoru with the attentional deficit hypotnesis.

AUTOATLO AND CONTROLLEO RESPUNOING

It has been claimed that wnen a person has haa a great deal
of overlearning on a task it becomes "automatic", and no longer
demands on attention. The argument has been made most strongly by
Schneider and Shiffrin (1977)p who designed a paradigm for
"developing automaticity" in a visual scanninj tasK. From the
viewpoint of an observer, the task is as follows:

11) A target set ot letters Is exposed# tor examplo,

X A

e ) A frame is exposed. The frame consists uf from one to
four letters, as In

P S
0 A

[he observer's tasK Is to deteomine whetier or not the frame
cuntains any member of the target set. Thus in che example tne
correct response Is "Yes" because there is an A in toe frame. The
depenoent variable is either the minimum time that the frame can
be exposed in order to produce reliable Identification of targets,
or tne time required for an Identificationi If frame exposure time
is unlimitea. Either dependent variable can be used to estimate
Lhe tame required to scan a display, as a function of the number
oi items in the target set ano in the frame are varied. Two
Lralnirng procedures are used. In the consistent mapping (CM)
training proceoure the same target characters are used on all
trials ano a character that Is a targjet on one trial is never
used as a distractor on another trial. After literally thcusands
o training trials, performance becomes almost independent of botl
frame size and tar3et set size. Performance is then said to ue
automatic. In Che varieo mapping (VM) tralnini procedure a
character may be a target on one trial dnd a distractor on
dnother. After traininj performance stabilizes reaction time
oecomes a linear function of the number of Items in the frame and
tdr~et set. sugjestlng that the observer conducts a serial zcan
matchtnti tarjets against frame items. Performance is sald to be
"contrulled", and to demand attention.

Note that automatic processing could be consiaerea to be a
logically uejenerate case of controlled processinj in which the
serial seirQh is cbtr led (ut at infinite speeop producing a linear
relation between performance ano the number of characters in the
two sets, but with zero slope. In practice pure automatic
processing is not ooserveu, but the slope of the linear relation
may rtauce to as little as 10 milliseconds per cnaracter. This
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represents a ro,.ghly ten to one reduction in slope from the
beginning to the end of CM training.

According to the attention deficit hypotnesis, age
differences in visual scanning should be eliminated by CM
training, because automatic scanning would not require attentional
resources. In the pure case this Is something of a tautology,
because if pure automatic responding were to be acnieved by all
subjects their performances would all be described by functions
with a zero slope. In practice, the question has osen
reformulated. Is asymptotic scannino performance related to age
after CM training?

Two experiments Indicate that it is. Madden and Nebes (1980)
gave eight daysof CM training to old (beyond 60) and young

subjects. On the ninth day the slope of the linear function was
25 maecs for the young subjects and 63 milliseconds for the older
ones. Thus the groups were different in terms of the absolute
value ot the critical variable. Neither group reached true
automatic performance (although the younger group reached a value
close to that found in most studies). Both groups displayed a
rougnly eight to one reduction in slope from the first to last day
of CM training. In an experiment In our own laboratory, we
replicated these results, using an auditory scanning task that had
previously been shown to produce automated responding
(PoltrocKLansman, and Hunt, 19el). We also used subjects in tne
40-b0 age range. Thus the Madden and Nebes' findings concerning
asymptotic performance appear to generalize both to a wider age
range ano to auditory as well as visual scanning. At face value
the age difference in asymptotic "automated" performance Is an
argument against the attention deficit hypothesis. nn the other
nand, one could argue that the problem is not with automaticity
per sup but rather witn the uevelopment of autoiaticity. It might
be that given a fixed number of trials, older people do not move
as far toward automatic performance as do youn%er ones. The
essence or the argument revolves around one's choice of
operational definition for automaticity. Neither the Madden and
NeDes nor our own experiment met this criterion. It the
definition is (approximately) zero slope, then equality of
performance is guaranteedp if all groups can be trained to reach
this criterion. If the definition of automaticity is the
reduction of attentional demands by some amount defined relative
to initial performancep or if automaticity is defined solely by
reaction to a fixed amount of training, then it does appear that
age differences remain after CM training. Whether this is due to
a ,e-relatel cnange in tne asymptotic form of tne
perforn, ance-resource function or Que to age-related change in the
acquistlon or a-itomated responding ooes not seem to be a
resolvable Issue.

t slightly different approach to the question of age related
differences in autonatel performing is illustrated by the work of
Hasher and her colleagues (Hisher and Zacks, 1979; Attig and
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Hasher, 1980). On the basis o.f other evidence, Hasner et a1
argue that certain types of learningp notably memorization of the
order of events or recall of lists of items, require controlled

processingp while learning either tne relative frequency of two
repetitively experienced events (e.g. tne relative number of times
you have seen two TV commercials) or recording the relative age of

an event (continuing the examplep whicr of the commercials was
seen most recently) is an automated event. Using an experimental
analog of this example, Hasher and Zacks showed that tasks that
were presumed to require controlled learning Old indeed show

differences in performance between elderly and young adults, while

tasks requiring automated learning did not. Hasher et al.
interpret their results as support for the attentional deficit

hyFotriesis. While the results are certainly consistent with the

hypoLnesisp they require a specific Interpretation of frequency
anc relative age learning.

The activation of semantic associates another automatic
process. For examplep a variety of experiments have shown that

requiring a person to name or loentify scrds suc as CATp OCGP

etc. will Increase their speed in identifying related terms, such

as WJLP and HORSF. The effect is referred to a. semantic
activation, anu has been shokn to be an Involuntary process

(Posnerp 1970}. Young and elderly adults both Show semartic

activitation effects, as reflected by priming of reaction times to
words preceded by an associate (Howardp MCAnarewsp and Lasaga,
1%U). There is therefure no reason to believe that tni= type of
activation changes over the working years.

THE CJNIN Td uF ATTFNTION

Tie term ".ttention" is sometimes used to refer to control of
attention, as in selective attention to one source of signals
instead of another. This is a somewhat different concept of
attention than the view of attention as a pool ot mental energy.

Two types or controlled attention can be conceptualized, the
abi lIty to attenu to one source of signals while ignoring another
source (selective attention) or the ability to monitor two sources

of b=inals at tne same time ([lvided attention). In order to
determine whether one or two attention dilucatiot abilities should
Le assur.,ed, PoItrocK, Lansman, and Hunt (Note 7) rad subjects
perform auditory and visual tasks in which sownals were presented
on two "cnannels", either by dichotlc auditory presentation of
words or oy displaying characters at two diffterent locations In

the visual field. In control conditions, sijnils were presenteu
on only one channel. A factor analysls indicated that different
abilities were involved In monitoring auditory or visual sinnalst

but Ltat the same ability underlay performance in the sclective
attention and monitoring condltions. Poltrock et al.'s subjects
ranged in age from their 20s to their 5Us. Age was negatively

correlateu with performance in both the auditory and visual
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conoitions, although the size of the relation was modest (r about
.25). This woula be expected simply because of tne well known
deterioration of the auditory and visual systems over the adult
life span. The magnitude of the age-performance correlations were
no hhiher In tne more difficult selective attention or monitoring
conltions than they were in the control conditions. This result
Is not consistent With the attentlonal deficit hypothesisp which
would predict higher correldcions with age in situations that
tested inuivldual attentional capacity limits.

SUMMARY

The attention deficit hypothesis probably is a good heuristic
tar predictinj the performance of elderly (over 60) Individuals.
It seems less useful as a scientific model for the analysis of
work performance of adults in the 20-60 age range. In spite of
claims in the secondary litereture, tne magnitude of age related
"attentioial otfects" appears to be small unless one wishes to
equate speea of performance with attentional capacity. This is

discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

More seriously, the status of attention as a scientific
concept is unclear. Kahneman's (1973) approacri, in which
dttention is viewed as a sinile mental resource, fits well with
the aLtentlonal deficit hypothesis. There are otner views. One
is tnat there are multiple Fools of attentional resources, and
that different tasks draw upon different pools (Ndvon and Gopher,
1979i Wickens, 1971i). Another view Is that any performance
decrement that occurs during dual task performance is due to
competitiun for structures. Dual tasks that are not highly
overlearned are bound to compete, because both require extensive
working memory space so that the performer Gan monitor the
external Aorid as the imperfectly learned task is being executed.
If a task is sufficiently practiced, the neeo to monitor
tdsk-relevant stimuli is reduceop ana performance is "automated"
because structural conflict for space In workinj memory no longer
occurs (Ailport, 1Q80).

Given tne conflicting theoretical analyses and the absence of
definitive data, what can be said? It seems most appropriate to
tale a pragmatic position. Different occupatlons place different
demanas on attentional capacityp Intuitively defined. Airplane
pilots are usually pointed to as examples of people who monitor
many sig;ndls in high demand situations# college professors are
sdld to oe single-minded. There will be specific situations in
Which an analysis of attentional demands may help in understanding
the interaction between age and performance. Such analysps will
require tnat techniques Le 6eveloped for measuring attentional
demands in the situation of interest. It would he naive to expect
that one could develop a single measurement proceaure to serve as
an "attention meter" universally applicable to all tasKs and
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Individuals. Indeeoj it there are several aefferent types of
attentional resources, or if attentional resource conflict
ultimately reduces to competition for specific mental structuresp
tne joal of developing an attention meter is Itself unreasonable.

b, RESPONSE SELECTION

TIis section discusses the relation between aWe and
performance In a class of tasks that will be referred to as
"response selection" situations. As any performance Involves some
response selectionp further explanation is required. The tasks
under consideration all require that a fairly simple motor
movement be made in response to a clearly perceptible signal. &
prototypical response selection task is shown in Figure 23. This
figure sr.ows an observer sitting In front of a panel that contains
tour lights and tour buttons. Whenever one of the lights comes
oni the ouserver is to depress the button immediately below the
light. On a given trial# trie fol lowing sequence of events might
take place?

t1) The observtr aepresses a home button (button A in the
fiaure), to indicate that helshe is ready for the trial to begin.

12) Tre light above button A comes on, Inuicating that o
stimulus is about to be presented.

tj) One of the lights above buttons 1 through 4 comps on.

t4) The observer moves hislher finger from button A toward
the button under the I Igit that was turneo on at step (3). Cl I
tris tre "targeL button".

ijI The target button is depressed.

This sequence can ue modified. It the ooserver controls the
oevinning of the triai (step (1)) the experaiiient is referred to as
oeinj "self paced", since tr-e observer controls the |ntertriol
Interval. In some studies step (1) is omitted, so that the
experimenter controls tha intortrlal Interval. Tn this case the
experimtnL is said to be "expirimenter paceo",dna tne speed of
pacing may be vrieu. In a few cases sLep (?) is omittea and the
trial is iritlattu immediately after the observer indicates that
ne/sne Is orepared. The interval between step (2)p the warninq
signal, and step 43), presentation of the test sigal,1i is referred
to as the warninj Interval. The time detweEn step (3) and step
(4), tue oejinning of movement of the finger or hand, is referred
to as iniLiation time. The Interval between step (4) and step (5)
is calltu oveirent reaction time (MIT). Initiation time is
sometimes referrel to as simple reaction time (SRT)I f there Is
only one oossible test signal (e.g., only one lignt in the
schematic uf Fiure 23) and as choice reaction time (CQTI If tnere
are two or miore possible signals. In many experiments step (41 is
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not recorded# so that the dependent variable becomes tne reaction
time between events (3) and (5), i.e. tne sum of Initiation and
movement time. In this case the dependent variable is called SRT
or CRT, depending upon the number of different signals thdt might
nave occurred.

The display panel used is often slightly different than that
shown in Figure Z3. Instead of having k locations for a signal
there may be only one location, often a cathode ray tube or
picture screen. The subject is told in advance which stimuli miqht
appear, and instructed to make an Identifying response to each of
them. For example, an observer might be told to throw a joystick
to the left if the figure "<-" was displayedp 4nd to the right
if the figure "->" was displayed. Tnis would be callea a cnoice
reaction time (CRT) study with compatible stimulus-responsp
matching, since tne response required coincides with a usual
interpretation the meaning of these figures. If the
stiniulus-response mapping were to be reversed, so tnat the
JoysticK was to be moved left in response to a rigitt pointing
arrow, tne experiment would be said to have an incompatible
stimjius-response mapping*

The logic of the CRT paradigm can easily oe extenueo to ipply
to auditory, tactile, or olfactory cues.

Uoviously the CRT paradigm could be amplified to become a
test of either perceptual or complex cognitive capacities. For
instance, tno lines might be displayed in a panel, with the
sutject being instrusted to press a button on the side of tne
longest lines If the lines differed onl) slightly in length, this
would be a test of speed of perception. Alternatively, an integer
might be displayeo, with the subject being Instructeo to move a
joysticK to the rignt if the integer was a prime number, and to
the left otherwise. In this case reaction time would become a
measure of speed of rather sophisticated mental arithmetic. All
the reaction time studies to be described in this section involve
situations in which the stimulus is Immediately perceptible, its
interpretation is trivial, and tne major task is response
stlection. Situations Involving an evaluation ot the stimulus
prior to trie response will he considereu in the next section.

Wry study response selection? Response selection is a
face-v.ilu analog of 4 number of ituations Involving machinery
operation and/or tfe monitoring of display panels. ror this
reasons response selection paradigms are sometimes included In
test batteries for selecting equipment operators, Includino
aviators. Response selection has been held to be of theoretical
Interest uec usp it epitomizes choice behaviors odolch son.e think
to be a basic step that underlies conplex rtasunin=. The
theoreticdl argumert is valid if the mental processes underlying
rei.ponse choices dre Indeed anilagous to those Choice processes
invuived in reasoning. inc problem solving. One could argue either
way, as the data does not conclusively confirm or ueny the
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hypothesis. Jensen (19b0) has reported several experiments
Indicating that groups ot people who obtain nigh intelligence test
scores make choice reaction responses more rapidly than do samples
from low scoring populations. Movement reaction time, on the
other hano, does not appear to differentiate nigh and low scoring
groups. Work in our own laboratory has produced mixed results.
In some studies CRT has been found to be correlated with scores on
both verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests (r of approximately
-. 3, high scores being associated with fast responding). Other
experiments have failed to locate a reliable association between
CRT and intelligence test scores (Hunt, 1976; Lunneborg, 1977;
Palmer, MacLeod, Hunt, and Davidson, Note 8). While we stop short
of enoorsing some of the more extreme claims that have been made
concerning CRT paradigms as basic techniques for revealing mental
processes, it is clear that these simple tasks nave a substantive
cognitive component.

There Is an extensive literature on the relation between aget
MpTP SRT, ano CRT, and several reviews nave been written (Birren
and ,elfori, 1965; Welford, 1958, 1977). The most recent review
by Welfurd ( 1Q77) is particularly relevant, and many of our
comments are based upon his analyses.

It is clear that response selection slows with age, ana that
the slowinj is due to the central processes Involved in initiation
time (SKT and CRT) rather than tne motor responses involved in
MRT. (Saithouse (197b) has observed that fine motor movements
exhiolt only a small amount of slowing over the working years.
Larje motor muvements ana movements that defend upon
cardlo-vascular functioning, such as running, are more affected.)
Welfora (19(7) ofrers a particularly cogent argument for this
conclusion. Consider a task in which the person simply taps an a
target. Such a task consists solely of MRTj as there Is no
signallinj stimulus. Provided that the individual is reasonaly
nealtnyp there is little increase In tapping rate from age 20 to

09 Ou te olfrerent results are obtained using tne simple
reacLiun time (SPT) paradigm, In "hich tne hand is moved from the
nome position to d tixed target, on demand. Reaction time (RT)
increases by about 50t from the ?Os to the 5Os. Furthermorep the
increase is almost entirely due to an Increase in SRT rather than
MPT. This clearly indicates that central rather than peripheral
factors produce the aging effect.

Ae effects are also pronounced in rRT studles, where the
subject must select the appropriate response. Furthermorop
perfor-ance on CRT tasks is related to performance in otter
psycnomotor tasks. Tnis was shown in a study by RoLertson-Tchabo
and Artnoerq (147). Healthy adults ranwing frum their ZOs to
their hOs were tested ising a variety of simple motor, attention
demanoing, and perceptual tasks. The bAttery included tasks
similar to the prototypical CRT task described above. 4t'en
results were factor analyzed, the first factor was a "choice
reaction tlme" ractor, identified by the CRT tasK. The relation
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between an Individual's age and the score on this factor Is shown
In Figure 24. Speed of response selection clearly declined with
age, a result found in numerous other studies. Individual
differences were pronounced. Quick 60 year olds in
Robertson-Tchabo and Arenoerg's study performed as well as most of
the 20 year olds. Converselyp there were slow younger persons
whose performance approached the average performance of much older
Individuals. Note especially the increase in individual
differences with age.

The data from choice reaction time studies are often
summarized by tne equation

(4) CkT a A + B (log N)
2

4nere A and 8 are positive constants, and N is the number of
possiule responses. Equation (4) expresses the fact that logZ N
is the average number of decisions that would be made, across
trialsp by a responder who was following a perfect decision
stratewy in selecting a response (Garner 1962). Thus an
Interpretation of Equation (4) is that B represents the
auditioial time required for each added decislon, wnile A
represents the effect of all mental and motor responses that do
not aepend upon the number of alternative responses available.
Under this Interpretation B reflects purely central, decision
makinu processesp while the value of A reflects both peripheral
and central processes. If one of the effects of aging is to slow
central decision makinj processes, one would expect to find age
effects in the (entirely central) B parameter as well as on the
value of A.

The empirical results are not this precise. Experiments on
CkT almost always snow age effects on A, and only sometimes on B
(Welford, 1177). Howeverp Birren (1965) cites several studies of
reaction time w#iich he interprets as ruling out age changes in
peripheral move'ment time as the primary source of age changes In
choice kT. Most other commentators agree with his conclusion.
There is no contraalctionj oecause the A and B parameters
mijint respond to different central processes. Just what these
might Le Is not clear at present. 3irren has speculate- ".at
charijes in the B parameter are due to minor cardio-vaL ,ar
problems, resulting in a decreased supply of blood ' ti rain
(Birren, Woods, and Williams# 1980; see also Szafr., 1968.. If
correct, tnis speculation would be of interest both for
theoretical reasons -- why should cardiovascular deficiencies
produce a selective effect on one aspect of decision making and
not anotrier? -- and for practical reasons, because rRT might be
used as a behavioral index of minor brain damaje. At the present
time there is Insufficient data to support or confirm the
r ypothes is.
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Self paced CRT experiments allow the subject to determine the
rate at which responses must occur. It is widely neld that If
people are torceo to make rapid responses aue effects will oe
Increased (Welfordp 1977), The evidence for tnis assertion Is
rather weax, especially for subjects under age b0. Figure 25,
shows performance on a paced and unpaced tracking task. Although
this anta has been cited as evidence indicating that paced
responding is difficult with advancing age, the situation appears
more complex. Performance increases with age In self paced
responaingp up through the 40se It remains constant over the same
period If the responses are experimenter paced. Beyond the
working years there is a decline in responding, but the decline
due to age is additive to the decline aue to pacing itself. These
findings hardly support the fairly widely held oeliet that workers
in their torties or fifties should not be given rapidly paced
tasks. On the otner hand, industrial surveys do indicate that
when given free choicep older worxers avoid paced casks.
(Interestingly# they do not avoid situations involving heavy
physical labor). Since the question of responding to situational
pacing is important in some industrial applications, the topic
Snoula be given furtrer study.

-Introducing stimulus-response incompatabilities will increase
age effects. Figure 2b shows the increased age effect obtained by
Stern, Oster, and Newport (1q80) when tney cnanyed a task frum
being either a simple response to a compatible binary choice task#
and then to an incompatible binary choice task. Figure 27 shnws a
similar result obtained by Kay IL954) using a complicated twelve
choice reaction time task. Tn each case the more complicated
response calculation produced a much greater age effect. Why this
woulu te so is not clear. Presumoably the inco.npatability
complicates the mental computations involved in the response

selection process% While ttis is of interest tneoretically, the
practical importance of the phenomenon is probably slight, as wood
human engineering practice dictates the use of compatible
stimulus-response mappings,

When does the age-related slowing in response selection aegin
to appear? Scie reviews incicate that the effect only begins to
appear In the 50s and beyond* This statement Is apparently based
upon ttie fact triat statistically reliable changes In performance
with age often do not appear until until late middle age. Cn the
other handy it is generally the case that people of age 30 are
slightly slower than those of age 20, people in their 40s are
slightly sluwer tn-an those in their 3Uso and so forth. This
pattern suyyests tnat the d;ta might more accurately be described
by assunmin4 tiiat there was a continuous slowing of response
selection with age. To answer this questionp we have calculated
the fit of tne linear regression equation

(5) Pedctlon time a A + R x (age)
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Table 2

TASK A B

Speed of Writing (Birren and 
1.36 .02 .94

Botwinick, 1951) - Minutes

Two Choice Reaction Time. 
347 4.20 .78

(Goldfarb, 1941) 
- Milliseconds

Fit of Equation RT = A + B (Age)

For two simple tasks

Abbreviations: A - intercept

B - slope
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to two widely cited data sets. To avoid spurious fits due to
extreme deterioration of functioning in old agep we consloered
only the age range 20-65. Tne results of our calcultions are
snown In Table Ze The analysis strongly supports the contention
that a slowing of response selection begins by age 30p and
continues gradually throughout adult life.

7. SPiEO OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES

This section discusses choice reaction time (CRT) paradigms
In wlict reaction time Is determined by cognitive "computations"
rather than by response selection. To understand what is meant by
this, consioer a skeleton schedule of events for a CRT experiment:

(1) A warning signal is presented.

(2) Stimulus Information is presented

14) Based upon an evaluation of the information, the subject
selects and makes a response.

In tne CRT experiments discussed in the preceding section, the
evaluation component was minimized# because identification of the
stimulus was equivalent to response selection. The studles
described were rather like stuoying the time required to decide to
brake upon seeing a red light* It Is easy to arrange an
experiment in which the evaluation phase is far from trivial* To
repeat an example given earlier, one could instruct a subject to
throw a switch to the right at step 3) if a prime number was
displayed in step t?). Following the lead of a numoer of
tneorists (e.j., Raadeleyp 1976), we shall describe the evaluation
phase as re4uiring cognitivu computations upon an internal
representation of ttie external world. Most of these computatlions
are assumed to taKe place in "working memory", which Is thought of
as a sort of worKbench that holds information about the current
state of external atfairs. Working memoryp howeverp appears to be
limited in size, so that information must be continuously passed
over from working memory into secondary memory tor more permanent
storage. Colloquially, one can grasp this distinction by
imagining that you are listening to a speech. Working memory
woulu contain a close to verbatim record of the exact words the
speaker just uttered, while secondary memory would contain a
representation of tne ideas the speaker was trying to develop* It
is assumed tnat ouring comprehension all computations take place
in working memory, but that front time to time It is necessary to
fetch information from secondary to working memory* MaIntainence
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of informiation in working memory Is held to be an active process,
requiring attentional resources, while maintainence (but not the
fetching) ot information In secondary memory Is thought of iss a
passive process@ There Is evidence that worknnj memory ond
secondary memory depend on different physical processes.
Discussing the evidence would carry us beyond the scope of this
report.

One cannot speak of the efteciency of worsdng memory
computations, in general, because there are probably several
different types of computations, each of which may respond to
different variables. We shall review evidence concerning the
Interaction of age with four different~types of memory
computations; locating a verbal Item In toemory, comprehending and
reacting to simple sentences, fetching semantic Information into
workinj memory, and the manipulation of visual-spatial images
"inside the head." The first three computations are considered
elementary steps in verbal thinking, while the fourth represents a
non-verbal computation.

MtMuRY SCANNiNG

It Is generally agreed that one of the things that working
memory dces is to hold an (auditory?) representation of linguistic
terms. Consider the example of listening to a speech, as
uescribea above. An extremely simple "verbal"* task is to scan
memory to determine wnetther or not a particular Item Is In the
set. Ttie speed of scanning working memory is usually tested by
using a "ui1emory scanning" paradig' originally developtd by
Sternberg (lqbb). Sternoerg's procedure is shown In Figure 28.
The subject is first shown a number (N) of familiar stimuli,
callea the "nienory set". P is chosen to be swall enou'gh (usually
6 or less) SO that the labels can be held In working memory. flnce
the Mtmoty Set rias been shown, a probe stimulus is displayed. Tne
observer's tasm Is to indicate whether the pr~be item was a member
of tne memiory set. This can only be done by comparing the
stimulus coaracterlstics of the probe item to those In the memory
set. lkeaction timp (PT) is typically found to be a linear
functlwn of the size of the memory set. The slope of this
function can be regarded as an Indication of tne efficiency of the
memory Scdnniflg.

A memory scanning experiment by Anaerso Fozard, and
Lillyquist (1972) Is frequently cited as evidence that working
mewiory is scanned more slowly witn advancing age. Three groups of
subjects were studiec, with mean ages of 20a sdo and 6de The
slope of tne PT-menmory set function was 39 msec/atev, In the
youngest )roup, 63 in the midole aged group, and 71 in tte oldest
,oroupe There was no differenice In Intercepts between trie 20 and
3d year old groups. The Intercept at the oldest group was
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markedly higher than that of the two younger ones. A subsequent
study by Anders and Fozard (1973) replicated this result for the
young and ol groups only.

Because this experiment Is widely cited (e.g. CralkP 1977;
Sternberg, 1975) critical examinations of both tne data and the
design are in order* A surprising finding was that the middle
group, 36 year olds, performed more like tne older than the
younger group, even though the chronological age of the middle
group was closer to the younger. Taken at its face value, this
sugjests ttiat the speed of scanning working memory is an unusually
age-sensitive function. However there may have been population
differences other than age. The younger group Has recruited from
nospital staff members, while the two older groups were recruited
from a panel of volunteers participating In a Veteran's
Administration study of ajoing. It would be advisable to replicate
this studyP using either a longitudinal study or a cross-sectional
study in which all subjects were recruited from comparable
sources. It snoulo be noted, tnough, that the old vs. young
contrast is not in question, as the finding that the elderly have
slow memory scanning rates tas oeen replicated. The form of the
age-perfurmance function is still unclear.

A study by Thomas, Waugh, and Fozard (1978)9 using a related
paradIgmp suggests that the specd of memory scanning does decrease
with abe, but nut as rapidly as the Anders et al. results would
indicate. 1r Lne Thomas et al. study memory set size was held
cons danL# by always using either six letters drawn rrom the front
of the alpnabet (aputcpapepf) or six letters trom later in the
alphabet, (p,3,K~t~rpi). A singie letter was displayed cn each
trial. Tne tasK was to Indicate wriether ur not tne letter was a
member of the memory set. Thomas et al. observed tnat, tor some
unknown reasonp people are faster in responoing if the memory set
is drawn trom the first pdrt of the alphabet than from latter
psrt. Regardless of wny this is sop Thomas et al. argued triat the
fact itself indicates that more processing is required to match
tne letters in the second set. If computations in working memory
generally sluw with aoe, then age effects should be magnlfled
Wner the "slow" set of letters is usea. Some relevant portiuns of
traeir adtd are displayed In Fi ure 29. The hypotnesls was clearly
4uFporteu. Furtnernore, the relation between reaction tome and
a.e was eitrer linear or positlvely accelerated. This contrasts
wIti, tht. newatively accelerated function obtainue by Anuers et al.

TnL lojic of aemory scannin. experiments can be extended to
stuules of retrievai of information from secondary memory. The
most strairLforwaru way to do thls is to extend tne slze of the
nemory set. A jreat deal of resuarch (conoucted outside of the
stuoy ot a.lng) nas shuwn that worilng memory contains at most
about nine Items. In order to test secondary memoryp one simply
uses a memory set containln more than ten Itemsp tnus ensurino
that at least sime of the list Is retrieved fram secondary memory.
Anders anj Fozard (1q71) aid thiss, ano founa even stronger age
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effects on scanning Information in secondary tnan ini primary
memory. Unfortunately for our purposes, Anaers and Fozard only
tested young (20s) and old (05+) subjects.

Sternberg's memory scanning paradigm is uestionable as a way
of testlnj the scanning of secondary memorys because of the
difficulty of ensuring that a particular item is retrieved from
secondary memory# and because there is considerable doubt as to
whether tne linear relation between PT and list size holds for
lists too long to be held In working memory. Since the question
of age effects on speed of access to information in secondary
memory remains a sensible onep somewhat different paradigms have
been developed to address it. Fozard and Poon (1978) had peoole
learn twelve pairs of arbitrary worG-word assoclates.
Hypothetical example of the items used are3

dollar -- igloo
page -- table

foot -- mouse .

Each item was presented twice in a block of twenty tour trials,
and blocks were repeated until learning was complete. After tne
first block learning was by the anticipation method. A stimulus
item would be presented (e.g. dollar..? )P a response recoroedt
and, ir necessary, corrected. Using tnis design, one can examine
the time required to make a response on the secono presentation an
each block as a function of the interval between the first and
second presentation. The argument for dolnj so is that if two
trials using the same item follow each other iiamediately, the
answer will be fetched from primary memoryi whereas if several
other trials Intervene the response must be fetched from secondary
memory (ALKinson and Shiffrinp 1966). At short intervals tiere
was only a slignt aitference in reaction times between three age
groups (Fean ages 2UP 53, b3), while at longer inter-trial
Intervals the two older groups were markeuly slower.

Tt.e primary-secondary memory distinction was expanded upon in
an expcriaient by Waugnp Thoiras, and Fozard (19Th) which permitted
a direct comparison of retrieval times from each type of memory.
In thne first part of this experimentp subjects simply read printed
words. There was virtually ro difference In naming time across A
wide age range. In the second pkrt of ttie experiment, 1? Item
paired-associate lists 'ere presented with a procejure similar to

* tnat ot the rozard and Poon study. Folauwing the presentation of
set of pairso tne cue term tor the last Fair would be presented.

*An abbreviation of the sequence woulo be:

ya - zoo
vat - wig
ink - Jam
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Table 3

Age
Task 37 50 58

Word Naming 584 583 589

Paired Associates,
Working Memory 721 741 795

Paired Associates,
Secondary Memory 1222 1469 1732

Geometric Means (msec) of Reaction Time for naming
words, and retrieval of paired associates from work-
ing memory and secondary memory (Waugh et al., 1978).
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eel - fox

eel - ?

the time required to produce the response ("tox" for the "eel"
cue) was recorded. Presumably the retrieval of the response term
was from primary memory, since no items Intervened uetween
presentation and test. Hence RT was taken as a measure of the
speed of primary memory retrieval.

In toe second part of tne experiment, participants memorized
all twelve pairs of associates. Mnemonic cues were given to aid
them in doing this. After the list of associates had been
memorizedt indiviuual cue words were presented, and the responses
to tnem were timeo. In this case the presumption was ttaet
retrieval was from secondary memory. Table 3 Shows the results.
A positively accelerated function relating RT to aging is clearly
evident In tne retrieval data. Retrieval from secondary memory is
considerably slower, and the age effects are larger.

Purther confirmation of the hypothesis that aging has a
substantial effect on retrieval time from secondary memory was
obtalne( by Doon and Fozard (1q80), using a continuous recognition
task. In this experiment subjects were presented a long series of
woro,. With each presentation they had to indicate whetlier the
woru ban oeen presented before. 2p, 50 and 60 year olos showed
smallp but reliahle RT differences for words that were still in
the span of primary (working) memory. The differences in
retrieval times became much larger when the woros had to be
retrieved from secondary memory.

The literature seems strong enough to warrant a firm
conclusion. In situations In which an Individual is queried about
information that has been received within the last few minutes,
iforniation retrieval becomes slower as we age. rffects are
clearly evident by age 50. The data is sparse for the e0-50 age
rangep but presumably tnere is some slowing of response. The
amount of slowing and the effect of age upon slowing of
informatiuri retrieval will be greater It the information must be
retrievee from seconuary rather than working memory. While the
practical iirportance of these observAtions las not ofen
demonstrateu (or even Investigated), tne fact of slowing should be
kept if, otind in the design (f work situations where a person must
keeF tracA of rapidly cnanging situations. Given the experimental
tvidencep studies of age effects on tasks such as those of a
aispatcier, air traffic controller, or tire direction officer seem
warranted.

FcTCHiNG iNFUkNATTUN FROM SEMANTIC MEMORY

The items of information In worKinj memory are not
transuuctiois of the physical stimulusp they are Interpretations
of that stimulus. Very many experiments, which we shall maKe no
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attempt to review, have shown that when a person Is shown a
meaningful symbolp such as the visual stimulus CAT# the entry In
working memory is not a representation of lInes and anglesp hut
rather a representation that incluues the semantic meaning of our
word for "smellp furry uomestlc feline." Obviously this semantic
information must be retrieved from permanent memory In order to
understand speech, Rapid access to semantic Information Is
important in many non-verbal problem solving situations as well,
although this may be because humans can use verbal representations
of tnese problems. Because access to semantic information is suCn
an Important feature of our thought, It Is reasonable to ask
wnetnr or not the speed of access to semantic information changes
hitn age.

There are actually three questions here; how is semantic
access to be measured, is it a reliable dimension of Inoividual
varIationp and does this dimension of variation correlate with
age? Several procedures for measuring semantic access hIave been
developed. They all require that a person calculate a response by
retrieving some well known tact. One example is a simple word
recognition task called "lexical loentification". People are
shown either a common word or a non-word letter string that Is
formed according to the rules of English orthography. An example
of a non-word would be RADE, which is not a word, but does not
violate any spellinv or pronunciation rules. Slightly more
complex tasks force people to compare the semantic meaning of two
or more worosp as In responaing to the question "Is a canary R
bird?" Tests of semantic access are not always based on written
language. An observer can te asKed to name a highly familiar
visual stiMulusP such as a picture of d bird or a house. The
common teiture of all these tests Is that they require ttp
calculation of a response based upon knowledge of semantic
intormation abot the worldp rather than upon Knuwlege about a
particulor episode In a person's own past history (Tulving, 1972).

Tt dOeS not seem to matter too much whicn of these procedures
is used to measure a person's speed of semantic accesst as the
resulting measures are highly correlateo across individuals (Hunt,
Uovi soio dna Lansman, 1Q81; Palmer, MacLeoa Lunt, and Davidsonp
Note e.) The fact that tnere is a rellable "semantic access"
dimension of individual differences appears to be ulearly
establishei.

Ae effects have been little studied, wnich is unfortunate
given the Importance of semantic access in everyday reasonings
The orily adequately controlleo studies that we located were
related experiments b) by Ttomaso Fozard, and auln (1077) anJ bv
Lysencm (1975). The Thomas et al. study is of more interest nere
because It covertu tne age ranges jO-uA, whereas Eysenck
consluereu only groups in their _Os and late ,)s. People were
asoe1 tither ta) to name pictures of commun items or (b) when
oiven a n-ime, to tell whether the following picture was an example
of the namae (as In the word "dice" followed by a picture of dice).
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Tnomas et al.1s oata is displayed in Figure 30. Age effects 3re
evident*

We would hesitate to generalize wioely from the Ttiomas et al.
study to semantic access In general. Although picture
Identification and other strictly verbal measures of semantic
access are highly correlated in young adults (Hogaooam and
Pellegrino, 1,0o; Hunt et also 1981) this may not be the case for
people in their 40s and 50s. A picture naming task has obvious
visual as well as verbal components. The psychometric data
clearly Indicates that age affects visualization adverselyp while
verbal capacities are retained* It should De noted tnat measures
of semantic access are Intentionally aesigned to be tests of the
"availability" of culturally relevant Information. As such, they
epitomize Horn and Cattell's definition of the crystallized (Gc)
intellijencep which is said to Increase witn age. It Is
difficulty to know what sort of prediction to maKe concernlnq
performance in a speeded seatantic task that pits an expeoted
Increase in crystallized Intelligence against an expecteo decrease
In coynitive computation. Depending on which of the two
age-related processes dominated, one could make a case for
predictIng an increase or decrease in speed of semantic access at
a particul3r a4e. Clearly the question can only be answered by
research that explores the performance-age function in oetailp for
a variety of semantic access tasks.

MANiOLULAfIN7 VISUAL IMAGES IN THt HEAD

Trie last paradigm to be discussed differs from the others In
that it requires the manipulation of a visual "mental image"
insLeaa of the manipulation of language Information. Based on the
psychoffetrlc findings, IL is known the ability to make that such
manipulations does not reflect the same dimension of Individual
difference4 as does the ability to do verbal tasks.

Experinents that seek to determine the speed with which a
person nanipulates visual information are usually Dased upon a
variativn ot the "spatial rutations" paradigm developed orilrially
Oy Shepari and 4etzler (Aq71). The tasK Is illustrated in Figure
31. Tho neaninjless figures are presenteo at different angles of
orientation with respect to the observer's line of sights The
observer must indicate whether or not the two figures are
Identical or are mirror images oi each oter. This tasK is of
Interest Decause It can be thought of as an experimental analog of
tasKs that require 4 person to reconcile different visual
perspectivesp a skill required in a number of mechanical
operations. AT in spatial rotation experiments can be described
by the equation

(6) KT * & + BO,
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wnere G is the angle of rotation required to oring the two figures
into spatially congruent mental representations. The parameter 9
can be regarded as the time required to "rotate" a mental image
through one degree (Shepard and Metzler, 1971; Cooper ano Shepard,
1973).

Ga3 c-ru and Marsh (1975) found age differences In the speed
of mental rotation, as measured by the B parameter. However, they
only contrasted young adults with elderly (b+) individuals.
Berg, Herczojp and Hunt (19e1) obtained mental rotation data from
university alumni (hence, a "superior aollity" group) ranging in
age froa, 20 to 60. In this study the subjects vracticea the task
for four days, to lessen the criticism that older subjects perform
more slowly because of a lack of familiarity with this type of
task. The results are srown in Figure 32. RT Increased steadily
with age and with the angle of rotation. In additionp there was
an Interaction between age and the angle of rotation,# indicating
age uitference. in the speed of rotation Itself (the B parameter).
Table 4 shows Berg et al.'s data for the A and 3 parameters as a
function of aje. The uata show a progressive Increase In both
parameters with increasing age. This Is consistent with the
riyFochtsis triat the speed of computation upon a visual, primary
memory representation increases with a person's age. Since visual
Image ranipulation and reasoning is sometimes salo to be important
in a variety of mechanical and motor control tasks, It would be of
interest co investigate further the relationship between age,
spatial-visual Imawe manipuiation, and performance In selected
occupation. It would ue particularly Interesting to determine
wnether the age effects that are so clear in Berg et al.1s data
hold for individuals who practice spatial tasKs in their daily
liveso, such as aviators, professional automobile drivers. and
architects.

Tfi Lh'TIr4iu±TY OF A(.. TRFNDS IN MENrAL LUMPUTATIO ,

The literature on mental computation is remarKably
consistent. There appears to be a substantial slowino in the
speed of mental tasks as one passes through the working years. In
generalp tht jreater the complexity of the mental computation the
greater tre aniount of slowing observeQ In the early b0s and heyonl
(Cereila, Ioonp and oiilllaws, 1cidO). In the section on response
selection w noteo that there is a linear relation between
chronolugical age between ZO anc 60 and the time required to
select responses. noes a similar relation hold for the time
required oy more cuI,,plex mental calculations? Toolt 5 shows the
results of fitting a linear function to data from several of the
experin,ents that have been citeo in this section. In summarizing
the ddta on motor movement time# we observed that many aging
effects upon RT relations can he sunmarized Dy the linear
regressivn euation of Equation (5). How well ooes this fit tre
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Table 4

Slopes, and Intercepts for
Age Groups over Days of Practice

Mean
Age Sex Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

21 Females Slope 6.65 4.69 3.63 3.26

Intercept 910.40 683.30 606.10 580.40

21 Males Slope 7.79 4.90 3.88 3.59

Intercept 1009.80 744.00 679.40 648.60

32 Females Slope 9.66 6.66 5.83 4.70

Intercept 891.40 731.00 636.10 574.80

33 Males Slope 7.30 5.72 5.38 4.77

Intercept 1046.70 838.70 758.10 762.30

49 Females Slope 8.87 7.73 6.67 5.84

Intercept 1176.50 921.50 856.20 794.30

53 Males Slope 10.43 9.42 9.28 7.60

Intercept 1412.60 1124.80 997.60 1057.70

62 Females Slope 17.96 17.00 14.36 13.17

Intercept 2145.80 1463.80 1446.60 1167.70

64 Males Slope 10.40 9.89 9.32 8.92

Intercept 1337.70 1224.90 1042.20 1117.30

Data from Berg, Hertzog, & Hunt, 1981.
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Task A B R_

Primary Memory Retrieval,
Familiar Stimulus
(Thomas et al., 1977) 527 1.84 .27 1

(Reduced case of
Thomas et al. data) 357 5.00 .99

Naming items
(Thomas et al., 1978) 439 5.76 .93

Hatching semantic categories
(Thomas et al., 1978) 412 3.57 .91

Response to tone while doing
a Hard Verbal Memory Task
(Hunt and Lansman, 1981) 178 3.66 .93

Fit of the equation RT =A + B (Age)
to data from complex reaction time
tasks: All data is milliseconds.
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data for tasks that depend gore upon complex memory computations?
The fits are not d good as were obtained tor the simpler tasksp
but are still substantial. The major exceptions are that 1) in
Thomas et ale's (1977) "semantic" studies, age effects were
negatively accelerated functions of absolute age, and 2) that In
each of the conditions of Thomas et ale's (1978) primary memory
study there was one group whose results were not In the oroer
predicted by quation 5. In particularp the 30 year old group was
unusually slow in dealing with "familiar" items. When these
groups are removed from the analysis (Lhe "reduced" case of the
Thomas et ale data) the fit of the equation Is substantially
Improvedo

The case for the proposition that mental activity slows
continuously with age seems strong.

d. ACCURACY OF INFORMATION ktTKIEVAL

Toe aiscussion will now shift from a review of studies of
speed ot responding to studies of accuracy. The material revleweu
in this section deals with age related changes In the retrieval of
information from memory. Section 8 deals with changes In problem
solving and reasoning, tasks that require people tu consider the
conse 4 uences of explicitly presented information. Section Q
critiques knowleQge of the relation between age and accuracy of
mental processes.

AGE CHANGL IN WuPiING MFMRY

How many pieces of information can a person keep in mind at
once? In a measory span experiment, a person Is asked to recite a
small amount of intormation presented seconds befort testing* The
Digit Span subtest of the Wrchsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
is a good examples The examiner reads a list of digits aloudr and
the examinee is askeo to repeat them, either forwards or
backwards@ The nimber of items correctly recalled is called the
uigit span. Estimates ot word and letter span usually do nut
differ greatly from digit span. Because of tnls, Miller (1956)
has suggested that the unit of memory Is the meanin ful symbol,
which he refers to as a "chunk"t rather than the mathematical
measure or information in that symbol* Basea on a survey of the
literdture, Miller (1956) proposeo the "magic number sevenv Plus
or minus two" as a reasonable estimate of the number of chunks
that could be helo In working memory* This is perhaps a Ut
optimistic. Miller's data was drawn mostly from studies of
univerbity students. Studies of more general populations Indicate
that adult digit span is usually from four to seven (Matarezrop
1972; Jalland, lli6P) Values below this range are consioered
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Indicative of orain damages Values above this probably indicate
that the person being tested has developed some special trick for
memorizing lists (Matarazzo, lq72; Chase, Lyon, and Ericsson,
1981). Providing that digit (or letter, or w)ro) span is tested
In a quiet area, estimates of Its value decline only slightly over
the adult years (Craik, L96UP 1977). Individual variation within
an age group appears to be far greater than variation due to age.

What produces a limit on memory span? Several hypotheses
have been proposed. All are based upon the assumption that the
memorizer sees the object, names it, and then holds an (Internally
generated) name in working memory. After an extensive review,
Oempster (1Q81) concluded that the limiting factor In span is
normally the speed with which an individual can recall the name of
an external stimulus. This fits well with the observation that
age differences In digit span are small, for Waugh et ale (1978)
report only minimal age differences in namiing latencies.

Working memory should not be thought of as a set of slots,
analagous to post office boxes. It Is more likely that working
memory consists of a set of records that are kept in a high state
of arousal (loosely, "rehearsed") by an active process of
attending, How does one remember a list of Items? By rehearsing
verbal laoels Inside the head. If rehearsal Is Interrupted,
memory span drops drastically. To Illustrate, memory span urops
to almust zero, over as short a period as 18 seconds, It the
examinee is asked to count backwards by tnrees curing the period
oetween list presentation and recall (Peterson and Peterson,
1Y59).

Holuing information in workinj memory Is an attention
demanaing task. Applyinw Kahnemanis (1973) mental resource model
of atcentionp whenever a mental task requires temporary retention
or inform-tion in working memoryp attentional resources must be
diverted from other ongoing mental activities. Conversely, the
presence of other ongoing mental activities will limit tie amount
ot attentional resources that can oe allocated to the memory task.
There is a good ceal of experimental support for this proposition.
In general, It is ditficult to hold items In memory while other
problem sulvinj is going on, and the act of problem solving will
reduce the memory span. For instance, tne time required to
comprehenu a simple sentence is increaseo if people are ds~ed to
nolo Irrelevant information (e.g. a set of uigits) in working
memory as Lhe sentence Is being presented (HitCn, 198L; tansmqn,
Note 9). Mdatnematlcs proolems that place demaads on working
memory, sij.h as additions with carries, are harder then similar
problems tnet do not place a buruen on working memory (witch,
197d). The logic used to explain these phenomena is essentially
the same as that used to explain interference in Jual tabks. It
is asserted that in some situations a person must conduct two
sorts of mtntal computations at the same time; rehearsal of
Information In working memory and "something else." Tne two tasks
compeLe for limited attentional resourcesp hence oerformance on
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one or both tasns should deteriorate.

If tne attention competition explanation is combined with the
attentional deficit hypothesis that attentional capacity decreases
with age, it follows that age-related decrements in measures of
working memory capacity should appear in situations in which other
ongoing mental activity impcse demands upon attention -- i~e., a
dual task paraolga. While literature reviews nave suggested that
the predicted age effect ooes occur# examination of the primary
literature indicates that the effects are small and only appear
after age 60. Figure 43 shows some data gathered by RotwinicK and
Storan-it (1974)9 in which digit span forward and backward wns
calculated In the normal manner and wnile subjects were doing a
concurrent finger tapping task. There was virtually no change In
digit span before age 60, in eitner in single or dual task
conQiti4na. Similar results have been reported by Tallana (1965)
usinj slightly different dual taSKS. The expected age x task
conaltion interaction appeared, but only after age 50.

Memory span tasks are usually self paceo The attentlonal
demands of a memory task can be increased by usini an
experimenter-paced situation in which the contents of working
memory must be continually updated and tested. Active use of
working memory in this way seems to be an Important element in
mary occupational tasKs. An air traffic controller, for instances
must neep tracK of a cnanging traffic situation. This situation
was mimicked In an experiment conducted by Hunt and Lansvian (1q81)
for somewhat different purpcses. We earlier presenteo data on trie
response selection aspects of their study. Here we report a
seconi adqitional analysisp in %hicr we look at age effects on
recall trom working memory as a function of age. The conditions
tnat dre reievent are their single task conditions, in whicn
subjects haa to Keep track of the current state of a continuously
crianganj set of letter-digit pairs. For example, in a typical
sequence the following events wQula occur:

Event on screen Response

A 5

B 2

A ? 5

A 7

B=?

etc.

The example iven Is trivial, because triere are only two variables
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to be recalledo the numbers currently paired with A and P. The
task is much naraer if five or seven variables are to be used.
Performance on this task has been shown to depeno nenvily upon
working memory (Atkinson ano Shiffrinp 1Vb8). Figure 34 shows
accuracy of performance plotted as a function of age and
complexity of the task (2 variables opposed to 5). There is a a
slight decline In performance with agep primarily due to reduced
performance of people beyond 40.

,LCUNDAkY FIMORY

Information must be recalled from secondary memory if
information presented exceeds the capacity of worKing memory, or
if some activity requiring horking memory Intervenes between the
Lime tnat information Is presented and the time ttat it is to he
recalled. Examples woula be recalling a list of twenty to thirty
words, or recalling a five word list* after having done arithmetic
in the period between list presentation and recall.

The edslest way to test secondary memory Is to extend tne
memory span experiment by presenting a list longer than can be
held in working memory. The assumption Is that this forces the
recall of some items from secondary memory. Figure 35 presents
data un the accuracy of recall of lists of words as a joint
runction of list length and age (Tallandp 1968). Age effects do
appearP but they are small.

An alternative tecunique for studying recall from secondary
-memory utilizesa phenomenon known as the serial position effect.
It has long been known that if a person attempts to recall itms
from a list that exceeas mumory span, the best recalled items are
those at the last of the list ("recency"--the items most recently
presented are recalled best)p followed by the items at the front
of the list ("primacy"), and then by the items In the middle. The
usual explanation for the recency pnenomenon is that Items later
in tne list force the earlier Items out of working memory. If
recall is tested immediately after the list is presented, the last
few Items will be resident in working memoryp while the remaining
items must be recalleu from secondary memory. Craik (1977) has
reported oata showing that there are no age effects on recall of
items in the recency portion of a list, but that age effects ao
appear in recall of Items from the earlier parts of a list. The
laci ol an aje Dy recency interectiun is consistent with the
finding tnat the capacity of working memory does not change with
age, but tnat the effectiveness of retrieval from secondary memory
does.

A test of secondary memory simultaneously tests three thinqs,
the abilty of a person to transfer information from primary to
seconuary memory during the storage stage, the ability to retain
information in secondary memory for some period of time, and the
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ability to retrieve that Information given whatever cues are
presented 4hen retrieval is required. Norman ano Bobrow (1979)
present a useful way of conceptualizing the three phases. During
the storave phase a person estaolishes a "description" ot the
information to oe stored. This is roughly analagous to a
librarian's catalogulnj a book wnen it I. purchased. Certain
facts about the information to be stored are noted, and these are
used to establish a scheme of references that can be used for
later retrieval. Imajine a person trying to memorize a list
containing the word "cat". Part of the referencing scheme for
this word might be based on properties of the word Itself (e.g.
"cat" bounds like "lbat", "cat" is an animal) while other
references might be derived from properties of the referent, or
from Idiosyncratic facts in a person0s prior information structure
(eg.p "My aunt Eloiva has a cat, think of rer holding it"). Once
the active cataloguing process has been completed the information
itself is assumeo to reside in memory, without requiring furtner
(attention demanding) maintenance. When retrieval Is required
some cues will inevitably be present. These cues are used to
deter-aine a retrieval scheme analogous to the procedure a library
user executes when trying to fino Information. It the retrieval
scheme and the descriptions match, the information Is recalled.
Jtherwhse It is not. Successful memorization Lnus depends on two
things% tne development of schemes for description and retrieval,
and the extent to which the two schemes Match.

The development uf storage ano retrieval schemes fits into
Schneider and Sniffrinfs (1977) definition of attention demanding
controlled processes. According to the attentional deficit
hypothesis, memory shoulo be vulnerable to age effects as the
schemes are being constructed. The retention phase, being passive,
snoula not be sensitive to age and its associated reduction in
attentional capacity* a.e effects on information retrieval should
be found when the storage and retrieval phases require extensive
computations in themselves, or wnen storage ana retrieval occurs
in competition with other cognitive computations. On tne other
hand, the effect of retention interval, per se, snould not be
influtnced ty age.

In aui eiej4ntly designed study, Wickelgren (1975) founu
precisely these results. He used a complex version of the
continuous recognition atemury paraoigm, in hhich a person is shown
a series or itenio, some of which are presented two or more times.
The person's task is to respond to Indicate when an item
presentation Is repeated. by applying a fairly complex
mathematical analysis to the data, Wickeigren concluded that there
were age effects in storage and retrieval, but not in retention.
UnfortunaLely for our purposes, Wlckelgren only ;ontrosted the
perrarmence or children, young aoults, and the elderly.
Wicmelgrenis experiment shoula be replicated on adults in the
middle age ranje. The fact that young and old adults were
equivalent In retention Implies that retention is stale in middle
age as weal, (In the other Pandt without testing people in the
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40-bO aje rangep we nave no way of tracing the change in storage
and retrldval functioning over the working. years.

Secondary memory can be tested by recall, whnich forces
construction or a retrieval scheme; recognition, wrlich minimizes
the need to construct a scheme; or by cued recall, in which
assistance is provided in constructing oartlcular types of
retrieval schemes* Table 6 shows tne data from a ouch cited study
by Schonfeld and Robertson (1966), in wnich people of varying ages
were required either to recognize or recall arbitrary lists of 24
words. There were virtually no age differences In recognition&
Recall dropped regularly with awe over the 20 to bO range. This
data is typical of data ootaineo in several otner studies
contrasting recognition and recall performance. The result is
Qbviously consistent with the attentionat deficit nypotnesis.

A further test or the interaction oetween memory performancep
ajc, and attuntional demands could be constructed by experinments
toet attempt tu show exacerbateo age effects in dual task
situations, similar to the studies that have shown primary memory
deficit in oual tasks. According to the hypothesis, a competing
task shoull increase age-related drops in memory if it competes
for attention durin the storage or retrieval phases, but should
nave no effect if it is introduced during the retention phase.
Sucl experiments would be of interest in themselves and because
they seem to be analovous to real world situations; e.g. trying to
men.or izc or recal I something as you are distracted. We are
unaware or 6ny studies that have useo such a paradim.

Ti.e 3rgument tnat establisr, ing L description is important in
memorization has been phrased in a somewhat different way by Cralk
and LuCIhart (19/2; Craik, 1979), who use tne term "depth of
processing". In tr.e Norman and Robrow terminology, CraiK and
LocKhart claim that in constructing descriptions there is a fixea
oruer of elaboration upon the infurmatiun presentedp beginning
with n.uticing physical features (e.g. "cat" has a particular
visual snaipe), then any related physical codes ("cat" sounds like
"oat"), and finally a network of semantic associations. Cralk and
LocKnart referred to the predicteu ordering as representing
progressively deeper processing, and asserted that deep processing
had to ne conpileted in order to ensure memory retrieval. T ,e
necessity fur a fixed urder of processing nas been questioned. An
elaborate description can be produced at a "snaliow" level and
stili serve as d YQod aescription to guide retrieval (Raddeley,
197H; Nelsonp 1Y77). lccorclng to Norman and Robrow's analysis,
the important variables are how much processing is done at storage
time ano ho. well the' description ritcnes ttre retrieval scheme,
and not wnat type of processing is done. Regjrdless of the
details of tris Qehaes it does seem that CraiK and Lockhart's
distinction between shallow and deep prucessit ,j may well represent
the normal procedure used in establishin6 descriptions. Studies
of mnenansts (CnAse, Lyon, and tricssonp 1981; Hunt and Love,
.97e) have shown tiat very good imemorizers do adopt scnemes that
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Table 6

Mean Recognition and Recall

Scores by Age

Age
Range N_ Recognition Recall

20-29 36 20.01 13.78

30-39 23 19.48 12.30

40-49 32 19.53 10.01

50-59 21 19.90 9.57

60 + 22 20.09 7.50

Data from Schonfield and Robertson, 1966.
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emphasize Qeep processing.

The deep proce-sing concept is another example of the use of
an attention demanding controlled ptocess to fix information In
memory* If attention demanding processes are most affected by
agingp It follows that age effects on memory should be most
pronounceu.wnen deep processing is required. Simon (1979) tested
this nypotnesis by presenting supraspan lists of words for a fixed
period of time. Retrieval was aided either by presenting an
auditory cue (eeg. cueing "nog" by "smog") or a semantic cue (e.g.
cueing "hog" by "pork.") The argument was that the phonetic cue,
representing shallow processing, should be effective at all ages,
but that the semantic cue, representing a level of processing
reachec only by fast processorsp should De effective only for
yGunger subjects. Older people (mean age 61) showeu less recall
thbn younger subjects (mean age 20) in all conditions but trie
ditferences were greatest for semantic cuelnj. Middle aged
participants (mean age 43) showed intermediate results. Simon
concluueo that semantic processing was most affected by age, and
that effects appear as early as age 40. This conclusion is
similar to that reported by Eysenck (1g74), in a study that showed
semantic cooing deficiencies in 50 year olds, compared to ZO year
o Ids.

An alternative way to test the attentional deficit t.ypotnesls
is tu looK fur the absence of age effects in situations in which
teere is no draw on attentional resources. It has been argued
tnat some Kinds of informdtion can be stored and retrieved
"automaticallyp" i.e. without attentional resources being
expendeu. Memory for the frequency witn which events occur and
memory for the temporal order of two events have oean offered as
examples ot automatic memorization. Memory for ooth treauency
(Hasher and Zacksp 1979) and temporal order (PerImutter, Metzgerp
Nezwors~it and Millerp 1981) has been shown to oe equivalent in 21
year old and 60 year old sutjects. It is hardly likely that there
would be effects In ttne age ranges in between.

All tne tasks that nave been described so far depenc upon
verbal memory. Woula the picture crhange if memory for visual
events were tested? The question is not easy to answer, beiause
our normal, memory for visually presenteo events may depend in part
upcn tie verbal processing toat we ao as we name tne events. One
study (ieije and Tnmant iQbl) has been reportei of memory for
"unlauellaole" visual, auditoryp and tactile stimuli. Recognitlun
memory for all three types ot information cropped with age* The
results art shown in Figure 3b. Note tnat the jreatest drops in
auditory and tactile memory appear relatively early in aoultioodt
while memory for visual stim lil aid not arvp until the 5Ps.

The oelayea drop in visual memory may be questioned on tne
oasis of the data from the i-unt and Lansman (1481) experiment, In
one section of that study, they replaced the pairea associates
task with a visual pPtterr recognition task. There were two
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levels uf difficulty Involved, dependlnji upon the number of
elements In thne visual pattern* Figure 37 shows that accuracy
dropped as a function of age for both the easy and hard visual
patterns. In contrast to the Riege and Inman results, the major
age ditterences occurreo between ages 3:; ano 46.

There appear to oe age related drops In both storage and
retrieval of Information In secondary aoemoryp but the age related
chanjes are not large. The attentlonal deficit hypothesis serves
as a rough guide for thinking about the age-reldted changes In
pertormnar~i.~v~ a%%dsugests that any age effects on memory will be
magnltieo If stora~e or recall occuts qiwer dual task conditions*

A caution is sn oraer. Logically, one could extend a
"secondary rnemor,#1 study to recall Intervals of days, mionths, or
even years, but In practice the interval between Information
presentation and retrieval is usually on the driaer of five to
fifty atinutes. Although Psycholo~jy texts and review articles
freely generalize from the laboratory studies to field situations
invoivinw Much longer time Intervals, there Is surprisingly little
evidence %up.portinji the generalization. Experiments by Nelson
(1967) su~gest that the same laws of memory do apply over a wiue
range (if lebrnlnj-recali Intervals. Tne oata Is quite sparse,.
tnousin, and m~ore stuaiies are needed before generalization fromu
laboratory to fielo can be said to be viure than a statement of
f a iths

nALNIurUL htMURY

All or the memocry experiments reviewed thus far the
participant m~ust remember Information that Is ot little personal
relevance. The paired-associates task Is a jood example*
Participants arer-asKea to learn newt arbitrary associations
ottween iten's. Otten the items are nonsense materials or wordis
with low seba3ntic associaticn. The reason ror using suct material
Is tfldL psyc!i'oists want to study "pure" learning In controllad
situations, 4nere tihe experimenter can control the participants'
exposure to the inturmiation to be learnec.

One approacri to the study of meaningful learning Is simply to
repeat the uesiin of conventional leierrtng and memory exptrentst
using meaningful materiAl. juppose tnhat one wished to establish
memory spin for linguistically organized "chunis" instead orf or
arbitrary lists 1f nonsense syllables. A generalization of a
menai,ry -spin study Is to determine tne lonjest sentence that can to
recalleu verbaitm. Sentences of ten or more words can be recblleu
perfectly* Tnis Is considerably beyond the average memory soon for
unrelated morOs. The usual explanation IS that meaningful
material is organized into logically coherent, muiti-word units
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which tnen form the unit of memory. For Instancep the sentence

"The dog cnased the gray cat up the tree"

contains three propositions:

(1) The cog chased the cat.

(2) The cat was chased up a tree.

(3) The cat was gray.

Kintsch dnJ Keenan (1973) have presented evidence indicating that

the propositions within a sentencep rather than the sentence
Itselfp are probably tne units of memory for prose* More
generallyp as word strings are moved closer and closer to the
structure of sentences (and thus forced into more and more
propositional units) people at all ages recall more words trom the
strings (Crdlk aria massani, 196b).

A. people examine a connecteOp coherent discourse they begin

to construct a propositional network that relates the statements
In one sentence to tne statements of another. The recall scheme
for normal prose is not to attempt to recall the original
sentences verbatim, out rather to reconstruct sentences from one's
mefcory of the propositional structure of the to-be-remembered
passait: (Kintscnp 174). Studies of prose comprenension are
relatively iiew, and have usually Involved contrasts between peopl

In tnelr 40s and 60s, rather than an examination of the full age
ran!,e. The studies that nave been done (Cohen# 1979P 19U; Taub,
197c; Lignt, Zelinska, and hoore, Note 10) all Indicate that tnere
is little age-related loss in the ability to recall propositions,#
providing tnat they are ,ade expI it in the text. as were all tha
propositions in tnc example sentences given above. It has been

founo, howeverp Lhat elderly pecple are less liKely to till out s
propositional structure b) constructing propositions tnat would be
inferred from a combination of the propositions in the text and
real worlu knowledge. Continuing with the dog-cat example,

The o4 frightened the cat

would he an excimple of a proposition that could be inferred from
the sentences presented previously, although It was not stated In
any one of them. The implications of tnls finding will te
coi silered in more detail In the section on problem solving.

In summaryp young aduJts certainly have a slight advantage

over elderly adults In comprehending verbal messages that are
presented in a laboratory sttting. Whether tney nave the sime
advantage over adults in the 40-60 age range is not clear.

wnnever we deal with people we make assumptions aLout what

they Know 01 the world. To what extent are there age-related
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trends in the availability of different types of "real world"
information? Informal reasoning leads us to expect an "inverted
U" function relating real world knowledge to chronological age.

There is the obvious truism that the longer you live the more
experience you nave with the world. On the other handp there is

good reason to believe that at some point, and certainly In
advanced old aie, the efficiency of the learning process declines.
Popular table has It that the elderly retain clear memories of the
distant past but are less able to store Information about recent
events. This is seen In extreme form in certain types of senile
oementia, Including the premature aging represented by Alzheimer's
disease (Galtzo 1977). Do subclinical manifestations of a
resistance to learning begin to appear In the 40s and 50s?

The evidence on this question is quite encouraging. Several

studies have shown that older people arep If anything, more aware

of general world events than younger people. This seems to be
true dt least up to age 60. Warrinjton and her associates
(Warrington ana Silberstein, 1979; Warrington and Sanoersp 1971)
founa that people in their 40s and 50s knew more about events that
haO occurrea during the past year than did English senior high
school students. Lachman and Lachman (1Q80) found similar results

In a study tnat compared people over 40 to currently enrolled
college studentsp as aid Perlmutter (1978)p comparing people In
the ?0s to tnose in their 60s. It is worth noting that tie
effects of education appear to be much greater than the effects of

age in studies of this sort.

AS there is no evidence for a aiminished capacity to learn

meaningful material during the worKing years, It is hardly

surprosing tu find that the possession of more knowledge

translates airectly into better performance in one's field of
expertise. In tactv the difference between skilled and average or
novice practicioners in intellectually demanding fields is closely

relate6 to the amount of relevant Knowleage that the expert
possesses, rather than any apparent Innate skill at problem

solvinu. This has been illustrated by studies of information
processing in medlcine (Pople, 1977). Experienced internists
appear to be fine diagnosticians, not because they are better
logicians tnan less experienced physiciansp but because they know

a 6reat aoal more about the relationship between overt symptoms
and underlying disease processes. Similar results have buen
obtained in the analysis of expert performance in other fields
(eog., LarKin et il., 1980).

Knowleu4e about one's field of expertise, anu for that matter
most real wcrli knowledge, Is semantic knowledgep I.e., timeless

facts treat do not rerer to personally experienced events. Tulving

(1972) has argued tnat t0ere is a psychological disLinction
between episodic and semantic Knowledge* This distinction is
supported In the aging literature; it awpears that semantic memory
is unusually resistant to ale. One of the most reliable findings

in the ilerature on aging an psychometric test performance is
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that vocabulary scores, a rough maeasure of Knowledge about
language, either Increase or remain stable until beyond age 60
(Botwinick, iQ77). Unfortunately virtually all studies
deffonstrating the strength of semantic knowledge over the life
span are based upon studies uf the semantic knowledge embodied in
language. Rut what about information about non-linguistic
relations -- for examplep principles of machinery operation or
procedures. In particular, what about the ability to incorporate
changing information about principles, something that occurs
continually as technology changes? It is not at all clear that
results from studies of the retention of languawe Itiformation can
be extrapolated to situations involving memory tor non-linguistic
informatiun, because language seems to hold a special place in
memory, even at the neuroanatomical level (Walsh, 197b). There
appears to be almost no information on this important practical
question.

A jreat many of the results on the relation in age and 1nemory
have rjeen Illustrated in a single study by Lachnmanp Lachman; and
Taylor (19dlj. They tested memory for facts in midule aged and
young scroolteachers, using both a multiple choice and an open
ended questlonairre format. The older teachers were either equal
or superior to the younger ones regardless of type of format.
Younger suLojects were superior to older ones o'n memory tests that
required the continuous maintainence of information in workinq
memor) y ney were also faster, but not more accuratep in either
recalling information from Ionw term memory or drawing inferences
from that information. Thus the Lachman et al. study provides, in
one report, a good summary of many other studies of memory
capaonlitles over the working years. Other things being equale
oloer people recall as much (or more) Information than younger
people. Youth's superiority appears only it toere are time
pressures, or if it is necessary to keep track of new information
for a urlef oeriod of time.

Tne results from studies of memory for meaningful information
paint an encouraging picture for any employer considerin6 the use
of an oloer work force. The laboratory picture of jeticlencles in
learning ano memory beginning in tne 40s almost certainly
overstateb tne situation. Inoeeo there is some reason to helieve
that oloer personnel would be superior ir, recallinq meaningful
material. providing that recall was reQuired in a situation tiat
did iot contain distractions, and tnst dic not place time Pressure
upon responding.

9. PRu3LF4 5'ULVING

"Proulem solving" coulc refer to aimost atty .#nltive
behavior. collowing a jistinction that is based more on lovic
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than on psychologyp problem solving is usually Oivided into
studies of deductive and inductive reasorian. In deductive
reasoning one braws conclusions from known facts. In inductive
reasoning general rules are abstracted from an examination of
specific cases. These definitions are content freej one could
classify problems as inductive or deductive regardless of whether
they dealt with fields as disparate as physics and medicine. From
the time of Aristotle, people who think about thinking Veve hoped
to find rules that describe people's thou4ht, regardless of the
content of the problem being solved. George Soolels classic book
on binary logic was titled "The Laws of Thought". More recently,
during tne 19bUs there was a spate of work on Bayesian logic as a
general theory of human inductive reasoning.

In splte of these ristoric precedents, the search for a
general theory ot human protlem solving way be eoomed to failure.
Variations in the content of problems nave been shown to exert a
powerful influence on problem solving (Wason and Johnson-Laard#
1972). Newell 3no Simon (1972), in a book that nas set tne focus
for muchi modern problem solving research, state uneauivocally that
a persun04 reasoning will be powerfully influenced by their
experience with the material being reasoned about. It Is probably
unreasonable to assume that there is a general "Psycho-logic", and
therefure nardly fruitful to ask how logical reasoningo in
jeneralp chianges with age. For Instancep the difficulty solving
of multiple digit addition problems is directly related to the
demands that a prorlem puts on working memory for the storage of
intermediate computations (Hitch, 1978). Since there seems to be
little, it any, drop in the storage capacity of working memory
over tile Wor'King years, one would not expect to see a drop in
accuracy of mental arltnmetic witn age. On the other hand, there
is an ave-related reduction in the speed with which material in
working memory can be accessed. To make things still more
complicateo, the extent to whlch an arithmetic problem makes
oemands on urKing memory will depend on the algorithm that a
person use4 for mental aodition. How, then, is one to predict
what dwe effects should be "in weneral", without knowin. the
Inoivel'ual's approach to the problem at hano?

7ven tnough 0noivioual problem solving stretegles can alter
the dttentional aemanus ot a problem, thinking about proLlem
solving as d jemard for mental resources odes provide a frevework
for expectinj orderly relations between a e and performance on
complex reasoning tasks. In particularp problem solving should be
more oifficult with advinceo age when (a) rapid mental
commutations are requirea, th) the problem mdKeS demanos upon
worklrij ,iiomory in sucn a way that tne memory t3Sk must be executed
as a "dual taSK", coincioentally witi, otner dspects of problem
solving, and (c) tne effects of prior learning can we disregaroed.
The last point is important# because It audresses the question of
how erriciently one's mental tools are used. As the extent of
prior learning is difficult to documentp most psychological
studies have tried to avoid the issue, oy presenting people with
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unfamiliar problems. The argument for ooing so Is that the
psychologist wants to determine the covariation uetween the extent
of a person's mental resources and the effectiveness of their
problem solving, without having to worry about individual

differences in experience* While this is a reasonable scientific
goalp it limit's the generalization of laboratory studies to field

conditions. In the field problems are solved by people who have
the bacKground to solve them.

In reviewing the field we snail maintain the classic
distinction between inductive and deductive reasoning. In
discussing a particular type of problem solvini, we shall use the
attention deficit hypothesis as a device for organizing the data.

INDUCT1Vt RtASONING

A popular method of studying inductive rdisoning is tne
concept identification paradigm, in which a person Is shown
exemplars ina non-exemplars of a class of items. and asked to
state a jeneral rule for class membership. The Items used are
typically mneaningless forms, such as letter strings or abstract
geometric designs. Concept Identification problems are described
in terms of the information processing characteristics they
present. Tne itemb themselves may vary in the attributes that
define them, and the complexity of the rule defining class
membership may be varied. In adoltionp proolems may be cescribed
In terms or the size of working memory required to hold enough
Information to define an answer (Hunt, 19t2).

urinley, JovicK, and McLaughlin (1974) observed age effects
in a concept identification study uslng letter string stimuli.
Each problem consisted ot the presentation of three letter
strings# eacn iaDe led with eitner a " " or a "-t. The task was to
define the rule used to assign a string to the " " or "-"

catejory. To Illustrate, one of the problems contained the
str ings

AS ab +
AS b -

B a +

Tne rule for tais problem Is that the label "+" is assigned to all
strings containinj the symbol "al. Problems were made either hard
or difficult In a variety ot ways. In some problems all the
strings were presented tovetner, In others tne strings were
presented one it a tine. In other cases the rule for assigning
labels was more complex. Some cxample problems are shown In
FlgurL 3f. Small out statistically reliable drops in the number
of problems solved were found throughout the age range from 2O to
6-.
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ihe Brinley et al. experiment is typical of a large number of
studies of concept identificatloj in the elderly. The other
studies will not be reviewed, because they all concentrate on the
contrast oetween young and elderly people. The results of these
studies are consistent witn Brinley et al. conclusion that there
Is a decrement in inauctive reasonins, with age. The date
presented in our review of Psychometrics also indicates that
performance on inductive reasoning tests aecreases with age.

Althougn concept Identification studies may be similar to
some industrial tasks, such as trouble shooting electric circuits,
they are certainly not representative of how we learn "real life"
rules for classitying objects Into trees, people, airplanes, and
what have you. Several theories of how tnis does occur have oeen
proposeu (Johnson-Laird and Wason, 1977), and none of them bear
very much resemblance to models of concept Identification. To our

knowleode, howeverp studies using the more modern models of now
real life categories and rules are formed nave not penetrated the
literdture on asing.

i)LUUCTIVE PrPOLEM SfnLvING

The literature on deauctive problem solving resembles that on
inouctive problem solving in two respects; virtually all studies
contrast young and old subjects, ana they generally conclude that
oluer subjects show reduceu powers of oacuctionp out that there
are wiue inuivioual uifferences. ArenOerg (1974) reported une of
tne few experiments tnat studleu inuividuals of intermediate age
and, unfortunately for our purposes, his younwests subjects were
In tiegr 30s, ana trhus were older than most present servicemen and
wonen. The taSK Arenber4 used is ot Interest because it was
designeo to resemble a problem in trouble shooting faulty
electrical equipment. The problem could be solved by deuucini how

the lamps must 6e connected, given observations of the sequences
in which tney coulu oe turnel on ana off. Efficiency was measured
by the number of aequences that people had to observe before they
could state the correct circuit. Groups of middle and upper class
males were tested twice, with an intervening period of several
years. Suijects in their turtles were more efficient than those
in their sixties (triere were further aecilnes in thue 7ns that are
not of concern here). An analysis of Individual steps in problem
solving snoweu that the decrease in effeclency was largely due to
an Increase In the number of non-intormative steps taken while
testing solutions. This is a typical finding in studies o f

deuuctive reisoning. Raving formed a hypotaesisp people seek
information that will confirm the hypotnesis in old situations,
r ather tnan teling It in ntw situations (Mynatt, Doherty, and
Tweeney, 1477).

Arenoerofs study Is of interest because of tne face validity

o0 the tasK @no because te was able to say something about the
nature ot the age-relateu change in problem solving. A freouent
comment about agin 4 is that people become more cautious# which
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does describe the proolem solving behavior of Arenorrg's
partIcipantse To complete the picture, Arenberg's design snould
be extended to studies of changes in problem solving behavior over
the 20-40 age range.

We earlier raised a question about the generalizability of
results based upon laboratory tasks, pointing out that we would
expect olderp more experienced individuals to do oetter on
problems that were meaningful to them. This does not mean that
making a problem meaningful will necessarily make it Immune to
age-related declines in performance. Two studies nave located age
differences in reasoning with familiar material. Friend and Zubek
(1958) gave the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinkinj Appraisal test to
a sample of over 450 people of widely varying ages and educational
bacKgrounds. This test presents people with paragraphs stating
plausible situations. The person is then asked either to a)
deterisine the plausibility cf conclusions drawn from trip
information in the paragrapt-, b) to recognize the assumptions
behind the arguments presented, c) to use logic ano weigh the
evidence for different conclusions about the situation described,
or o) to evaluate tne logical coherence of an argusent for or
against a proposition statec in tne text. Friend and lubekIs
results are shown in Figure 3Q. Test scores increased sharply
from adolescence to the 20's, peaked in the ZO-40 interval, and
declined from the 4 U's onward.

Ire results in Figure 39 show greater age effects on
reasoning ability than Is typically found, so a word of caution is
in orcer. The Friend and Zubek study, though largep was a
cross-sectional study. As such, It was subject to a confounding
of conort and age effects (see Section 2). In particular,
improvement in educational practices in Canada (the site of tne
Friena and ZuDek study) over the period 192C-1955 could have
produced a cohort effect that would have ueen confounded with age
effects.

I-riend and ZubeK's results conflict with those of Lacnman,
Lachmaan, ind Taylor (i9U31)p who found that older (50s) ano younger
subjeccs had virtually an equivalent ability to recall real world
facts. Lachman et al. went on to ask their subjects to draw
inferences based upon tnese facts. Some of the inference proulems
were quite Gifficult. An example is

"Wr,at horror story character would starve to death in
Northern Sweden in the Summer?"

(Answer. Oracula, vecause the sun never sets. The respondent
must rtcall facts atout Dracula and aoout the Arctic Circle, then
draw Interences from those facts.)

Lachman et al. found no differences between older and younger

surjects in their ability to uraw such inferences.
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while Lachmdn et al. also used a cross-sectional design,
their subjects were public school teacherst a roup specifical y
chosen for study because the requirements for entry into this
profession had not changed markedly over the time period of
interests Lachman et al. hoped that this would reduce cohort
effects due to educational alfferences. Another difference is
that the Lachman et al* subjects were better educated than the
more heterogeneous group studied by Friend and Zubek. Several
authorities have claimed that people who are more cognitive
capaole as young adults will be more resistant to aging* The
topic is further developed in Section 10.

REASLNINb LNU LANGUAGL COMPREHENSION

Comprenending language Is not normally thought of as a problem
solving tdskv but it Is one. It is not iossible to understand
normal discourse unless one draws inferences that go beyond tne
expli.cit propositions in an utterdnces Consider the statement

"A burning cijarette was carelessly uiscarded. The fire

destroyed thousands of acres of virgin forest."

Ttis statement contains tour explicit propositionst

The cigarette was burning.

The cigarette was odscaraed.

The fire lestroyed thousands of acres of forest*

Tne forest was a virgin forest.

In auaition the statement contains an implicit proposition,

The cigarette started a fire.

The implicit proposition must be deduced by combining explicit
propositions ano real world knowledge. For brevity we shall refer
to comprehension inferences. Speakers anu writers normally assume
that listeners and readers will make comprehension Inferences.
Indetuo it is quite hard to communicate so precisely that
comprehensiun inferences neeO not be made. Because these
unconscio4. Interences are so important to the communication
procass, any weakness in orawing their could have serious
cornsequnce. It people are involved in situations in which they
navC to unue;stano and respono to verbal or written messages. For
this reason d report of awe related weafness In comprehension
inference (Cohen, 1Q811 is of consideraule Interest, Although
this 4tuoy was oased on a contrast between young (20s) and old
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(65+) subjects, it will be uiscusseo in detail because of its
implications,

Cohen had old and young people reau several texts such as the
one in the "cigarette and forest" illustration just given. After
all tise texts had been presented Cohen tested for recall of
Implicit and explicit propositions. Younger suojects recalled
both types of propositions equally well (87X accuracy overall)p
while older subjects did slightly worse on recall ot explicit
propositions (81X) and much worse (58X) on recall of Implicit
propositions. Cohen pointed that In normal communication a
listener will simultaneously be involveu in comprenension
Inferencep based on propositions already presenteJP and in
detecting tne propositions underlying the text currently being
presented. Thus normal speech comprehension can be looked upon as
d special type of dual task* Reading for comprehension should
therefore ot easier tnan listeningp because a reader can "turn off
" the current input while completing a comprehension inference,
while a listener cannot. Cohen pointed out that this probably
does not matter for young people, who can carry out comprehension
Intcrtnces fast enough to keep up with a person who is talking at
a n4,rmal cunversatlonal rate. This might not be tne case for the
elderly, because of their slower rate of mental computation. To
test this hypothesis, Cohen ha4 young and old suojects recall the
propositions presented in eitner written or spoken text. The mode
of input made no uifference for the young subjects. The older
subjects found clearly spoktn text more difficult to comprehend,
even tnougn Cohen took pains to ensure that the acoustic signal
was strong enough so that the comprehension of individual words
Nas nut a problem.

Conen's results can be viewed as in inevitable consequence of
the slowing of mental processes with age. If this is true, slowing
is having d consequenue on a very important function, the ability
to unuerstand speech. At a theoretical level, Lnis suggests a
revision of the psychometriciants "Classic aging hypothesis", that
as we age verbal abilities are retained but non-verbal abilities
drop out. The eviaence for the classic aging hypothesis was
wathertud in experiments uslng "verbal comprehension" tests that
often old not distinguish between understanding for Implicit end
explicit propositions. Elsewhere Cohen (1979) nas argued that
these tests also failed to examine linguistic situations in Which
the speed of workin memory processes was crucial. An example is
the resolution or anaphoric referencesp e~g. establishing R
reference to "she" when it occurs in a sentence. Cohen found
age-related petformance aecits In resolving anaphoric references
and in otuer attention demandinw aspects of comprenension. To the
extent that Cohen's results are generalizablep psychologists may
be forced to conclude that there is a greater drop in verbal
comprehension in old age tnbn was previously believed to occur.

More information Is needed about the parameters of the
phenomenon Cohen has reported. We need to know what the relation
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is between age and tri extent of loss of comprehension Inference
and how this relation is aftected Dy other characteristics of the
individual and the situation. The subjects In Cohen's 1981 study
were all British university graduates. In her 1979 study two
educational levels were considered (university
graouate-professlonal vs. British Leaving Certificate levels,
roughly equivalent to U.S. technical high school graduates)p and
marked effects were found of educational level as well as age.
Unfortunately other Incomparabilitles between the two groups make
it Inadvisable to consider age x education interactions. Still
more important, we are quite without any data concerning changes
in comprehension inference in the 20-60 range. if Cohen Is
correct in assigning the deficit in comprehension to a slowing In
the rate at which older people process information, then drops in
comprehension Inference should begin to appear during the wor'ing
years. Tt-e drop should be greatest whenever comprenension
inference nao to take place in a dual task situation, or in a
situation that was already attention demanding. For example, if a
communication were to be received over a noisy channel, such as a
loudspeaker in an airport, comprehension inference should suffer.
We alredoy know that as people agep the perception of individual
words in noise becomes more difficult* Comprenension Inference
might L. even more sensitive to age under undesirable conditions
of comnunication. These are speculations with Loth theoreticql
ano practical significance. It would be highly desirable to
Investigate the phenomena reported by Cohen in consioerably more
detail.

S SUMMARY

Tne data on age-relateo changes in reasoning and complex
problem solving are unfortunately sparse. In this area, even more
than in the literature on aging in general, investigators have
concentratEd on comparisons between "old" and "young", with little
attention to the 40 year interval between 20 and 60. Those studies
that have seen done of people in their working years suggest that
there are aje sensitive chanes in reasoning. Furthermore, these
changts may bear a sensible relation to changes in more elementary
information processing capacities. To answer this question we
neeo stuoies in which adults of varying ages take part bott In
experiments on elementary functions, such as memory and motor
decision makin ,, and in experiments on inductive ano deductive

problem solving.

Ti.e report of a urop In the subtler aspects of speech
comprehension mith age is extremely interesting, for botn

practical and tneoretlcal reasons. Further study is clearly In
order. Apart from the stuay of speech comprehension, a generil
criticism can be leveled against the research that has been done
on problem solving. Are the right problems beinj studieo? Why
are we interested In now people solve novel, made up problemsp
when in practice they deal largely with the sort of problem they
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have been trained to solve? This criticism can also be made of
literature on memory and aging* The criticism Is amplified upon
In the next sections

10e A CRITICISM OF THE LITLRATURE ON
LEARNING# MLMORYP AND PROOLLM SOLVIitG

Over tne working years adults gradually "think more slowly."
The loss in speed of mental processing is continuous throughout
the workinj years. An Individual is unlikely to notice the effect
of cognitive slowing until the late 40sp and not even then for
some tasks and peoplep but on a population basis effects are
probably evidint by the 40s, While the evidence for slowing Is
clear# the evidence for a drop in accuracy in mental processes
during the working years Is much weaker. Should we then concluie
that people are progressively less cognItively competent as they
age?

The lboratory data are Inconclusive* "It aepends on the
tasK." if the taSK requires rapid responding, or if several
sources of Information must oe monitored at once (thus forcing a
person to deal with each source quickly) older people Probably are
less efficlent, on the averages If rapid responding Is not
imp&rtantp tnen age Is a much less powerful determinant of
pertormance. Taken at face valuep these facts about laboratory
performance suggest that as people grow older they should he given
assignments in wrich very rapid responding (on tne order of
milliseconds) is not required, and where it is not necessary to
monitor several sources of signals simultaneously* We shall now
argue that extrapolations from the laboratory should be done only
with cautionp because of an imprtant limitation both on the
situations studlea and on the conceptual thinking that 'lead to
their development.

The ooint has repeatedly been made that tne expprimental
literature Offers no way to allow for the oenefits of experience.
Virtually all adult learning ano problem solving builds upon orior
knowleuoe. Any reasondble extrapolation from laooratory to field
perfori,.ance must take this into account. It is not at all clear,
tnouujn just no4 experience Is to be taken into account. In order
to do so one must have a detailed conceptualization of how prior
knowleoge influences of inccrporation of new information into our
memories. Simply sayinj "experience couints" Is not enough,

In a paper that tics had a major inl' ,nce on Cognitive Science
stuaiesp Marvin Minsky t1975) argued for the concept of "frames"
of Knowledge* MinsKy described our minds as being composed of
frames that descrioe prototype situations. When we encounter a new
situation# we decioe wnat frame Is appropriate and use it to
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organize newly presented informations To repeat a rrequently
cited examplep we have a frame for "eating out"P and our
experience with any one restaurant meal must be fit Into that
frame. Other authors in tte Cognitive Science field have used
other terminology, such as "scripts" (Schanh ana Abelson, 1Q77) or
"schemata" (Rumeinart and Norman, 197.) and, to be fair to
psychologists, the basic Ideas are made quite specific In
8artlettfs (generally ignored) analysis of thinking (Rartlettt
1958). The principle Is simple. Virtually any complicated
experience Is to be dealt with by a rather tightly organized,
special purpose set of problem solving routines that have been
created as a result of our own personal histories. These routines
tell us what to notice and how to remember it.

Tre importance of having frames appropriate to the task at
hand his been neatly Illustrated by contrasts of the behavior of
experts and novices (Bhaskar and Simon, 1q77; Cnase and Simon,
1Q73; Larkin at al., 1980). The fields studied have ranged from
chess to physics problem solving. Although the studies within any
one field tena to be rather weakp they all converge on a common
conclusion. A good problem solver In a specialty field is a
person hva has learned how to deal with the problems that are
encountered in that field. Tnat techniques nave Deen learned to
deal with obvious problem solving situationsp such as the standard
openln%,s jf cnessp is hardly surprising. (It is of some Interest
to fino tndt pnysicists seem to have "standaru openings" to
problem, analysis that are In many ways similar to the chess
mnster's openings.) Learned frames may apply at the perceptual
level as well., Chase ano H. Simon (1973) have shown that expert
chess players remember more from a singlt glance at a board
pusition than do novices. Why? Not because they are superior
perceaversp for experts and novices are equal in their memory for
Illegal arrangements of chess pieces. Experts have learned how to
looK at thte board, and how to see patterrs of attack and defense.
experts in a field may be partly born, but they are very largely
maae. It takes time (and ajing) to make them.

Fumelnart and Norman (1c81) have developed this theme, using
the "frdme and schema" terminology of Cognitive Science. They
claa., cteat very little huuwar aoult learning Is properly described
oy the tit ty Olt shdplng ol stimulus-response connections that
might properly describe tne way a dog learns tricks. Fven less of
numan ltariing is mirrored by the learning of arbitrary
connections between unrelated wordso Instead, Rumelhart and
Nurman maintainp when aoults learn they learn (a) row to modify
the situations in which complex response schemas apply and th)
occasionally they learn whole new schema. If Rumelhart and Moren
are turrectp tnen perhaps QC' of the literature an human learninq
Is s1114 ly not relevant to the scrt of learning that adults do as
they maintain their competence in industrial settings.

ne.crluing in uetall the Cognitive SLtence approach to

larninj 4aul1 carry us far oeyono the scope of this report. The
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concepts of the field are just now being workei out. !ndeeo, to
an observer of the fielo they are in a disturoir.g state of flux,
and It is difficult to aetermine when there has been an advance
and when tnere nas been a change of jargon. Tnls situation may be
Inevitable in a new field. A more serious issue 14 that the sort

of thinking represented by the Cognitive Science approach has
hardly touched researcn on aging. (There is oniy onep fleeting
reference to the approach In the American Psychological

Association's collection of papers "Aging In the 80's" (Poon,
1980), although this anthology is supposed to represent research
at the leading edge of the field!). Yet it is in the field of
human adult ledrninu, especially in Industrial settingsp that the
Cognitive Science view Is most likely to be important.

Although we are quite without oatap we suggest that the
experimental literature presents a bleaker view or the 3C-b5
period than is warrnnted. As people grow older they acquire
experience. In particularp they acquire experience about their
jobs. The importance of learning In industrial settings has been
Ge-emphasized In research on agingp because most of such research
has been targeted toward understanding the problems of people in
the post-retirement years. For rather different reasons, learning
based on prior Knowledge is not a topic easily studied using
twenty year ol college stuaents. One cannot gain a picture of
the Aiental capicities of 40 year olds without consiaering both age
effects and learning effects. Although people undoubtedly are
"thinking mure slowly" as they move through the 3Usp 40s, and 50sp
they are also thinKing more erficiently about the things they
know. Under tne age of 6Lp older drivers have better accident
records. Older pilots fly our airlines, and regularly make split
second decisions that protect the lives of nundreds of people.
Older lawyers defeat younwer ones in courtrooms every dmy. Why?
Recause the more experienced individuals already have their
frames. The younger ones may be quickers but their frames for
responoinj are not yet built.

On the other hand, franes do not always fit and tect-nologies
0o change. At some point, probaoly not far from 30, we may reach
our peaks as physical systeats. As Information processing systems,
we pe8K Id~er, provaiong that we keep our frames current.
Eventually physical deterioration will overwhelm us, but this may
take a Ion tliiie. The first cnallenge for psychologists is to
aevelop a theory with which to conceptualize tne age-experience
tradeoff. In orderly experimental prograt cannot be developed
until Lhi: Is done.
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11. INDIVIDUAL DIFF RLNCES

Throughout the working years people become increasingly more
different from each other In almost every aspect of cognitive

performance. To appreciate the size of the change, the reader
might glance back at Figure 3, which shows the distribution of
scores on the Raven Matrix intelligence test as a tunction of age
(Heron and Chown, 196A), and at Figure 24, which presents similar
data tcr speed of response selection (Robertson-Tcnabo and
Arenber , 1976). Although response selection and non-verbal
reasoning are quite different cognitive benaviors, the
distributions shown in the two figures are similar. The mean score
on each performance measure decreases with agep and the average
deviation from the mean increases. In every age group below 70
the number of people exhibiting high levels of performance remains
constant. The number of people exhibiting poor performance
increases with age.

Why should individual differences Increase with age? One
reason as siaply that increasing age brinws with it an increasing
disparity in life experience. Eighteen year oids in our society
all share a single Pervasive experience, a reasonaoly uniform
school system. By the time the same people are in their forties
they waill nave nao years of experience in different lice
situations. Tails surely must be a major contributor to individual
differences In mature adults. There are also some variables that
appear to exert a pervasive effect on adult cognition. Three will
be discusseo here; level of original ability, eneral nealth, and
exposure to toxic substances, including diet ano drug habits.
There are obviously many other special influences that contribute
to inuivijual differences In a population or older people, such as
ocurrences of brain damage cue to accident or infection. Such
special causes Rre not not indivioually widespread enough to
warrant extended discussion. In addition, there are genetically
inherited (or enetically sensitive) diseases that influence
counition, such as Alzneimer's disease ant Huntington's choreap
whose symptomS appear unly in people past thirty. These
pathologies are uf consloerable medical interest, but ire
relatively rare.

INITIAL LEVcL ]I- ABILITY

The term "Initial ability" will ue used to refer to
pertorface on conventional psychometric tests of intelligence,
taken during or shortly after a person's scnool years. No stand
kill oe taken as to whether these are predominantly genetically or
environmentally determined. Ratier, we take the pragmatic view
that tte scores themselves are a facto and asn what sort of
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statistical predictions can be made about adult performance given
knowleoe the fact.

Before World War I it was widely believed that people who
showed unusual talents as youths were liKely to be unnealthy and
neurotic as they matured. In the 19e0sp Lewis Terman and his
colledioues Initiated a longitudinal study of gifted children
demonstrating that the opposite is true. Terman's participantsp
who generally had intelligence test scores above 140P had
exceptional success throughout adult life. Their scores on
(predominantly verbal) intelligence tests were consistent and even
increaseo (Kangas and Sradway, 1971; Terman and Odeni 1v47),
While the logic of Terman's design has been criticized on a number
of pointsp mostly concerning the lacK of a control group, the
adult lives of his gifted group were so far above the norm that
tne major conclusion cannot be seriously questioneo. Other
studies or people of above average mental ability (although
usually not so superior as Terman's subjects) nave contirred
Terman's findings (Rayley and Oden, 1955; Nisbet, 1957P Owensp

19'3p 19ub). Such Indiviouals show stable or improved performance
levels over the working years. It should oe noted# thought th&t
most ot the tests used in the studies cited have been neavily
weighted toward verbal performance.

A rather different picture is obtained when one examines
longituoinal studies that incluoe cases from the averaoe and below
average intelligence and Soclo-economic status (SCS) ranges. .l
Tuddenhamp BlumenKrantz, and WIlKin (190) gave tne Army General
Classification Test to a group of servicemen ono were retiring
from the Army after 20 years service. The resulting scores were
compared to the veterans# entrance scores. Tuddenham etal.1s
sample consisted mainly of petty officers and sergeants. The
distrihution of test scores at time of original enlistment
indicated that they were representative of what would now be
classifled - Mental Categories 1i and I1l -- the groups that are
considered to be desirable for enlistment (Cooper, 1977). The
AGCT consists of four parts: a verbal testp a spatial performance
testp an arithmentlc computation testp and a reasoning test.
Tuodenham et al. found decline on all four tests# with the largest
decline (.25 stanuaro deviation units) on the spatial pertormance
test. Tnis decline was the only one that was statistically
reliable. The verbal test %howed the least decline (.1 standard
deviation units). Considering tie fact that all subtests showed a
small ueciline In an age interval when other longitudinal studies
generaily find some increments the presence of small declines In
this population seems likely. The Tuouenham et ale stioy Is the
only onc to report a longitudinal decline In Intelligence from the
20's to tie 40's. The pattern of the small declines wis
consistint with the ciaisic aging pattern.

In Svction 3 we briefly described the elegantly designed
comuseo cross-sectional and Ion3itudlnal samrle constructed by
Schaie and his co-workers. Schale's sample was drawn from a large
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group health cooperativep and can be considered to be Intermediate
between tne college-trained, upper middle class and gifted
populations studied by Terman and his followers, and the military
group studied by Tuddenham and associates. Hertzog (1979)
conducted a detailed reanalysis of Schale's datap using
multivarlate statistical techniques that were not available when
the data was collected. He formed a general Intelligence factor
IG) from tne Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities (PMA) subtests,
and used a longitudinal factor analysis to examine the consistency
of Inodiviual differences over three test occasions (14 years of
longitudinal aging). Individual differences in G were
surprisinily constant over the working years, with correlations of
.9 or greater between occasions. Tnere was also an increase In G
varlance, beginning in middle age and becoming more pronounced
past 60. This is consistent with the proposition that there Is a
"fanninj" of scores over age; people at the higher levels
maintaining or even increasing their scores, wille people at lower
levels showing continually decreased performance. It should be
noted, though, that there are other effects that could have given
rise to Hertzog's observations (e.g., interactions of practice
effects with Initial ability levels). Consistent with Schaie's
observations of the raw PMA scores, Hertzog's analysis found no
longitudinal decrease In mean scores on G over tne working years.
Age group means increased longitudinally through the 20s and were
constant until about age 55. The increases in variance about this
pdttern of means suggests that some, but not all of the 40 to 60
year olo participants were declining In intelliqence -- while the
high correlations between occasions Indicated that those
Individuals who were declining were predominately from the lower
levels of Initial ability.

Taken all together, these studies present a surprisingly
corsistent result. The pattern of change In cognitive performance
varies with the Initial cnaracteristics of the sample. Studies of
peopie of high Initial ability, and generally high SESP (Terman,
Bayley and Oden, Nlsbet, and Owen studies) show constancy or
improvement over the working years. Schale's studyp which dealt
with people reasonably representative of the more stable elements
of the Seattle area (Ioe. people who remained iffiliated with the
same nf ilth .naintainence organization for fifteen years) showed
corstancy. Tuaoenham et al.'s study ot 20-year retirees from the
moiltary indicated a small decline. Note that there are no
studles tnat have followed a below average populatiun comparable
to Mental Category TV. The results from otner ability level
groups raise the possibility that the lower ability individuals
would show the greatest age-related declines during the working
years.

Lonvitudinal studies of aging have d heavy bias toward
stuaying the stable, relatively prosperous elements of our
society. It appears that such a bias would leau one to
underestimate the size and perhaps the nature of decrements In
Intelligence test performance, especially at tne lower enus of the
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scale, Given the characteristics of the current military force,
which appears to be increasingly biased toward recruitment of
personnel in Armeo Forces Qualification Test categories III and
IV, it would be highly advisable to obtain more information about
cognitive change with age in populations with initially low test
scores. More is needed than simple observation, we need to know
wny the decline occurs. For instance, "disuse of cognitive
skills" has been proposed as one explanation. Individuals of
higher Initial ability are thought to occupy positions In society
that lead to their continued use of problem solving skills, while
individuals of lower ability may not exercise skills similar to
test taking skills In everyday life (Blum and Jarvik, 1974). If
this is the case, and if the lowered test scores for "low scoring
adults" do not reflect their on-the-job performance (broadly
evaluateu), then there is little cause for concern. On the other
hand, it the lowered test scores reflect the influence of life
style vari3bles (health habits, drug use, responses to stressp
etc.) tnat are actually producing sub-clinical brain damagep then
concern would be warranteu.

GENtaAL HEALTH STATUS

Health factors Interact with aging and cognition more
strongly than is generally realized (Eisdorfer and Wilkiep 1q77).
Con loer speed of response selection (CRT), whicn we have
previously shown to be sensitive to age. One of the consistent
finaings in the Werontological literature is that poor health
produces jreater slowing of CiT than Is found in samples of
healthy older individuals (6irren, 19651 Birren, Woods, and
Williams, 1960w HLsdorfer and Wilkie, 1977).

Choice reaction time is particularly sensitive to
cardiovascular disease, a class of physiological pathologies that
generally increase in frequency witn age, but are also correlated
with a rerscn's choice ot life style. In the extreme,
hypertension can lead to stroke, which is obviously not good for
counition. Nluch finer effects can also be shown. Spieth (1965)
studied tne effects of hypertension anu other caruiovascular
diseases in a group of pilots (military and civilian) and air
tratftic cuntrollers. He gave a battery of psychological tasks at
the time of the annual medical certification. 4en between ajes 35
and 5Q participated in the study. As woulO be expected, most of
these inaivaduals (J34 out of 473) were found to be in excellent

health. itters, howeverp were alanosed as having mllnor to severe
carueovdscular aisease, including hypertension, arteriosclerosis,
coronary neart diseasep and cerebrovascular disease. SpiethIs
psycnoiogical measures included a 10 choice RT task, the WAIS
Oir~.t Symbol Suostitution and Block 0esIgn subtests, the Halstead
Tactual Perforaance Test, and the Reltan Trail Maxing Test.
Figure 40 snows the distribution of pilots and traffic controllers
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on a composite speed measure (constructed from the RT task, tne
Digit Symbol Substitution test, and the Trail Makin,. Test). Note
that, in general, individuals with evidence of vascular disease
(with the exception or medicated hypertensives) score lower on the
speed measure than healthy Individuals. The means suggest that
the effect is additive with age. However, note tnat the range of
scores for the diseased inoividuals Increases dramatically from
age 40 to b0, such that some diseased individuals are markedly
slower than their healthy counterparts. This finding probably
reflects the fact that there are individual differences in the
severity of disease, and consequently, disease effects. Spieth's
aata therefore suggest that cardiovascular pathology exacerbates
any normative slowing In cognitive performance seen over the
working years.

One snould not misinterpret Spietn's findings about little
deficit In medicatea hypertensives -- titeir relatively good
performance mignt have been specific to e mild form of "essential"
or benign nypertension. Light (1978) has reported data which
Indicate tnat medicated renal hypertensives (hypertension
secondary to kidney dysfunction) show evidence of RT slowing
during middle age. The cardiovascular effects may also be
observed in a slightly more select subpopulation than that studied
by Spieth. Szafran (196b) founo smallp positive correlations ( r
aoout .25) between good carulovasculer functioning and choice
reaction speed in a sample ot commercial pilots. Although the
size of this effect is small, It Is important because Szafrants
middle aied pilots were much healthier than the general
population. One would expect to find larger effects In a study of
a mcre representative population.

The same point has been made In a different way by Spirdusols
(i9bO) study of reaction time in people who do or do not
participate in athletics, an activity wlich marKedly improves
cardiovascular status. Figure 41 presents reaction time as a
function of age (20 vs. 50) and participation in sports (inactivep
running, racquet sports). The figure certainly supports the
maxim, "a sound mind in a sound body." While studies such as tnis
can be faulted for not controlling for selection eftectsp one
still hds to be Impressed with the fact that the active-inactive
contrast Is whaE one would expect by simply extrapolating Soleth's
anD Szafran's results to a more heterogenous population.

Triese results offer a good deal of encourajement for tne
future. Epilemiological trends indicate a slight decrease of
nyptertension in tn general population (Stallones, 198U). More
generall)p hypertension is a disease that yields to an
inaiviuudlls ;olce of dietary habits (including smokinu) and
IlLsure time activity. A ctange in personal habits could provide
substantial protection against biological deteriuration that would
affect ii.enLal runctioning. The results of the Spletn and Szafran
studies suggest that medical screening or the type used for pilots
ano air traffic controllers would be useful in indicating those
inoividuals at risk for poor work perrormance because of disease
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effects.

GLNEkAL XD0SURE TO TLJAIC ENVIRONMENTS

The literature contains several studies indicating that
exposure to toxic substances In the environment may influence
cognitive functioning. The nature of the damage suggests that
subclinical brain damage may have occurred, for tne tests that
rvveal cnvironmental exposure effects are 4.tnaraily those used in
the analysis of the behavioral etfects of known brain daftage.
Atmosprieric lead is a gooo example. It has been snown to be

a:socj.tej with reduced pertormance of nonveroal reasonino in
industrial wore erz (Valciukaso Lllis, Fischbein, ano Sellkoff,
197b). Leaa has also oeen impplzcxted as a possible Lausal 4gent in
oeha',avur disoroers in cmiloren (Phil and Parkes, 1 77). In
ScctI orl 4 we presentea evluence indicating that exposure to
unusual noise can cause marked reouction in hearing, witn a
possible concomitant change in cognitive capacity (due tc the

increaseu uttentlonal erfort required in verbal comprehension).
*uch effects are best consicered on a case by case basis,
coinciuenit with the exanmination of specific environ,1ientsy rjtner
trar is part of the general topic of cognitiva chan e witn -. q a.
Tne result= are cited to illustrate a possible source of

i.ocividual alfferences In adult cojnltion.

rietary influences are somwhat iore pervdsive. Humnns are

rexarxab ly immune to ion term eftecLs froa, short term cietary
oeficiencidsp cven to the ?uint of near starvation (Stein et al.
1'I72 ). W.ille prolon ed infant nalnutrition may have sarious
conscquences, whdtever these mi gf t ve sroulu re accomplisned f ct
t'y youn, d4ulth Ooo. Thus we oo not tnInk tnat malnutrIt iun per
4e, ts a se riuus influence on cognitive pertormince auring the
Ilfe ur a workin) serviceman.

how an a3ult's cnc.Ce of an. adequate ulet milfit afftct

cognition Is a maLter of suire debate. A number uf our rcrfrl food

iten,# such is cotfee, can te shown to nave measurale stort term
effecLs on coinition. Inoeed, coffee (anu to a lesser .ytento

sore soft JrinKs) are taken explicitly for their osychoactive
effects. somewhat surprisinglyp we Know ot ,o studies of the long
term eftects of dietary stimulants upon cognition in adults. "ore

recently, attention ras been called to the potentially toxic
etlects of s.Jbsta rce- Laaeu to foods as preservatives or colorinq
agents. Qesearch to date his focussed or. potential clinicil
effects in cr:iloren (e.,j. Swanson an Kinshournc, 19tu; Weiss et
al.# 1bt). The serious suggestion has been mane ttat long term
osychoActivE effects or food adcltiv, s nay carry over Into adult

lift (ki,.ind and Larson, lt,66). Nonspecialists tenu to oismiss
such rcnccrns as "toud fads". We would auvisp an intprmclaie
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Position. While the evidence gathered to date is not sufficient
to warrant any action, we would not find it surprising if
subsequent research did show that some of tne individual
differences in intellectual chanje In adult life are associated
with heavy use of chemically treated foods.

Much the same thing that can be said about foods can also be
said about the use of prescription and non-prescription
medication. Drugs that are either explicitly psychoactivep as in
the case of tranquilizers, and drugs that nave suostantlal
psycnoactive side effectsp such as the various anti-hypertensive
agents, are being used more and more widely in medical practice.
Use becomes proiressively more prevalent as people grow older. We
Ignore the topic solely because there Is little data on long term
use of psychoactive drugs in medical practice. While the lack of
such oata isp in our opinion, a serious deficiency in the public
nealth literature, it is a problem of general concern to society
rather than one that is specific to the Armed Services.

ALCVHLL AND DkU ABUSE

Alcohol use in the military is at least as prevalent as In
civilian society. According to Capt. Stuart BrownelI, USN, the
director of the Navy alcoholism treatment program,

"about 179 of our total force is afflicted by very serious
problem drinking and nearly 10% appear to be chronic problem
drinkers in need of Immediate help."

t.aptain Brownell's remarks were made in a press relsease
commentlnj upon a 1980 Navy self-report survey of alcohol and drug
abuse. The same survey indicated that reported problems nf
chronic alconolism were concentrated In personnel over 3). While
this somewhat contradicts the opinions of medical officers with
whom we have discussed the problem, we maxe no attempt to resolve
the Issue. The point that is relevant here is that widespread use
ot alcohoi may Indeed ue a significant source of individual
differences in cognitive competence in the services. It is well
known that prolonged, excessive use of alconol can lead to virtual
mental incompetence# including incapacitating memory disorders
(KorsaKoff's syndrome) and a variety of dementias (Parsons and
Pignatano, 1977). What is less well known is that there are
cnroni( and pernaps irreversible effects of alconol abuse upon
cognition in people who are well short of permanent commitment to
a mental hospital. T he chronic effects of alcohol are relevant
to tne evaluation of changes in mental com petence Nith age,
because, as a rough guloe, continued alcohol abuse appears to
mitic ano exacerbate age effects on cognition.

Most of the literature deals with cognition in "the
alcoholic." While many aefinitions of "alcoholics" have been
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offered, most research work has used the pragmatic definition that
an alcoholic Is a person who has been committed to an alcoholic

treatment program, on either a voluntary or Involuntary basis.
Note that this Is a definition by benavior, rather than by the

amount of exposure to the drug.

Mental test performance deficits have been found as much as
one year following release from alcohol treatment programs (Long
and McLachlanp 1974; HI I I keyesp MIknal I, and Ayrep 1979; Scnaup
O'Leary, and Chang, in press). Although alcoholics are not less
inteilabient than normal subjects overallp they seem to perform
less well on the performance scales of the WAIS. They also appear
to perform less well on neuropsychological tests intended to
measure brain dsmage (Parsons and Farr# In pfess). The general
picture, then, is similar to that found in the classic aging
pattern. Verbal function remains while nonveroal functioning anu

abstract reasoning performance drops. A catchy way of summarizing
the behavioral findings Is to think of an alcoholic as a 60 year
old who was born 40 years agol Prior to age 40 the effects of
alcoholism are reduced. It is not clear whetner this Is because
the younger alconolic has hau less time to drink or the oloar
alconolic is inure sensitlve to the arug. Both statements could be
true.

The conclusion tnat alcoholism leads to brain damage was
originally made based on Dehavioral testing. The nevelopment of'
new physiological measurements has provided evidence leading to
the same conclusion. Beglelter, Porjesz, and Chou (1981) report

that brain stem evoked potentials are slower in alcoholics, wnich
is consistent with reports of slowed psychomotor functioning.
Toro;raphic studies of alcoholics in the 30-50 aie range indicate
that there is about R 50X Increase In tne incidence of signs of
neural atrophy after ten years or more of abusive drinking. The
comparable figure for control subjects is at most 20?. (Pergaant

Borg, Hindmarsh., Idestrom, and MutzelIt 196Uatb; Carlen and

Wilklnsun, 19b0; Ron Acker, and Lisriaan, 1979).

To what extent Is the damage induced by alcoholism reversible
by sobriety? Vercal sKills are deficient Immediately after
intoxication, Out seem to recovcr over a per iod of uays or weekq
(Goldmani and kosentaum, 197C). As one woulu expectp performance
on abstract reasoniiq and perceptual-motor skills, the cognitive
furctiorns that are indicators of brain damage. may not recover for
nmuntns If at all (Kish, Hagan, Woody, and Harvey,19bo). These
results are typical of Ltners in the literature. Howeverp it
should be noted that the dats is largely based on studies nf

alcoholics in their 4Us. Ttere is some indication that
reversibility Is possIble for younger alcoholics. As the services
have tre opportunity of offering treatment to alcoholics at a
sumewhat younger due tnan treatment is usually offered, and
because the reversibility issue Is relevant in decisions

concerning tha retention of treated alconol ics, further research

on reversibility in younger alcoholics would be In order.
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About t.o thirds of the U.S. population uses alcohol
(National Institute on Drug Abuse, 1977), while at most 102 could
be considered alcoholics. The magnitude of chronic cognitive
effects of social drinking is harder to determine than the effect
of alcohlilsm, simply because exposure to the toxic agent is not so
great. On the other hand, small effects of social drinking are
important because ot the prevalence of the haoit. The mcst
pessimistic data on the relation between mental functioning and
social drinking have been reported by Parker and Noble (1977,
1980). Surveys of quite different populations have shown
correlations of between -. 3 and -. 4 between measures ot the
amount of alcohol taken when a person drinks and mental test
scores. Parker and Noble also report that the relationship
between deficit and amount of alcohol drunk is more marked in
people past 40o. The tests Parker and Noble used are similar to
those used to define "fluid intelligence," and abstract reasoning
abilityp which awain agrees with the rough picture of alcohol as
mimicking the classic aging pattern. Another Interesting aspect
of their results is that the important variable seems to be not
nob much one drinks over a long period of time, but rather the
highest level of ethanol concentration reached on the occasion of
drinking. Stated less abstractly, "the Saturday night binge is a
very bad thing." This is of concern to the Armed Services,
because "binge drinking" seems to be fairly widespread. In a
recent Department of Defense survey 37% of the respondents
reported drinking eight or more drinks a day at least once a montn
(Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration Newsletter,
May 1, lvbl). This is in excess of the level of drinking reported
in Parker and Noblets surveys.

ParKer and Noble's results are consistent with more detailed
reports triat have focussed on "very heavy" social drinkers. This
group shows signs of minor brain damage by oath behavioral and
tomographic criteria (Rergman et slo, 1960aJ Cala at sl., 1978).
The tomojrapnlc data are particularly interesting because they
partially answer a serious problem In tne Interpretation of
studies based on correlations between mental performance and
drinking patterns. Drinking patterns and mental test scores are
both sensitive to demojraphic factors. Do people who drink
inmouerately score low because they drink immoderatelyp or is it
the case tnat the people who choose to drink heavily are people
who would nave low mental test scores regardless of their drinking
patterns? Tnis question can only be answered by a study of the
relation between drinking and test performance, controlled for
test performance prior to the aovent of serious drinking.

In spite ou the prevalent usage of alcohol in our society,
there are relatively few published studies similar to those of
ParKer and Noble. T'iere have been Informal reports of failure to
replicate their work. The 4uestlon may revolve around the precise
definition of a population. The data from the study of "heavy"
social drinkers. comblned with Parker and Noble's reports, make it
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clear that there are some orinking practices of non-alcoholics
that are dangerous. These practices seem to be reprelsented fairly
heavily in the services. Gn the other hano, no one would argue
that a glass of wane, once a week. oroduces cojnitive damage!
Considering the widespread prevalence of Orinking habits# it Is
important to establisn more precisely the relation between social
consumption of alcohol and detectable cognitive damage.

OTHkR DRUGS Oi ABUSE

Alcohol Is only one of several drugs of abuse. Others, such
as the hailucinogens, amphetamines, and cocaine, have received a
great aeal of puolicityo While the effects of these drugs have
oeen and will oe studied intensively, there Is no evidence at
present to regard this as a question that is particularly related
to age effects. In the past there has been a tendency for people
to move from the drugs in general to use of alcohol as they grow
older (National Insitute on Drug Abusep 1917). Whether this trend
will continue cannot be Known.

Marijuana is a possible exception to the above statement.
Tue use of marijuana or hashish on a regular basis was reported by
19X of active duty servicemen in the 1980 Defense Department
survey. Very little is known about the effects of long term use
of marijuana. It can be anticipated that considerable research on
Lhis topic %ill be conducteo in the next few years.

CuNCLULUING COMMENT

Tha liLerature Indicates that the large inuividual differences
in aging are by no means random. Level of initial ability,
nealtii, an life style -- especially the use of recreational drugs
-- all Influence cognitive change.

These facts underline the importance of a point that has been
maae earlier. It can be quite misleading to generalize from age
effects observea in one population to anticipateu effects in
anotner population. In oroer to determine how tne Armea Services
would be dffectea by an extension of enlistment periods, it will
be necessary to measure the Interaction between ajingp cognition,
initial aoilityp ad health factors In populations that are
similar to those expected to be In the service in the Vv8Os.
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12, CONCLIJSIrn S AND RECOMMFNDATZONS

SUMMARY

As people age from 20 to 60 the following cognitive changes
take placei

1. Verbal and knowledge-related abilities increase. Tn most
situations the Improvement in the quality of a worker probably
outweighs the disadvantages of age-related decrements In other
cognitive functions.

?. Sensory and perceptual capabilities decline markeoly frov
the late thirties onward. The extent of the decline may not be
apparent from standard medical examination testing of sensory
function.

3. There is a general decrease in the speed of mental
functioning that progressas steadily throughout the working vears.
The evidence that we have reviewed does not support the cnntention
that mental slowing begins to occur only In late middle age,
although it may only become apparent on an individual basis at
that time.

4. There is an age-related drop In the ability to deal with
abstract reasoning situations, especially those Involving
Inductive reasoning. Older workers may find It difficult to solve
novel problems, or reason about new situationst especially under
time pressure.

5. Tr.e literature does not adequately address tho Issue of
uhether problem solving using familiar problem solving routines
declines during the working years. Nor does It enable us to
conclude that there Is a decline in memory for newly learned
material that is compatible with existing knowledge. To the
contrary, the evidence suggests that memory for "meaningful"
Information Is not adversely affected by age. Although thi
research literature leaves one somewhat optimistic ahout the
maintenance of familiar knowledge and problem solving skills
during the working vears, more research will be needed to Indicate
whether technicians and ither skilled personnel would be likely to
show performance declines between ages 40 and 55.

6. There are large Individual differences in all age effects
upon cognitive functioning, with the possiole exception of the
decrement in sensory capacity. Age-related changes In cognitive
capacity, or the lack of such chanyest reflect individual
differences in initial level of aollity, In health, and in life
style. Maintenance of one's cognitive competence over the working
years is positively related to cardiovascular status and
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negatively related to eecesslve use of alcohol. A variety of
other more specific determinants of cognitive competence, such as
exposure to heavy metals, also have been suggested as a source of
Individual differences.

RECOiMMENDAT IONS

The recruitment and retention of older personnel represents
a distinct opportunity for the Armed Services. There can he no
question that, on tne average, men and women In the 30's and 40's
are as competent (and In some cases, more competent) to handle
most service positions then are peop.e in their late teens or
early 202s. rln the other hand, there are significant changps in
human cognition during the working fears which could limit the
effectiveness of some personnel on some Jobs. We believe the
services should develop procedures that would locate those oersons
who are "at risk" for cognitive changes -- both normal and
pathological -- that would affect Job performance. The goal would
be the development of medical and psychological tests that enahle
an assessment of "functional age" rather than chronological age.
These tests could be Incorporated Into the annual service medical
examinations, and would thus provide an offective means of
screening oldelt personnel for performance deficits. ,iirahtly
different sets of screening measures might be appropriate for
different types of personnel, depending upon the cognitive
requirements of their Joos. Such a screening program would
minimize the potential for poor Job performance resulting from
Isnpairea cognitive competence.

flur recommendations are oriented toward the development of
these screening procedures. Three classes of specific
recommendations will be made. The first deals with immediate
policies, that could be executed with very little further study.
The second class of recommendations deals with research ouestlors
that are closely related to various physical aspects of agino.
The final set of recommendations deal with the relationship
between psychological factors and "on the Job" performance.

qecommenoetioins concerning pol icyt

1. Physical examinations for personnel over 19 should Include
extended examination of auditory and visual funct;ons hevod tlose
tests now routine In a ohysical examination. Tn partlcularp tests
of dynamic visual acuity and of speech perception In adverse
circumstances should be developed. Human englneerino researrh
should te conducted to determine how performance on ttese tests Is
related tu performance In positions where visual or oudltry
perception Is likely to be a limit on effectiveness.
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., Human engineering standards for equipment and oneratino
environments that are perceptually demanding should be
re-examined. To what extent have these standards been determined
by experiments on younger adults? In some cases further research
will be needed to establish appropriate standards.

Recommendations regarding research relating to physiology and
cognition:

3. The phenomenon of cognitive slowing has been estahlished In
numerous Independent experiments. What Is not known is whether
the cognitive slowing observed In one type of mental performance
is the same cognitive slowing observed in another tyce of
performance. A multivariate longitudinal study Is reauirod to
determine wlether mental slowing Is or is not a single process
that Is affected by age. Assumlng that a single process Is
Involved, it should be possible to develop an Index of cognitive
soeed that could be Included In medical examinations. e'tolce
reaction time and visual masking paradigms are examples of
candidate tasks.

4. Research should be conducted to relate behavioral Indices
of mental slowing to cardiovascular functioning and to chronic
exposure to a variety of environmental and dietary agents.

=. Medically related research should be conducted to assess
the relationship between cognition and the chronic use of vorious
recreational and prescription drugs, including alcohol. With
respect to alcoholp longitudinal studies should be conducted of
recovery of mental functioning In individuals who successfully
complete treatfrent for alcoholism. Research is also required on
the effect of heavy social use of alcrl-l in people In the 25-40
Age range, as this Is the iroup of mos- Interest to th- Armed
zervices.

6. The services will undoubtedly continue to monitor the use
of other recreational drugs by service personnel. Tn the event
that It appears that thi oattern of polydrug abuse now observee In
younger servicemen continues as the current cohort ageto
appropriate studies should be conducted of the cognitive effects
of continued reavy use of the most frequently consumed
recreational drugs.

Recommendations regarding research on complex cognitivo
functioning and job performancot
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7, Further studies are needed of the relation between measures
of mental slowing and more complex tests of psychological
functioning, Including conventional Intelligence tests# end tests
of aptitude for specific tasks, These studies should be directed
toward populations relevant to the Armed Fervicesp as It has beer
shown that results are often specific to a particular population.
The Reserve forces are suggested as en appropri ate group for
study*

8. A study is needed that relates performance on age-sensitive

tests of cognitive functioning, including both mental slowing end
fluid intelligence, to on the Job performance In selected
occupations representing a spectrum of service duty asslonments.
The study should be a longitudinal one, in which performance

rating changes over a period of years are compared to changes In
psychological evaluations. In conducting such a study emphasis
should be placed on the study of situations that involve rapid
decision making, equipment operation, and spatial skills.

9. Further Information is needed on tie predicted charge in
cognitive capacity of individuals %ho, as young adults, score In
the average and helow average categories. This study could be
combined with the study recor-nended In paragraph Pt above.

10. More knowledge Is needed concerning the relation between
age and meaningful learning, i.e. learning that deals with what an
Individual does In his or her normal life. Such a study should
focus on learning In field settings, perhaps associated with the
introduction of new technology. Tt Is likely that such research
will at first Involve detailed case studies and analysis, similar

to Norman's (1981) rognitlve Science analysis of minor errors and
accidents. Formal experimentation will lave to await further
conceptualization of the protlem.
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1 Dr. John B. Carroll
Psychometric Lab
Univ. of No. Carolina
Davie Hall 013A
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

1 Charles Myers Library
Livingstone House
Liv ingstone Road
Stratford
London E15 2LJ
ENGLAND

1 Dr. William Chase
Department of Psychology
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
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Dr. Micheline Chi 1 Dr. Richard L. Ferguson
Learning R & D Center The American College Testing Program
University of Pittsburgh P.O. Box 168
3939 O'Hara Street Iowa City, IA 52240
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

1 Dr. Victor Fields
Dr. Kenneth E. Clark Dept. of Psychology
College of Arts & Sciences Montgomery College
University of Rochester Rockville, MD 20850
River Campus Station
Rochester, NY 14627 1 Dr. Edwin A. Fleishman

Advanced Research Resources Organ.
Dr. Lynn A. Cooper Suite 900
LRDC 4330 East West Highway
University of Pittsburgh Washington, DC 20014
3939 O'Hara Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 1 Dr. John R. Frederiksen

Bolt Beranek & Newman
Dr. Meredith P. Crawford 50 Moulton Street
American Psychological Association Cambridge, MA 02138
1200 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036 1 Dr. Alinda Friedman

Department of Psychology
Dr. Ronna Dillon University of Alberta
Department of Guidance and Educational P Edmonton, Alberta
Southern Illinois University CANADA T6G 2E9
Carbondale, IL 62901

1 Dr. R. Edward Geiselman
Dr. Emmanuel Donchin Department of Psychology
Department of Psychology University of California
University of Illinois Los Angeles, CA 90024
Champaign, IL 61820

1 DR. ROBERT GLASER
Dr. Hubert Dreyfus LRDC
Department of Philosophy UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
University of California 3939 O'HARA STREET
Berkely, CA 94720 PITTSBURGH, PA 15211

LCOL J. C. Eggenberger 1 Dr. Daniel Gop,
DIRECTORATE OF PERSONNEL APPLIED RESEARC Industrial & '" gemer, .ngineering
NATIONAL DEFENCE HQ Technion-Israei Itistitute of Technology
101 COLONEL BY DRIVE Haifa
OTTAWA, CANADA K1A 01(2 ISRAEL

ERIC Facility-Acquisitions 1 DR. JAMES G. GREENO
4833 Rugby Avenue LRDC
Bethesda, MD 20014 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

3939 O'HARA STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213
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Dr. Harold Hawkins 1 Mr. Marlin Kroger
Department of Psychology 1117 Via Goleta
University of Oregon Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274
Eugene OR 971403

1 Dr. Jill Larkin

Dr. James R. Hoffman Department of Psychology
Department of Psychology Carnegie Mellon University
University of Delaware Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Newark, DE 19711

1 Dr. Alan Lesgold
Glenda Greenwald, Ed. Learning R&D Center
"Human Intelligence Newsletter" University of Pittsburgh
P. 0. Box 1163 Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Birmingham, MI 48012

1 Dr. Allen Munro
Dr. Lloyd Humphreys Behavioral Technology Laboratories
Department of Psychology 1845 Elena Ave., Fourth Floor
University of Illinois Redondo Beach, CA 90277
Champaign, IL 61820

1 Dr. Donald A Norman
Dr. Steven W. Keele Dept. of Psychology C-009
Dept. of Psychology Univ. of California, San Diego
University of Oregon La Jolla, CA 92093
Eugene, OR 97403

1 Dr. Jesse Orlansky
Dr. Walter Kintsch Institute for Defense Analyses
Department of Psychology 400 Army Navy Drive
University of Colorado Arlington, VA 22202
Boulder, CO 80302

1 MR. LUIGI PETRULLO
Dr. David Kieras 2431 N. EDGEWOOD STREET
Department of Psychology ARLINGTON, VA 22207
University of Arizona
Tuscon, AZ 85721 1 Dr. Martha Polson

Department of Psychology
Dr. Kenneth A. Klivington Campus Box 346
Program Officer University of Colorado
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Boulder, CO 80309
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10111 1 DR. PETER POLSON

DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. Stephen Kosslyn UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Harvard University BOULDER, CO 80309
Department of Psychology
33 Kirkland Street 1 Dr. Steven E. Poltrock
Cambridge, MA 02138 Department of Psychology

University of Denver
DenverCO 80208
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DR. DIANE N. RAMSEY-KLEE 1 Dr. Robert Smith
R-K RESEARCH & SYSTEM DESIGN Department of Computer Science
3947 RIDGEMONT DRIVE Rutgers University
MALIBU, CA 90265 New Brumswick, NJ 08903

MINRAT M. L. RAUCH 1 Dr. Richard Snow
P II 4 School of Education
BUNDESMINISTERIUM DER VERTEIDIGUNG Stanford University
POSTFACH 1328 Stanford, CA 94305
D-53 BONN 1, GERMANY

1 Dr. Robert Sternberg
Dr. Lauren Resnick Dept. of Psychology
LRDC Yale University
University of Pittsburgh Box 11A, Yale Station
3939 O'Hara Street New Haven, CT 06520
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

1 DR. ALBERT STEVENS
Dr. Leonard L. Rosenbaum, Chairman BOLT BERANEK & NEWMAN, INC.
Department of Psychology 50 MOULTON STREET
Montgomery College CAMBRIDGE, NA 02138
Rockville, MD 20850

1 David E. Stone, Ph.D.
Dr. Ernst Z. Rothkopf Hazeltine Corporation
Bell Laboratories 7680 Old Springhouse Road
600 Mountain Avenue McLean, VA 22102
Murray Hill, NJ 07974

1 Dr. Kikumi Tatsuoka
DR. WALTER SCHNEIDER Computer Based Education Research
DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY Laboratory
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 252 Engineering Research Laboratory
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820 University of Illinois

Urbana, IL 61801
Dr. David Shucard
Brain Sciences Labs 1 Dr. Douglas Towne
National Jewish Hospital Research Center Univ. of So. California
National Asthma Center Behavioral Technology Labs

Denver, CO 80206 1845 S. Elena Ave.
Redondo Beach, CA 90277

Robert S. Siegler
Associate Professor 1 Dr. J. Uhlaner
Carnegie-Mellon University Perceptronics, Inc.
Department of Psychology 6271 Variel Avenue
Schenley Park Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

1 Dr. Benton J. Underwood

Dr. Edward E. Smith Dept. of Psychology
Bolt Beranek & Newman, Inc. Northwestern University
50 Moulton Street Evanston, IL 60201
Cambridge, MA 02138
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1 Dr. William R. Uttal
University of Michigan
Institute for Social Research
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

1 Dr. Howard Wainer
Division of Psychological Studies
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ 08540

1 Dr. Keith T. Wescourt
Information Sciences Dept.
The Rand Corporation
1700 Main St.
Santa Monica, CA 90406

1 DR. SUSAN E. WHITELY
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044

1 Dr. Christopher Wickens
Department of Psychology
University of Illinois
Champaign, IL 61820

1 Dr. J. Arthur Woodward
Department of Psychology
University of California
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